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Size, Amount, Degree, Extent 8s 

A 

ABACUSES AABCESSU ABACUS, calculating device [n] 

ABAMPERE AABEEMPR unit of electric current [n -S] 

ABASEDLY AABDELSY ABASE, to lower in rank, prestige, or esteem [adv] 

ABATABLE AAABBELT ABATE, to reduce in degree or intensity [adj]  

ABJECTLY ABCEJLTY ABJECT, sunk to low condition [adv] 

ABORTIVE ABEIORTV failing to succeed [adj] 

ABOUNDED ABDDENOU ABOUND, to have large number or amount [v] 

ABRACHIA AAABCHIR lack of arms [n -S] 

ABRIDGER ABDEGIRR one that abridges (to reduce length of) [n -S] 

ABRUPTER ABEPRRTU ABRUPT, rudely brief [adj] 

ABSCISSA AABCISSS particular geometric coordinate [n -S, -E] 

ABSENCES ABCEENSS ABSENCE, state of being away [n] 

ABSENTLY ABELNSTY in inattentive manner [adv] 

ABSOLUTE ABELOSTU free from restriction [adj -R, -ST] / something that is absolute [n -S] 

ABSONANT AABNNOST unreasonable (not reasonable) [adj] 

ABSURDER ABDERRSU ABSURD, ridiculously incongruous or unreasonable [adj] 

ABUNDANT AABDNNTU present in great quantity [adj] 

ACCRUING ACCGINRU ACCRUE, to come as increase or addition [v] 

ACCURACY AACCCRUY quality of being accurate (free from error) [n -CIES] 

ACCURATE AACCERTU free from error [adj] 

ACERBEST ABCEERST ACERB, sour (sharp or biting to taste) [adj] 

ACERBEST ABCEERST ACERB, sour (sharp or biting to taste) [adj] 

ACERBITY ABCEIRTY sourness (quality or state of being sour) [n -TIES] 

ACHINESS ACEHINSS state of being achy (aching) [n -ES] 

ACIDNESS ACDEINSS acidity (sourness (quality or state of being sour)) [n -ES] 

ACIDURIA AACDIIRU condition of having excessive amounts of acid in urine [n -S] 

ACRIDEST ACDEIRST ACRID, sharp and harsh to taste or smell [adj] 

ACRIDITY ACDIIRTY state of being acrid (sharp and harsh to taste or smell) [n -TIES] 

ACROTISM ACIMORST weakness of pulse [n -S] 

ACUITIES ACEIISTU ACUITY, sharpness (quality of being sharp (suitable for or capable of cutting or piercing)) [n] 

ACUTANCE AACCENTU measure of photographic clarity [n -S] 

ADDITORY ADDIORTY making addition (something added) [adj] 

ADEPTEST ADEEPSTT ADEPT, highly skilled [adj] 

ADEQUACY AACDEQUY state of being adequate (sufficient for specific requirement) [n -CIES] 

ADEQUATE AADEEQTU sufficient for specific requirement [adj] 

ADJUSTER ADEJRSTU one that adjusts (to bring to more satisfactory state) [n -S] 

ADJUSTOR ADJORSTU adjuster (one that adjusts (to bring to more satisfactory state)) [n -S] 

ADROITER ADEIORRT ADROIT, skillful (having skill) [adj] 

ADROITLY ADILORTY ADROIT, skillful (having skill (ability to do something well)) [adv] 

ADULATOR AADLORTU one that adulates (to praise excessively) [n -S] 

ADYNAMIA AAADIMNY lack of physical strength [n -S] 

ADYNAMIC AACDIMNY ADYNAMIA, lack of physical strength [adj] 

AFFINELY AEFFILNY in manner of type of mathematical mapping [adv] 

AFTERTAX AAEFRTTX remaining after payment of taxes [adj] 

AGEDNESS ADEEGNSS oldness (state of being old (living or existing for relatively long time)) [n -ES] 
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AGIOTAGE AAEGGIOT business of broker [n -S] 

AGRARIAN AAAGINRR one who favors equal distribution of land [n -S] 

AIRINESS AEIINRSS state of being airy (having nature of air) [n -ES] 

AIRPOWER AEIOPRRW military strength of nation's air force [n -S] 

AIRSPACE AACEIPRS portion of atmosphere above particular land area [n -S] 

AKINESIA AAEIIKNS loss of muscle function [n -S] 

AKINETIC ACEIIKNT AKINESIA, loss of muscle function [adj] 

ALERTEST AEELRSTT ALERT, ready for sudden action [adj] 

ALGIDITY ADGIILTY coldness (state of being cold (having little or no warmth)) [n -TIES] 

ALGORISM AGILMORS Arabic system of arithmetic notation [n -S] 

ALIQUANT AAILNQTU not dividing evenly into another number [adj] 

ALLAYING AAGILLNY ALLAY, to reduce in intensity or severity [v] 

ALLERGIC ACEGILLR pertaining to allergy (state of hypersensitive reaction to certain things) [adj] 

ALLODIAL AADILLLO ALLODIUM, land held in absolute ownership [adj] 

ALLODIUM ADILLMOU land held in absolute ownership [n -IA] 

ALLOTTED ADELLOTT ALLOT, to give as share or portion [v] 

ALLOTTER AELLORTT one that allots (to give as share or portion) [n -S] 

ALMIGHTY AGHILMTY having absolute power over all [adj] 

ALOPECIA AACEILOP baldness (state of being bald (lacking hair (threadlike growth))) [n -S] 

ALOPECIC ACCEILOP ALOPECIA, baldness (state of being bald (lacking hair (threadlike growth))) [adj] 

ALPHOSIS AHILOPSS lack of skin pigmentation [n -ES] 

ALTERITY AEILRTTY state of being other or different [n -TIES] 

AMNESTIC ACEIMNST pertaining to amnesia (loss of memory) [adj] 

AMORTISE AEIMORST to amortize, to liquidate gradually, as debt [v -D, -SING, -S] 

AMORTIZE AEIMORTZ to liquidate gradually, as debt [v -D, ZING, -S] 

AMOUNTED ADEMNOTU AMOUNT, to combine to yield sum [v] 

AMPERAGE AAEEGMPR strength of electric current expressed in amperes [n -S] 

ANALEMMA AAAELMMN type of graduated scale [n -S, -TA] 

ANAPAEST AAAENPST anapest (type of metrical foot) [n -S] 

ANERGIES AEEGINRS ANERGY, lack of energy [n] 

ANGRIEST AEGINRST ANGRY, feeling strong displeasure or hostility [adj] 

ANGSTIER AEGINRST ANGSTY, feeling anxiety or dread [adj] 

ANGSTROM AGMNORST unit of length [n -S] 

ANTONYMY AMNNOTYY state of being antonym (word opposite in meaning to another) [n -MIES] 

ANTSIEST AEINSSTT ANTSY, fidgety (nervously restless) [adj] 

APIMANIA AAAIIMNP excessive interest in bees [n -S] 

APPETENT AEENPPTT marked by strong desire [adj] 

APPRAISE AAEIPPRS to set value on [v -D, -SING, -S] 

APPRIZER AEIPPRRZ one that apprizes (to appraise (to set value on)) [n -S] 

APRACTIC AACCIPRT APRAXIA, loss of ability to perform coordinated movements [adj] 

ARCHNESS ACEHNRSS slyness (quality or state of being sly) [n -ES] 

ARIDNESS ADEINRSS aridity (state of being arid (extremely dry)) [n -ES] 

ARTINESS AEINRSST quality of being arty (showily or pretentiously artistic) [n -ES] 

ARTSIEST AEIRSSTT ARTSY, arty (showily or pretentiously artistic) [adj] 

ASHINESS AEHINSSS condition of being ashy [n -ES] 

ASPERATE AAEEPRST to make uneven [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ASPHERIC ACEHIPRS varying slightly from exactly spherical shape [adj] 
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ASSESSED ADEESSSS ASSESS, to estimate value of for taxation [v] 

ASSESSES AEESSSSS ASSESS, to estimate value of for taxation [v] 

ASSESSOR AEORSSSS one that assesses, to estimate value of for taxation [n -S] 

ASSURING AGINRSSU ASSURE, to insure (to guarantee against loss) [v] 

ASTHENIA AAEHINST lack of strength [n -S] 

ATECHNIC ACCEHINT lacking technical knowledge [adj] 

ATOMICAL AACILMOT ATOM, smallest unit of element [adj] 

ATTAINED AADEINTT ATTAIN, to gain or achieve by mental or physical effort [v] 

ATTAINER AAEINRTT one that attains (to gain or achieve by mental or physical effort) [n -S] 

ATTEMPER AEEMPRTT to modify temperature of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AUGUSTER AEGRSTUU AUGUST, inspiring reverence or admiration [adj] 

AUNTLIER AEILNRTU AUNTLY, of or suggesting aunt [adj] 

AUSTERER AEERRSTU AUSTERE, grave in disposition or appearance [adj] 

AUTARCHY AACHRTUY absolute rule [n -HIES] 

AUTARKIC AACIKRTU AUTARKY, national economic self-sufficiency [adj] 

AUTOCRAT AACORTTU absolute ruler [n -S] 

AUTONOMY AMNOOTUY state of being self-governing [n -MIES] 

AVIDNESS ADEINSSV avidity (state of being avid (eager (impatiently longing))) [n -ES] 

AWAYNESS AAENSSWY state of being distant (far off or apart) [n -ES] 

AWFULLER AEFLLRUW AWFUL, extremely bad or unpleasant [adj] 

AXIALITY AAIILTXY state of being axial (pertaining to or forming axis) [n -TIES] 

AZOTEMIA AAEIMOTZ excess of nitrogenous substances in blood [n -S] 

AZOTEMIC ACEIMOTZ AZOTEMIA, excess of nitrogenous substances in blood [adj] 

AZOTURIA AAIORTUZ excess of nitrogenous substances in urine [n -S] 

 

Size, Amount, Degree, Extent 8s 

B 

BACCHIUS ABCCHISU type of metrical foot [n -II] 

BACKBEAT AABBCEKT type of rhythm in music [n -S] 

BACKLOAD AABCDKLO to defer financial obligation [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BAGGIEST ABEGGIST BAGGY, loose-fitting [adj] 

BALANCER AABCELNR one that balances (to weigh (to determine weight of)) [n -S] 

BALDNESS ABDELNSS state of being bald (lacking hair (threadlike growth)) [n -ES] 

BALKIEST ABEIKLST BALKY, stubborn (unyielding (to give up)) [adj] 

BALLHAWK AABHKLLW very good defensive ballplayer [n -S] 

BALLIEST ABEILLST BALLY, noisy uproar [adj] 

BALLSIER ABEILLRS BALLSY, offensive word [adj] 

BALMIEST ABEILMST BALMY, mild (not harsh or rough) [adj] 

BANALITY AABILNTY something banal [n -TIES] 

BANALIZE AABEILNZ to make banal [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

BANDIEST ABDEINST BANDY, curved apart at knees [adj] 

BANKABLE AABBEKLN BANK, to keep money in bank, institution dealing in money matters [adj] 

BANKROLL ABKLLNOR to fund, to provide money for [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BARENESS ABEENRSS state of being bare (naked (being without clothing or covering)) [n -ES] 

BARKIEST ABEIKRST BARKY, covered with bark (tough outer covering of root or stem) [adj] 

BARMIEST ABEIMRST BARMY, full of barm; frothy [adj] 

BAROGRAM AABGMORR barometric reading [n -S] 
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BARRENER ABEENRRR BARREN, unproductive (productive) [adj] 

BASENESS ABEENSSS state of being base (morally low) [n -ES] 

BASICITY ABCIISTY state of being alkaline (containing alkali (type of chemical compound)) [n -TIES] 

BASILECT ABCEILST least prestigious language of area [n -S] 

BASSNESS ABENSSSS lowness in pitch [n -ES] 

BATHETIC ABCEHITT trite (used so often as to be made commonplace) [adj] 

BATHOSES ABEHOSST BATHOS, triteness (quality of being trite (used so often as to be made commonplace)) [n] 

BATTIEST ABEISTTT BATTY, crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj] 

BAULKIER ABEIKLRU BAULKY, balky (stubborn (unyielding (yield))) [adj] 

BAWDIEST ABDEISTW BAWDY, obscene (indecent (not decent)) [adj] 

BEACHIER ABCEEHIR BEACHY, sandy or pebbly [adj] 

BEAMIEST ABEEIMST BEAMY, beaming [adj] 

BEATLESS ABEELSST having no rhythm [adj] 

BEAUCOUP ABCEOPUU abundance (state of being abundant (present in great quantity)) [n -S] 

BEAUTEST ABEESTTU BEAUT, beautiful [adj] 

BEAVERED ABDEEERV BEAVER, to work hard [v] 

BEECHIER BCEEEHIR BEECHY, abounding in beeches [adj] 

BEEFIEST BEEEFIST BEEFY, brawny (muscular (pertaining to muscle)) [adj] 

BEERIEST BEEEIRST BEERY, affected by beer [adj] 

BEGGARLY ABEGGLRY very poor [adj] 

BEGIRDED BDDEEGIR BEGIRD, to surround (to extend completely around) [v] 

BEGIRDLE BDEEGILR to surround (to extend completely around) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BELLYFUL BEFLLLUY excessive amount [n -S] 

BENDIEST BDEEINST BENDY, flexible (capable of being bent) [adj] 

BEVELING BEEGILNV BEVEL, to cut at angle [v] 

BEVELLED BDEEELLV BEVEL, to cut at angle [v] 

BEVELLER BEEELLRV beveler (one that bevels (to cut at angle)) [n -S] 

BIANNUAL AABILNNU occurring twice year [adj] 

BIASNESS ABEINSSS state of being slanted [n -ES] 

BICYCLIC BCCCIILY having two cycles [adj] 

BIDENTAL ABDEILNT having two teeth [adj] 

BIENNIAL ABEIILNN event that occurs every two years [n -S] 

BIENNIUM BEIIMNNU period of two years [n -S, -IA] 

BIFACIAL AABCFIIL having two faces [adj] 

BIFIDITY BDFIIITY state of being bifid (divided into two parts) [n -TIES] 

BIFORATE ABEFIORT having two perforations [adj] 

BIFORKED BDEFIKOR divided into two branches [adj] 

BIFORMED BDEFIMOR biform (having two forms) [adj] 

BIGAMIES ABEGIIMS BIGAMY, crime of being married to two people at once [n] 

BIGAMIST ABGIIMST one who commits bigamy (crime of being married to two people at once) [n -S] 

BIGAMOUS ABGIMOSU guilty of bigamy (crime of being married to two people at once) [adj] 

BIGEMINY BEGIIMNY state of having double pulse [n -NIES] 

BIHOURLY BHILORUY occurring every two hours [adj] 

BIJUGATE ABEGIJTU two-paired [adj] 

BIJUGOUS BGIJOSUU bijugate (two-paired) [adj] 

BIKINIED BDEIIIKN BIKINI, type of two-piece bathing suit [adj] 

BILANDER ABDEILNR small ship [n -S] 
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BILGIEST BEGIILST BILGY, smelling like seepage [adj] 

BILINEAR ABEIILNR pertaining to two lines [adj] 

BILLABLE ABBEILLL BILL, to present statement of costs to [adj] 

BILLOWED BDEILLOW BILLOW, to swell (to increase in size or volume) [v] 

BILOBATE ABBEILOT having two lobes [adj] 

BIMANOUS ABIMNOSU two-handed [adj] 

BIMANUAL AABILMNU done with two hands [adj] 

BIMBETTE BBEEIMTT attractive but empty-headed young woman [n -S] 

BIMENSAL ABEILMNS occurring every two months [adj] 

BIMESTER BEEIMRST two-month period [n -S] 

BINARIES ABEIINRS BINARY, combination of two things [n] 

BINATELY ABEILNTY BINATE, growing in pairs [adv] 

BINAURAL AABILNRU hearing with both ears [adj] 

BINGEING BEGGIINN BINGE, to indulge in something to excess [v] / bingeing (act of indulging in something to excess) [n -S] 

BINOMIAL ABIILMNO algebraic expression [n -S] 

BIOASSAY AABIOSSY to test substance (as drug) in order to determine its strength [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BIOMETER BEEIMORT device for measuring carbon dioxide given off by living matter [n -S] 

BIOMETRY BEIMORTY statistical study of biological data [n -RIES] 

BIOVULAR ABILORUV derived from two ova [adj] 

BIPAROUS ABIOPRSU producing offspring in pairs [adj] 

BIPARTED ABDEIPRT having two parts [adj] 

BIPHASIC ABCHIIPS having two phases [adj] 

BIRACIAL AABCIILR having members of two races [adj] 

BIRADIAL AABDIILR having dual symmetry [adj] 

BIRAMOSE ABEIMORS biramous (divided into two branches) [adj] 

BIRAMOUS ABIMORSU divided into two branches [adj] 

BIRROTCH BCHIORRT birr, monetary unit of Ethiopia [n] 

BISECTED BCDEEIST BISECT, to cut into two parts [v] 

BISECTOR BCEIORST something that bisects (to cut into two parts) [n -S] 

BISEXUAL ABEILSUX one who is attracted to both sexes [n -S] 

BISTABLE ABBEILST electronic circuit that has two stable states [n -S] 

BITCHIER BCEHIIRT BITCHY, malicious [adj] 

BITSIEST BEIISSTT BITSY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

BITTERER BEEIRRTT BITTER, having disagreeable taste [adj] 

BITTIEST BEIISTTT BITTY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

BIUNIQUE BEIINQUU being type of correspondence between two sets [adj] 

BIVALVED ABDEILVV having two-valved shell [adj] 

BIWEEKLY BEEIKLWY publication issued every two weeks [n -LIES] 

BIYEARLY ABEILRYY occurring every two years [adj] 

BLABBIER ABBBEILR BLABBY, talkative [adj] 

BLACKEST ABCEKLST BLACK, being of darkest color [adj] 

BLANDEST ABDELNST BLAND, soothing [adj] 

BLANKEST ABEKLNST BLANK, empty (containing nothing) [adj] 

BLASTIER ABEILRST BLASTY, gusty (blowing in gusts) [adj] 

BLEAKEST ABEEKLST BLEAK, dreary (dismal (cheerless and depressing)) [adj] 

BLEAREST ABEELRST BLEAR, dim [adj] 

BLEARIER ABEEILRR BLEARY, dimmed [adj] 
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BLINDEST BDEILNST BLIND, sightless [adj] 

BLITHEST BEHILSTT BLITHE, merry (cheerful (full of spirits)) [adj] 

BLOATING ABGILNOT BLOAT, to swell (to increase in size or volume) [v] 

BLOBBIER BBBEILOR BLOBBY, splotchy (splotched) [adj] 

BLOCKIER BCEIKLOR BLOCKY, short and stout [adj] 

BLOGGIER BEGGILOR BLOGGY, characteristic of blogging [adj] 

BLONDEST BDELNOST BLOND, light-colored [adj] 

BLOODIER BDEILOOR BLOODY, stained with blood [adj] 

BLOOMIER BEILMOOR BLOOMY, covered with flowers [adj] 

BLOOPIER BEILOOPR BLOOPY, being hit that is short fly ball [adj] 

BLOOPING BGILNOOP BLOOP, to hit short fly ball [v] 

BLOWIEST BEILOSTW BLOWY, windy (marked by strong wind) [adj] 

BLUFFEST BEFFLSTU BLUFF, having broad front [adj] 

BLUNTEST BELNSTTU BLUNT, not sharp or pointed [adj] 

BLURRIER BEILRRRU BLURRY, unclear (clean and pure) [adj] 

BOATLOAD AABDLOOT amount that boat holds [n -S] 

BOLDNESS BDELNOSS quality of being bold (daring) [n -S] 

BOMBLOAD ABBDLMOO quantity of bombs being carried [n -S] 

BONEYEST BEENOSTY BONEY, bony (full of bones) [adj] 

BONINESS BEINNOSS state of being bony (full of bones) [n -ES] 

BONNIEST BEINNOST BONNY, pretty (pleasing to eye) [adj] 

BONUSING BGINNOSU act of subsidizing something [n -S] 

BOOKWORM BKMOOORW avid book reader [n -S] 

BOOMIEST BEIMOOST BOOMY, prospering [adj] 

BOONLESS BELNOOSS having no boon [adj] 

BOOZIEST BEIOOSTZ BOOZY, drunken (drunk (intoxicated)) [adj] 

BOPPIEST BEIOPPST BOPPY, suggestive of bebop [adj] 

BOREDOMS BDEMOORS BOREDOM, tedium (state of being tedious (causing weariness (quality of being weary))) [n] 

BORROWED BDEOORRW BORROW, to take on loan [v] 

BORROWER BEOORRRW one that borrows, to take on loan [n -S] 

BOSKIEST BEIKOSST BOSKY, wooded; bushy [adj] 

BOSSIEST BEIOSSST BOSSY, domineering [adj] 

BOTCHIER BCEHIORT BOTCHY, badly done [adj] 

BOUNCIER BCEINORU BOUNCY, tending to bounce [adj] 

BOUNTIED BDEINOTU BOUNTY, reward [adj] 

BOUNTIES BEINOSTU BOUNTY, reward 

BOURGEON BEGNOORU to burgeon (to develop rapidly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOVINITY BIINOTVY state of being bovine (ox-like animal) [n -TIES] 

BRAGGEST ABEGGRST BRAG, first-rate [adj] 

BRAGGIER ABEGGIRR BRAGGY, tending to brag [adj] 

BRAINIER ABEIINRR BRAINY, smart (characterized by mental acuity) [adj] 

BRAKIEST ABEIKRST BRAKY, abounding in shrubs or ferns [adj] 

BRANNIER ABEINNRR BRANNY, containing bran [adj] 

BRASHEST ABEHRSST BRASH, rash; hasty [adj] 

BRASHIER ABEHIRRS BRASHY, brash (rash; hasty) [adj] 

BRASSAGE AABEGRSS fee for coining money [n -S] 

BRAWLIER ABEILRRW BRAWLY, inclined to brawl [adj] 
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BRAWNIER ABEINRRW BRAWNY, muscular (pertaining to muscle) [adj] 

BREEZIER BEEEIRRZ BREEZY, windy (marked by strong wind) [adj] 

BRICKIER BCEIIKRR BRICKY, made of bricks [adj] 

BRIEFEST BEEFIRST BRIEF, short (having little length) [adj] 

BRIGHTER BEGHIRRT BRIGHT, emitting much light [adj] 

BRILLEST BEILLRST BRILL [adj] 

BRIMFULL BFILLMRU brimful (ready to overflow) [adj] 

BRINIEST BEIINRST BRINY, salty (tasting of or containing salt) [adj] 

BRISKEST BEIKRSST BRISK, lively (full of energy) [adj] 

BRITTLER BEILRRTT BRITTLE, likely to break [adj] 

BROADEST ABDEORST BROAD, wide (having great extent from side to side) [adj] 

BROKERED BDEEKORR BROKER, to act as broker, agent who buys and sells stocks [v] 

BRONZIER BEINORRZ BRONZY, of brownish color [adj] 

BROODIER BDEIOORR BROODY, tending to brood [adj] 

BROOMIER BEIMOORR BROOMY, abounding in broom (type of shrub) [adj] 

BROUHAHA AABHHORU uproar (state of noisy excitement and confusion) [n -S] 

BROWNEST BENORSTW BROWN, of dark color [adj] 

BROWNIER BEINORRW BROWNY, somewhat brown [adj] 

BRUSHIER BEHIRRSU BRUSHY, shaggy; rough [adj] 

BRUSKEST BEKRSSTU BRUSK, brusque (abrupt in manner) [adj] 

BRUSQUER BEQRRSUU BRUSQUE, abrupt in manner [adj] 

BRUTISMS BIMRSSTU BRUTISM, state of being brutal (cruel; savage) [n] 

BUBBLIER BBBEILRU BUBBLY, full of bubbles [adj] 

BUDGETED BDDEEGTU BUDGET, to estimate expenditures [v] 

BUDGETER BDEEGRTU one that budgets (to estimate expenditures) [n -S] 

BUFFETED BDEEFFTU BUFFET, to hit sharply [v] 

BUFFETER BEEFFRTU one that buffets (to hit sharply) [n -S] 

BUFFIEST BEFFISTU BUFFY, of yellowish-brown color [adj] 

BUGGIEST BEGGISTU BUGGY, infested with bugs [adj] 

BULGIEST BEGILSTU BULGY, bulging [adj] 

BULKIEST BEIKLSTU BULKY, massive (of considerable size) [adj] 

BULLIEST BEILLSTU BULLY, wonderful [adj] 

BUMPERED BDEEMPRU BUMPER, to fill to brim [v] 

BUMPIEST BEIMPSTU BUMPY, of uneven surface [adj] 

BUNCHIER BCEHINRU BUNCHY, clustered [adj] 

BURBLIER BBEILRRU BURBLY, burbling [adj] 

BURLIEST BEILRSTU BURLY, heavy and muscular [adj] 

BURRIEST BEIRRSTU BURRY, prickly (having many sharp points) [adj] 

BURSTIER BEIRRSTU BURSTY, occurring in short sudden episodes or groups [adj] 

BUSHIEST BEHISSTU BUSHY, covered with bushes [adj] 

BUSTIEST BEISSTTU BUSTY, full-bosomed [adj] 

BUSYNESS BENSSSUY state of being busy (occupied) [n -ES] 

BUTCHEST BCEHSTTU BUTCH, being very short haircut [adj] 

BUXOMEST BEMOSTUX BUXOM, healthily plump [adj] 

BUZZIEST BEISTUZZ BUZZY, having vibrating sound [adj] 
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C 

CAGINESS ACEGINSS quality of being cagey (shrewd (having keen insight)) [n -ES] 

CAKINESS ACEIKNSS state of being cakey (tending to form lumps) [n -ES] 

CALCULUS ACCLLSUU branch of mathematics [n -ES, -LI] 

CALENDAL AACDELLN pertaining to calends (first day of Roman month) [adj] 

CALENDAR AACDELNR to schedule (to assign to certain date or time) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CALLIPER ACEILLPR to caliper (to use type of measuring device) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CALLOWER ACELLORW CALLOW, immature [adj] 

CALLOWLY ACLLLOWY CALLOW, immature (not fully grown or developed) [adv] 

CALMNESS ACELMNSS state of being calm (free from agitation) [n -ES] 

CALORIES ACEILORS CALORIE, unit of heat [n] / CALORY [n] 

CAMPIEST ACEIMPST CAMPY, comically exaggerated [adj] 

CANCERED ACCDEENR CANCER, malignant growth [adj] 

CANDIDER ACDDEINR CANDID, frank and sincere [adj] 

CANINITY ACIINNTY state of being canine (dog) [n -TIES] 

CANNIEST ACEINNST CANNY, prudent (having, showing, or exercising good judgment) [adj] / CANNIE [adj] 

CANTERED ACDEENRT CANTER, to ride horse at moderate pace [v] 

CAPABLER AABCELPR CAPABLE, having ability [adj] 

CAPACITY AACCIPTY ability to receive or contain [n -TIES] 

CAREERED ACDEEERR CAREER, to go at full speed [v] 

CAREERER ACEEERRR one that careers (to go at full speed) [n -S] 

CASELOAD AACDELOS number of cases being handled [n -S] 

CASHABLE AABCEHLS CASH, to convert into cash (ready money) [adj] 

CASHBACK AABCCHKS incentive of cash given back to purchaser [n -S] 

CASHBOOK ABCHKOOS book of monetary records [n -S] 

CASHLESS ACEHLSSS having no cash [adj] 

CATCHIER ACCEHIRT CATCHY, pleasing and easily remembered [adj] 

CATENARY AACENRTY mathematical curve [n -RIES] 

CATENOID ACDEINOT geometric surface [n -S] 

CATHODAL AACDHLOT CATHODE, negatively charged electrode [adj] 

CATHODIC ACCDHIOT CATHODE, negatively charged electrode [adj] 

CATTIEST ACEISTTT CATTY, catlike; spiteful [adj] 

CEDARIER ACDEEIRR CEDARY, CEDAR, evergreen tree [adj] 

CELERITY CEEILRTY swiftness (quality of being swift (moving with great rate of motion)) [n -TIES] 

CENSUSED CDEENSSU CENSUS, to take official count of [v] 

CENSUSES CEENSSSU CENSUS, to take official count of [v] 

CENTIARE ACEEINRT centare (measure of land area) [n -S] 

CENTRISM CEIMNRST moderate political philosophy [n -S] 

CENTROID CDEINORT center of mass of object [n -S] 

CENTUPLE CEELNPTU to increase hundredfold [v -D, -LING, -S] 

CEORLISH CEHILORS CEORL, freeman of low birth [adj] 

CHAFFIER ACEFFHIR CHAFFY, worthless [adj] 

CHAINMAN AACHIMNN surveyor's assistant who uses measuring chain [n -MEN] 

CHALDRON ACDHLNOR unit of dry measure [n -S] 

CHANCIER ACCEHINR CHANCY, risky (dangerous) [adj] 

CHANCILY ACCHILNY in chancy (risky (dangerous)) manner [adv] 

CHANCING ACCGHINN CHANCE, to risk (to expose to risk (chance of injury or loss)) [v] 
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CHANGEUP ACEGHNPU slow pitch thrown like fastball [n -S] 

CHARIEST ACEHIRST CHARY, cautious (exercising prudence to avoid danger) [adj] 

CHARTISM ACHIMRST use of financial charts to predict future trends [n -S] 

CHASTEST ACEHSSTT CHASTE, morally pure [adj] 

CHATTIER ACEHIRTT CHATTY, talkative [adj] 

CHEAPEST ACEEHPST CHEAP, inexpensive [adj] 

CHEAPISH ACEHHIPS somewhat cheap [adj] 

CHECKSUM CCEHKMSU sum derived from bits of computer data [n -S] 

CHEEKFUL CEEFHKLU amount held in one's cheek [n -S] 

CHEEKIER CEEEHIKR CHEEKY, impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adj] 

CHEERIER CEEEHIRR CHEERY, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj] 

CHERRIER CEEHIRRR CHERRY, of light red color [adj] 

CHESTFUL CEEFHLSTU as much as chest or box can hold [n -S] 

CHESTIER CEEHIRST CHESTY, proud (having or displaying pride) [adj] 

CHEWIEST CEEHISTW CHEWY, not easily chewed [adj] 

CHHERTUM CEHHMRTU CHETRUM, monetary unit of Bhutan [n] 

CHICHIER CCEHHIIR CHICHI, showily stylish [adj] 

CHICNESS CCEHINSS elegance (tasteful opulence) [n -ES] 

CHIEFEST CEEFHIST CHIEF, highest in authority [adj] 

CHILLEST CEHILLST CHILL, cool (moderately cold) [adj] 

CHILLIER CEHIILLR CHILLY, cool (moderately cold) [adj] 

CHINKIER CEHIIKNR CHINKY, full of cracks [adj] 

CHIPPIER CEHIIPPR CHIPPY, belligerent [adj] 

CHIRKEST CEHIKRST CHIRK, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj] 

CHIRPIER CEHIIPRR CHIRPY, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj] 

CHOCKFUL CCFHKLOU full to limit [adj] 

CHOICELY CCEHILOY CHOICE, of fine quality [adv] 

CHOICEST CCEHIOST CHOICE, of fine quality [adj] 

CHOKIEST CEHIKOST CHOKEY, choky (tending to cause choking) [adj] / CHOKY [adj] 

CHOOSIER CEHIOORS CHOOSEY, choosy (hard to please) [adj] / CHOOSY [adj] 

CHOOSING CGHINOOS CHOOSE, to take by preference  

CHOPPIER CEHIOPPR CHOPPY, full of short, rough waves [adj] 

CHORIAMB ABCHIMOR type of metrical foot [n -I, -S] 

CHROMIER CEHIMORR CHROMY, decorated with chrome [adj] 

CHRONAXY ACHNORXY time required to excite nerve cell electrically [n -XIES] 

CHUBBIER BBCEHIRU CHUBBY, plump (well-rounded and full in form) [adj] 

CHUFFEST CEFFHSTU CHUFF, gruff (low and harsh in speech) [adj] 

CHUFFIER CEFFHIRU CHUFFY, plump (well-rounded and full in form) [adj] 

CHUMMIER CEHIMMRU CHUMMY, friendly (inclined to approve, help, or support) [adj] 

CHUNKIER CEHIKNRU CHUNKY, stocky (having short, thick body) [adj] 

CINQUAIN ACIINNQU stanza of five lines [n -S] 

CIPHERED CDEEHIPR CIPHER. to solve problems in arithmetic [v] 

CLAMMIER ACEILMMR CLAMMY, cold and damp [adj] 

CLANKIER ACEIKLNR CLANKY, making sharp, metallic sound [adj] 

CLAWBACK AABCCKLW money taken back by taxation [n -S] 

CLEANEST ACEELNST CLEAN, free from dirt or stain [adj] 

CLEARCUT ACCELRTU to cut forest completely [v CLEARCUT, -TTING, -S] 
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CLEAREST ACEELRST CLEAR, clean and pure [adj] 

CLEVERER CEEELRRV CLEVER, mentally keen [adj] 

CLIFFIER CEFFIILR CLIFFY, abounding in cliffs [adj] 

CLIMATAL AACILLMT CLIMATE, weather conditions characteristic of area [adj] 

CLIMATIC ACCIILMT CLIMATE, weather conditions characteristic of area [adj] 

CLIMAXED ACDEILMX CLIMAX, to reach high or dramatic point [v] 

CLIMAXES ACEILMSX CLIMAX, to reach high or dramatic point [v] 

CLINCHED CCDEHILN CLINCH, to settle matter decisively [v] 

CLINCHER CCEHILNR decisive fact or remark [n -S] 

CLINGIER CEGIILNR CLINGY, adhesive [adj] 

CLIQUIER CEIILQRU CLIQUEY, inclined to form cliques [adj] / CLIQUY [adj] 

CLOCHARD ACCDHLOR vagrant (wanderer with no apparent means of support) [n -S] 

CLOCKING CCGIKLNO CLOCK, to time with stopwatch [v] 

CLODDIER CDDEILOR CLODDY, lumpy (full of lumps) [adj] 

CLOGGIER CEGGILOR CLOGGY, clogging or able to clog [adj] 

CLONKIER CEIKLNOR CLONKY, making dull thumping sound [adj] 

CLOUDIER CDEILORU CLOUDY, overcast with clouds [adj] 

CLUBBIER BBCEILRU CLUBBY, characteristic of club [adj] 

CLUMPIER CEILMPRU CLUMPY, lumpy (full of lumps) [adj] 

CLUMSIER CEILMRSU CLUMSY, awkward (lacking skill, dexterity, or grace) [adj] 

CLUNKIER CEIKLNRU CLUNKY, clumsy in style [adj] 

COALIEST ACEILOST COALY, containing coal [adj] 

COARSEST ACEORSST COARSE, rough (having uneven surface) [adj] 

COBBIEST BBCEIOST COBBY, stocky (having short, thick body) [adj] 

COCKIEST CCEIKOST COCKY, arrogantly self-confident [adj] 

CODDLING CDDGILNO CODDLE, to pamper (to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence) [v] 

CODOMAIN ACDIMNOO mathematical set [n -S] 

COEMPTED CDEEMOPT COEMPT, to buy up entire supply of product [v] 

COHESION CEHINOOS act or state of cohering [n -S] 

COHESIVE CEEHIOSV COHESION, act or state of cohering [adj] 

COINVEST CEINOSTV to invest jointly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COLDNESS CDELNOSS state of being cold (having little or no warmth) [n -ES] 

COLORADO ACDLOOOR of medium strength and color -- used of cigars [adj] 

COLOSSAL ACLLOOSS gigantic (huge (very large)) [adj] 

COMEBACK ABCCEKMO return to former prosperity [n -S] 

COMELIER CEEILMOR COMELY, pleasing to look at [adj] 

COMFIEST CEFIMOST COMFY, comfortable [adj] 

COMMONER CEMMNOOR COMMON, ordinary (of kind to be expected in normal order of events) [adj] 

COMPARER ACEMOPRR one that compares (to represent as similar) [n -S] 

COMPTING CGIMNOPT COMPT, to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total) [v] 

COMPUTER CEMOPRTU machine that computes automatically [n -S] 

CONCHOID CCDHINOO type of geometric curve [n -S] 

CONCISER CCEINORS CONCISE, succinct (clearly expressed in few words) [adj] 

CONICITY CCIINOTY state of being conical (shaped like cone) [n -TIES] 

CONOIDAL ACDILNOO CONOID, geometric solid [adj] 

CONTINUA ACINNOTU mathematical sets [n] 

CONTRACT ACCNORTT to decrease in size or volume [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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COOLDOWN CDLNOOOW gradual return of physiological functions to normal levels after strenuous exercise [n -S] 

COOLNESS CELNOOSS state of being cool (moderately cold) [n -ES] 

CORNIEST CEINORST CORNY, trite (used so often as to be made commonplace) [adj] 

COSECANT ACCENOST trigonometric function of angle [n -S] 

COSHERED CDEEHORS COSHER, to coddle (to pamper (to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence)) [v] 

COSINESS CEINOSSS coziness (state of being cozy (snug and comfortable)) [n -ES] 

COSTLESS CELOSSST free of charge [adj] 

COSTLIER CEILORST COSTLY, expensive [adj] 

COUTHEST CEHOSTTU COUTH, sophisticated [adj] 

COUTHIER CEHIORTU COUTHIE, friendly (inclined to approve, help, or support) [adj] 

COVARIED ACDEIORV COVARY, to exhibit variation of two or more variables [v] 

COVARIES ACEIORSV COVARY, to exhibit variation of two or more variables [v] 

COVERTER CEEORRTV COVERT, referring to hiding place [adj] 

COVETOUS CEOOSTUV excessively desirous [adj] 

COWARDLY ACDLORWY lacking courage [adj] 

COZINESS CEINOSSZ state of being cozy (snug and comfortable) [n -ES] 

CRABBIER ABBCEIRR CRABBY, grumpy (ill-tempered) [adj] 

CRAFTIER ACEFIRRT CRAFTY, skillful in deceiving [adj] 

CRAGGIER ACEGGIRR CRAGGY, full of crags [adj] 

CRAMPIER ACEIMPRR CRAMPY, affected with cramp [adj] 

CRANKEST ACEKNRST CRANK, lively (full of energy) [adj] 

CRANKIER ACEIKNRR CRANKY, grumpy (ill-tempered) [adj] 

CRAPPIER ACEIPPRR CRAPPY, markedly inferior in quality [adj] 

CRASSEST ACERSSST CRASS, grossly vulgar or stupid [adj] 

CRAVENER ACEENRRV CRAVEN, lacking courage [adj] 

CRAWLIER ACEILRRW CRAWLY, creepy (repugnant) [adj] 

CRAZIEST ACEIRSTZ CRAZY, insane (mentally unsound) [adj] 

CREAKIER ACEEIKRR CREAKY, creaking [adj] 

CREAMIER ACEEIMRR CREAMY, rich in cream [adj] 

CREASIER ACEEIRRS CREASY, having folds or wrinkles [adj] 

CREEPIER CEEEIPRR CREEPY, repugnant [adj] 

CREPIEST CEEIPRST CREPEY, crinkly (crinkled) [adj] / CREPY [adj] 

CRESCIVE CCEEIRSV increasing [adj] 

CRIMPIER CEIIMPRR CRIMPY, wavy (having waves) [adj] 

CRISPEST CEIPRSST CRISP, brittle (likely to break) [adj] 

CRISPIER CEIIPRRS CRISPY, crisp (brittle (likely to break)) [adj] 

CRITERIA ACEIIRRT standards of judgment [n] 

CRITICAL ACCIILRT CRITIC, one who judges merits of something [adj] 

CRITIQUE CEIIQRTU to judge as critic (one who judges merits of something) [v -D, -UING, -S] 

CROAKIER ACEIKORR CROAKY, low and hoarse [adj] 

CROOKEST CEKOORST CROOK, sick (affected with disease or ill health) [adj] 

CROONIER CEINOORR CROONY, having or being soft singing style [adj] 

CROSSEST CEORSSST CROSS, ill-tempered [adj] 

CROUPIER CEIOPRRU CROUPY, affected with croup [adj] 

CROWDING CDGINORW CROWD, to press into insufficient space [v] 

CRUDDIER CDDEIRRU CRUDDY, filthy; contemptible [adj] 

CRUELEST CEELRSTU CRUEL, indifferent to pain of others [adj] 
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CRUELLER CEELLRRU CRUEL, indifferent to pain of others [adj] 

CRUISIER CEIIRRSU CRUISEY, cruisy (frequented by homosexuals seeking partners) [adj] / CRUISY [adj] 

CRUMBIER BCEIMRRU CRUMBY, full of crumbs [adj] 

CRUMMIER CEIMMRRU CRUMMY, of little or no value [adj] 

CRUMMILY CILMMRUY CRUMMY, of little or no value [adv] 

CRUSTIER CEIRRSTU CRUSTY, surly (sullenly rude) [adj] 

CRUZEIRO CEIORRUZ former monetary unit of Brazil [n -S] 

CRYOSTAT ACORSTTY refrigerating device [n -S] 

CUDDLIER CDDEILRU CUDDLY, fit for cuddling [adj] 

CULCHIER CCEHILRU CULCHIE, offensive word [adj] 

CULSHIER CEHILRSU CULSHIE, offensive word [adj] 

CURDIEST CDEIRSTU CURDY, curdled [adj] 

CURLIEST CEILRSTU CURLY, tending to curl [adj] 

CURRENCY CCENRRUY money, official medium of exchange and measure of value [n -CIES] 

CURSEDER CDEERRSU CURSED, wicked (evil (morally bad)) [adj] 

CURTNESS CENRSSTU quality of being curt (abrupt (rudely brief)) [n -ES] 

CURVIEST CEIRSTUV CURVEY, curvy (curved) [adj] / CURVY [adj] 

CUSHIEST CEHISSTU CUSHY, easy (not difficult) [adj] 

CUTENESS CEENSSTU quality of being cute (pleasingly attractive) [n -ES] 

CUTESIER CEEIRSTU CUTESIE, cutesy (self-consciously cute) [adj] / CUTESY [adj] 

 

Size, Amount, Degree, Extent 8s 

D 

DACTYLIC ACCDILTY verse consisting of dactyls (type of metrical foot) [n -S] 

DAFFIEST ADEFFIST DAFFY, silly (showing lack of good sense) [adj] 

DAFTNESS ADEFNSST quality of being daft (insane (mentally unsound)) [n -ES] 

DAINTIER ADEIINRT DAINTY, delicately pretty [adj] 

DAIRYING ADGIINRY business of dairy [n -S] 

DANEGELD ADDEEGLN annual tax in medieval England [n -S] 

DAMNDEST ADDEMNST DAMNED, damnable (detestable) [adj] 

DAMNEDER ADDEEMNR DAMNED, damnable (detestable) [adj] 

DAMPNESS ADEMNPSS state of being damp (moist (slightly wet)) [n -ES] 

DANCIEST ACDEINST DANCEY, suitable for dancing [adj] 

DANDIEST ADDEINST DANDY, fine (excellent) [adj] 

DANEGELT ADEEGLNT danegeld, annual tax in medieval England [n -S] 

DANGLIER ADEGILNR DANGLY, dangling [adj] 

DANKNESS ADEKNNSS state of being dank (unpleasantly damp) [n -ES] 

DAPPERER ADEEPPRR DAPPER, looking neat and trim [adj] 

DARKNESS ADEKNRSS state of being dark (having little or no light) [n -ES] 

DARNDEST ADDENRST DARNED, damned (damnable (detestable)) [adj] 

DARNEDER ADDEENRR DARNED, damned (damnable (detestable)) [adj] 

DASHIEST ADEHISST DASHY, stylish (fashionable) [adj] 

DATABANK AAABDKNT database [n -S] 

DATABASE AAABDEST to put data into database (collection of data in computer) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DAUBIEST ABDEISTU DAUBY, smeary (smeared) [adj] 

DEADLIER ADDEEILR DEADLY, fatal (causing or capable of causing death) [adj] 

DEADLINE ADDEEILN to set time limit on something [v -D, -NING, -S] 
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DEADNESS ADDEENSS state of being dead (deprived of life) [n -ES] 

DEAFNESS ADEEFNSS state of being deaf (lacking sense of hearing) [n -ES] 

DEARNESS ADEENRSS state of being dear (greatly loved) [n -ES] 

DEBASING ABDEGINS DEBASE, to lower in character, quality, or value [v] 

DEBILITY BDEIILTY weakness (state of being weak (lacking strength (capacity for exertion or endurance))) [n -TIES] 

DEBITING BDEGIINT DEBIT, to charge with debt [v] 

DEBTLESS BDEELSST DEBT, something that is owed [adj] 

DECADENT ACDDEENT one in state of mental or moral decay [n -S] 

DECAGRAM AACDEGMR dekagram (measure equal to ten grams) [n -S] 

DECENARY ACDEENRY tithing, act of levying tithes [n -RIES] 

DECENNIA ACDEEINN decades (period of ten years) [n] 

DECENTER CDEEENRT DECENT, conforming to recognized standards of propriety [adj] 

DECIGRAM ACDEGIMR one tenth of gram [n -S] 

DECLASSE ACDEELSS lowered in status [adj] 

DECREASE ACDEEERS to diminish (to lessen (to make or become less)) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DEEDIEST DDEEEIST DEEDY, industrious [adj] 

DEEPNESS DEEENPSS quality of being deep (extending far down from surface) [n -ES] 

DEFTNESS DEEFNSST quality of being deft (skillful) [n -ES] 

DEKAGRAM AADEGKMR measure equal to ten grams [n -S] 

DEMOTING DEGIMNOT DEMOTE, to lower in rank or grade [v] 

DEMOTION DEIMNOOT act of demoting (to lower in rank or grade) [n -S] 

DEMUREST DEEMRSTU DEMURE, shy and modest [adj] 

DENARIUS ADENIRSU coin of ancient Rome [n -II] 

DENAZIFY ADEFINYZ to rid of Nazism [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

DEPEOPLE DEEELOPP to reduce population of [v -D, -LING, -S] 

DEPURATE ADEEPRTU to free from impurities [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DESERVER DEEERRSV one that deserves (to be entitled to or worthy of) [n -S] 

DESPISAL ADEILPSS intense dislike [n -S] 

DEUCEDLY CDDEELUY extremely (in extreme (existing in very high degree) manner) [adv] 

DEVIANCE ACDEEINV behavior of deviant (on that deviates from norm) [n -S] 

DEVIANCY ACDEINVY deviance (behavior of deviant (on that deviates from norm)) [n -CIES] 

DEVIATOR ADEIORTV one that deviates (to turn aside from course or norm) [n -S] 

DEVOURED DDEEORUV DEVOUR, to eat up voraciously [v] 

DEVOURER DEEORRUV one that devours (to eat up voraciously) [n -S] 

DEVOUTER DEEORTUV DEVOUT, pious (marked by religious reverence) [adj] 

DEWINESS DEEINSSW state of being dewy (moist with dew) [n -ES] 

DIASTOLE ADEILOST normal rhythmical dilation of heart [n -S] 

DICKIEST CDEIIKST DICKY, poor in condition [adj] 

DICTIEST CDEIISTT DICTY, snobbish (characteristic of snob) [adj] 

DICYCLIC CCCDIILY having two maxima of population each year [adj] 

DIDDLIES DDDEIILS DIDDLY, least amount [n] 

DIESTRUM DEIMRSTU diestrus (period of sexual inactivity) [n -S] 

DIESTRUS DEIRSSTU period of sexual inactivity [n -ES] 

DIETETIC CDEEIITT pertaining to diet (to regulate one’s daily sustenance) [adj] 

DIHEDRAL ADDEHILR dihedron (figure formed by two intersecting planes) [n -S] 

DIHEDRON DDEHINOR figure formed by two intersecting planes [n -S] 

DILATANT AADILNTT dilator (one that dilates (to make wider or larger)) [n -S] 
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DILATATE AADEILTT dilated (to make wider or larger) [adj] 

DILATING ADGIILNT DILATE, to make wider or larger [v] 

DILATION ADIILNOT act of dilating (to make wider or larger) [n -S] 

DILATIVE ADEIILTV tending to dilate (to make wider or larger) [adj] 

DILUTING DGIILNTU DILUTE, to thin or reduce concentration of [v] 

DILUTION DIILNOTU act of diluting (to thin or reduce concentration of) [n -S] 

DILUTIVE DEIILTUV tending to dilute [adj] 

DIMPLIER DEIILMPR DIMPLY, dimpled [adj] 

DINGIEST DEGIINST DINGY, grimy (dirty (unclean (clean))) [adj] 

DINKIEST DEIIKNST DINKY, small (of limited size or quantity) [adj] 

DIOBOLON BDILNOOO diobol, coin of ancient Greece [n -S] 

DIOPTRAL ADILOPRT DIOPTER, measure of refractive power [adj] 

DIPHASIC ACDHIIPS diphase (having two phases) [adj] 

DIPPIEST DEIIPPST DIPPY, foolish (lacking good sense or judgment) [adj] 

DIPSTICK CDIIKPST measuring rod [n -S] 

DIRECTER CDEEIRRT DIRECT, straightforward [adj] 

DIRENESS DEEINRSS state of being dire (disastrous) [n -ES] 

DIRTIEST DEIIRSTT DIRTY, unclean (free from dirt or stain) [adj] 

DISCOUNT CDINOSTU to reduce price of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISHIEST DEHIISST DISHY, attractive [adj] 

DISMALER ADEILMRS DISMAL, cheerless and depressing [adj] 

DISTRICT CDIIRSTT to divide into localities [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISUNION DIINNOSU state of being disunited [n -S] 

DISVALUE ADEILSUV to treat as of little value [v -D, -UING, -S] 

DITSIEST DEIISSTT DITSY, silly, eccentric [adj] 

DITZIEST DEIISTTZ DITZY, ditsy (silly, eccentric) [adj] 

DIVALENT ADEILNTV having valence of two [adj] 

DIVIDEND DDDEIINV quantity to be divided [n -S] 

DIVIDING DDGIIINV DIVIDE, to separate into parts, areas, or groups [v] 

DIVIDUAL ADDIILUV capable of being divided [adj] 

DIVINEST DEIINSTV DIVINE, pertaining to or characteristic of god [adj] 

DIVINITY DIIINTVY state of being divine (pertaining to or characteristic of god) [n -TIES] 

DIZZIEST DEIISTZZ DIZZY, having sensation of whirling [adj] 

DOBLONES BDELNOOS doblon, former gold coin of Spain and Spanish America [n] 

DODGIEST DDEGIOST DODGY, evasive (tending to evade) [adj] 

DOGGONER DEGGNOOR DOGGONE, damned (damnable (detestable)) [adj] 

DOLLOPED DDELLOOP DOLLOP, to dispense in small amounts [v] 

DONATING ADGINNOT DONATE, to contribute [v] 

DONATION ADINNOOT something donated (to contribute) [n -S] 

DONATIVE ADEINOTV donation (something donated (to contribute)) [adj] 

DONENESS DEENNOSS state of being cooked enough [n -ES] 

DOOMIEST DEIMOOST DOOMY, doomful (ominous (portending evil)) [adj] 

DOPINESS DEINOPSS state of being dopey (lethargic; stupid) [n -ES] 

DORKIEST DEIKORST DORKY, stupid, foolish [adj] 

DORMANCY ACDMNORY state of being dormant (lying asleep) [n -CIES] 

DOTINGLY DGILNOTY in excessively affectionate manner [adv] 

DOTTIEST DEIOSTTT DOTTY, crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj] 
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DOUBLING BDGILNOU DOUBLE, to make twice as great [v] 

DOUBLOON BDLNOOOU former Spanish gold coin [n -S] 

DOURNESS DENORSSU state of being dour (sullen (showing brooding ill humor or resentment)) [n -ES] 

DOWDIEST DDEIOSTW DOWDY, lacking in stylishness or neatness [adj] 

DOWNIEST DEINOSTW DOWNY, soft (yielding readily to pressure) [adj] 

DOWNRATE ADENORTW to make lower in value [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DOWNSIZE DEINOSWZ to produce in smaller size [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DOZINESS DEINOSSZ state of being dozy (drowsy (sleepy (ready or inclined to sleep))) [n -ES] 

DRABBEST ABBDERST DRAB, cheerless [adj] 

DRABNESS ABDENRSS quality of being drab (cheerless) [n -ES] 

DRAFFIER ADEFFIRR DRAFFY, worthless [adj] 

DRAFFISH ADFFHIRS draffy (worthless) [adj] 

DRAFTIER ADEFIRRT DRAFTY, having or exposed to currents of air [adj] 

DRAGGIER ADEGGIRR DRAGGY, sluggish (displaying little movement or activity) [adj] 

DRAWLIER ADEILRRW DRAWLY, marked by drawling [adj] 

DREADEST ADDEERST DREAD, frightening [adj] 

DREAMIER ADEEIMRR DREAMY, full of dreams [adj] 

DREAREST ADEERRST DREAR, dreary (dismal (cheerless and depressing)) [adj] 

DREARIER ADEEIRRR DREARY, dismal (cheerless and depressing) [adj] 

DREGGIER DEEGGIRR DREGGY, full of dregs [adj] 

DRENCHED CDDEEHNR DRENCH, to wet thoroughly [v] 

DRENCHER CDEEHNRR one that drenches (to wet thoroughly) [n -S] 

DRENCHES CDEEHNRS DRENCH, to wet thoroughly [v] 

DRESSIER DEEIRRSS DRESSY, stylish (fashionable) [adj] 

DRIFTIER DEFIIRRT DRIFTY, full of drifts (masses of wind-driven snow) [adj] 

DRIPPIER DEIIPPRR DRIPPY, very wet [adj] 

DROLLEST DELLORST DROLL, comical (funny (causing laughter or amusement)) [adj] 

DROOLIER DEILOORR DROOLY, drooling [adj] 

DROOPIER DEIOOPRR DROOPY, drooping [adj] 

DROPSIED DDEIOPRS DROPSY, excessive accumulation of serous fluid [adj] 

DROPSIES DEIOPRSS DROPSY, excessive accumulation of serous fluid [n] 

DROSSIER DEIORRSS DROSSY, worthless [adj] 

DROWSIER DEIORRSW DROWSY, sleepy (ready or inclined to sleep) [adj] 

DRUGGIER DEGGIRRU DRUGGY, affected by drugs [adj] 

DRUMLIER DEILMRRU DRUMLY, dark and gloomy [adj] 

DRUNKEST DEKNRSTU DRUNK, intoxicated [adj] 

DRUNKISH DHIKNRSU somewhat drunk [adj] 

DUCKIEST CDEIKSTU DUCKY, excellent [adj] 

DULLNESS DELLNSSU state of being dull (mentally slow) [n -ES] 

DUMBNESS BDEMNSSU state of being dumb (incapable of speech) [n -ES] 

DUMPIEST DEIMPSTU DUMPY, short and thick [adj] 

DUNGIEST DEGINSTU DUNGY, filthy (offensively dirty) [adj] 

DURABLES ABDELRSU durable goods [n DURABLES] 

DURNDEST DDENRSTU DURNED, damned (damnable (detestable)) [adj] 

DURNEDER DDEENRRU DURNED, damned (damnable (detestable)) [adj] 

DUSKIEST DEIKSSTU DUSKY, somewhat dark [adj] 

DUSTIEST DEISSTTU DUSTY, full of dust [adj] 
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DUTIABLE ABDEILTU subject to import tax [adj] 

DWARFEST ADEFRSTW DWARF, extremely small [adj] 

DWARFING ADFGINRW DWARF, to cause to appear small [v] 

DWARFISH ADFHIRSW resembling dwarf (extremely small person) [adj] 

DWARFISM ADFIMRSW condition of stunted growth [n -S] 

DWEEBIER BDEEEIRW DWEEBY, socially inept [adj] 

 

Size, Amount, Degree, Extent 8s 

E 

EAGEREST AEEEGRST EAGER, impatiently longing [adj] 

EARLIEST AEEILRST EARLY, near beginning of period of time or series of events [adj]  

EASINESS AEEINSSS state of being easy (not difficult) [n -ES] 

ECONOBOX BCENOOOX small economical car [n -ES] 

ECONOMIC CCEIMNOO pertaining to financial matters [adj] 

EDGINESS DEEGINSS state of being edgy (tense, nervous, or irritable) [n -ES] 

EENSIEST EEEINSST EENSY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

EERINESS EEEINRSS state of being eerie (weird (mysteriously strange)) [n -ES] 

EFFETELY EEEFFLTY EFFETE, exhausted of vigor or energy [adv] 

EFFICACY ACCEFFIY effectiveness (quality of being effective) [n -CIES] 

EGALITES AEEGILST EGALITE, equality (state of being equal (having same capability, quantity, or effect as another)) [n] 

EGOMANIA AAEGIMNO extreme egotism [n -S] 

EIGHTEEN EEEGHINT number [n -S] 

EIGHTHLY EGHHILTY in eighth place [adv] 

EIGHTIES EEGHIIST EIGHTY, number [n] 

EINSTEIN EEIINNST very intelligent person [n -S] 

ELLIPTIC CEIILLPT having shape of ellipse [adj] 

ELONGATE AEEGLNOT to lengthen (to make or become longer) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EMBIGGEN BEEGGIMN to make bigger [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EMINENCE CEEEIMNN high station or rank [n -S] 

EMINENCY CEEIMNNY eminence (high station or rank) [n -CIES] 

EMOTIONS EIMNOOST EMOTION, affective state of consciousness [n] 

EMPERIES EEEIMPRS EMPERY, absolute dominion [n] 

EMPHATIC ACEHIMPT strongly expressive [adj] 

EMPTIEST EEIMPSTT EMPTY, containing nothing [adj] 

EMPYREAN AEEMNPRY highest heaven [n -S] 

EMULATOR AELMORTU one that emulates (to try to equal or surpass) [n -S] 

ENERGIES EEEGINRS ENERGY, capacity for vigorous activity [n] 

ENHANCER ACEEHNNR one that enhances (to raise to higher degree) [n -S] 

ENORMITY EIMNORTY great wickedness [n -TIES] 

ENTHALPY AEHLNPTY thermodynamic measure of heat [n -PIES] 

ENTIRELY EEILNRTY completely (in complete (having all necessary parts) manner) [adv] 

ENTIRETY EEINRTTY completeness (quality of being complete (having all necessary parts)) [n -TIES] 

ENTROPIC CEINOPRT ENTROPY, thermodynamic measure of disorder [adj] 

EPHEMERA AEEEHMPR something of very short life or duration [n -S, -E] 

EPIGONIC CEGIINOP EPIGONE, inferior imitator [adj] 

EPIGONUS EGINOPSU epigone (inferior imitator) [n -NI] 

EQUALING AEGILNQU EQUAL, to be equal to [v] 
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EQUALISE AEEILQSU to equalize (to make equal (having same capability, quantity, or effect as another)) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EQUALITY AEILQTUY state of being equal (having same capability, quantity, or effect as another) [n -TIES] 

EQUALIZE AEEILQUZ to make equal (having same capability, quantity, or effect as another) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

EQUALLED ADEELLQU EQUAL, to be equal to [v] 

EQUATING AEGINQTU EQUATE, to make equal (having same capability, quantity, or effect as another) [v] 

EQUATION AEINOQTU act of equating (to make equal (having same capability, quantity, or effect as another)) [n -S] 

EQUINITY EIINQTUY state of being like horse [n -S] 

ESCALATE AACEELST to increase (to make or become greater) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ESTIMATE AEEIMSTT  to make approximate judgment of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ETCETERA ACEEERTT number of additional items [n -S] 

EUTECTIC CCEEITTU alloy that has lowest possible melting point [n -S] 

EVALUATE AAEELTUV to determine value of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EVENNESS EEENNSSV state of being even (flat and smooth) [n -ES] 

EVERMORE EEEMORRV forever [adv] 

EVERYWAY AEERVWYY in every way [adv] 

EVILLEST EEILLSTV EVIL, morally bad [adj] 

EVILNESS EEILNSSV quality of being evil (morally bad) [n -ES] 

EXACTEST ACEESTTX EXACT, precise (sharply and clearly defined or stated) [adj] 

EXAHERTZ AEEHRTXZ one quintillion hertz [n] 

EXCEEDED CDDEEEEX EXCEED, to go beyond [v] 

EXCEEDER CDEEEERX one that exceeds (to go beyond) [n -S] 

EXCELLED CDEEELLX EXCEL, to surpass others [v] 

EXIGENCE CEEEGINX exigency (urgency) [n -S] 

EXIGENCY CEEGINXY urgency [n -CIES] 

EXIGUITY EGIITUXY state of being exiguous (meager (deficient in quantity or quality)) [n -TIES] 

EXIGUOUS EGIOSUUX meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj] 

EXIMIOUS EIIMOSUX excellent [adj] 

EXORCISE CEEIORSX to free of evil (morally bad) spirit [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EXORCISM CEIMORSX act of exorcising (to free of evil (morally bad) spirit) [n -S] 

EXORCIST CEIORSTX one who practices exorcism (act of exorcising (to free of evil (morally bad) spirit)) [n -S] 

EXORCIZE CEEIORXZ to exorcise (to free of evil (morally bad) spirit) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

EXPANDED ADDEENPX EXPAND, to increase in size or volume [v] 

EXPANDER ADEENPRX one that expands (to increase in size or volume) [n -S] 

EXPEDITE DEEEIPTX to speed up progress of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EXSECANT ACEENSTX trigonometric function of angle [n -S] 

EXTREMER EEEMRRTX EXTREME, existing in very high degree [adj] 

EXTREMUM EEMMRTUX maximum or minimum of mathematical function [n -S, -EMA] 

EYEBLINK BEEIKLNY instant (very short time) [n -S] 
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FABULOUS ABFLOSUU almost unbelievable [adj] 

FACETING ACEFGINT FACET, to cut small plane surfaces on [v] 

FACETTED ACDEEFTT FACET, to cut small plane surfaces on [v] 

FACILELY ACEFILLY FACILE, easily achieved or performed [adv] 

FACILITY ACFIILTY quality of being facile (easily achieved or performed) [n -TIES] 

FACTORED ACDEFORT FACTOR, to express as product of two or more quantities [v] 
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FADDIEST ADDEFIST FADDY, faddish (inclined to take up fads) [adj] 

FADELESS ADEEFLSS not fading (to lose color or brightness) [adj] 

FAINTEST AEFINSTT FAINT, lacking strength or vigor [adj] 

FAIRNESS AEFINRSS quality of being fair (free from bias, dishonesty, or injustice) [n -ES] 

FALCATED AACDEFLT falcate (curved and tapering to point) [adj] 

FALCONET ACEFLNOT small falcon [n -S] 

FALLIBLE ABEFILLL capable of erring [adj] 

FALLIBLY ABFILLLY FALLIBLE, capable of erring [adv] 

FAMISHED ADEFHIMS FAMISH, to suffer extreme hunger [v] 

FAMISHES AEFHIMSS FAMISH, to suffer extreme hunger [v] 

FANCIEST ACEFINST FANCY, ornamental [adj] 

FANEGADA AAADEFGN Spanish unit of area [n -S] 

FARADAIC AAACDIFR faradic (pertaining to type of electric current) [adj] 

FARTHEST AEFHRSTT FAR, at or to great distance [adv] 

FARTHING AFGHINRT former British coin [n -S] 

FASTNESS AEFNSSST quality of being fast (moving or able to move quickly) [n -ES] 

FATTIEST AEFISTTT FATTY, greasy; oily [adj] 

FAULTIER AEFILRTU FAULTY, imperfect [adj] 

FAULTILY AFILLTUY FAULTY, imperfect [adv] 

FAWNIEST AEFINSTW FAWNY, of yellowish-brown color [adj] 

FEALTIES AEEFILST FEALTY, loyalty (state of being loyal (faithful to one's allegiance)) [n] 

FEATLIER AEEFILRT FEATLY, graceful (having beauty of form or movement) [adj] 

FECKLESS CEEFKLSS worthless [adj] 

FEEBLEST BEEEFLST FEEBLE, weak (lacking strength) [adj] 

FEISTIER EEFIIRST FEISTY, full of nervous energy [adj] 

FELLNESS EEFLLNSS extreme cruelty [n -ES] 

FEMINISM EFIIMMNS doctrine advocating rights for women equal to those of men [n -S] 

FENESTRA AEEFNRST small anatomical opening [n -E] 

FERACITY ACEFIRTY state of being fruitful [n -TIES] 

FERITIES EEFIIIRST FERITY, wildness [n] 

FERNIEST EEFINRST FERNY, abounding in ferns [adj] 

FERNINST EFINNRST near to [prep] 

FEROCITY CEFIORTY fierceness (quality of being fierce (violently hostile or aggressive)) [n -TIES] 

FERVENCY CEEFNRVY fervor (great warmth or intensity) [n -CIES] 

FERVIDLY DEFILRVY FERVID, fervent (marked by fervor) [adv] 

FETIDITY DEFIITTY state of being fetid (having offensive odor) [n -TIES] 

FEWTRILS EFILRSTW things of little value [n] 

FIASCOES ACEFIOSS FIASCO, complete failure [n] 

FICKLEST CEFIKLST FICKLE, not constant or loyal [adj] 

FIDDLIER DDEFIILR FIDDLY, intricately difficult to handle [adj] 

FIDELITY DEFIILTY loyalty (state of being loyal (faithful to one's allegiance)) [n -TIES] 

FIENDISH DEFHIINS extremely wicked or cruel [adj] 

FIERCELY CEEFILRY FIERCE, violently hostile or aggressive [adv] 

FIERCEST CEEFIRST FIERCE, violently hostile or aggressive [adj] 

FIERIEST EEFIIRST FIERY, intensely hot [adj] 

FIFTIETH EFFHIITT one of fifty equal parts [n -S] 

FIFTYISH FFHIISTY being about fifty years old [adj] 
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FIGURATE AEFGIRTU having definite shape [adj] 

FIGURING FGGIINRU FIGURE, to compute (to calculate) [v] 

FILTHIER EFHIILRT FILTHY, offensively dirty [adj] 

FINALITY AFIILNTY state of being conclusive [n -TIES] 

FINENESS EEFINNSS quality of being fine (excellent) [n -ES] 

FINESPUN EFINNPSU developed with extreme care [adj] 

FINITELY EFIILNTY to finite extent [adv] 

FINITISM FIIIMNST belief that particular entity is finite [n -S] 

FINITIST FIIINSTT advocate of finitism (belief that particular entity is finite) [n -S] 

FINITUDE DEFIINTU state of being finite [n -S] 

FINNIEST EFIINNST FINNY, having or characterized by fins [adj] 

FIRMNESS EFIMNRSS state of being firm (unyielding to pressure) [n -ES] 

FIRRIEST EFIIRRST FIRRY, abounding in firs [adj] 

FISCALLY ACFILLSY with regard to financial matters [adv] 

FIVEFOLD DEFFILOV five times as great [adj] 

FIZZIEST EFIISTZZ FIZZY, fizzing [adj] 

FLABBIER ABBEFILR FLABBY, flaccid (lacking firmness) [adj] 

FLABBILY ABBFILLY FLABBY, flaccid (lacking firmness (state of being firm (unyielding to pressure))) [adv] 

FLAGGIER AEFGGILR FLAGGY, drooping [adj] 

FLAGRANT AAFGLNRT extremely conspicuous [adj] 

FLAMIEST AEFILMST FLAMY, flaming [adj] 

FLANERIE AEEFILNR idleness (state of being idle (inactive (not active))) [n -S] 

FLAPPIER AEFILPPR FLAPPY, flapping [adj] 

FLASHIER AEFHILRS FLASHY, gaudy (tastelessly showy) [adj] 

FLATLAND AADFLLNT land lacking significant variation in elevation [n -S] 

FLATNESS AEFLNSST state of being flat (having smooth or even surface) [n -ES] 

FLATTEST AEFLSTTT FLAT, having smooth or even surface [adj] 

FLATTISH AFHILSTT somewhat flat [adj] 

FLAWIEST AEFILSTW FLAWY, full of flaws [adj] 

FLAXIEST AEFILSTX FLAXY, flaxen (of pale yellow color) [adj] 

FLEDGIER DEEFGILR FLEDGY, covered with fears [adj] 

FLEETEST EEEFLSTT FLEET, swift (moving with great rate of motion) [adj] 

FLESHIER EEFHILRS FLESHY, having much flesh [adj] 

FLIMSIER EFIILMRS FLIMSY, lacking solidity or strength [adj] 

FLIMSILY FIILLMSY FLIMSY, lacking solidity or strength [adv] 

FLIPPEST EFILPPST FLIP, flippant (impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful)) [adj] 

FLIPPIER EFIILPPR FLIPPY, flaring at bottom [adj] 

FLIRTIER EFIILRRT FLIRTY, given to flirting [adj] 

FLOATIER AEFILORT FLOATY, tending to float [adj] 

FLOPPIER EFILOPPR FLOPPY, soft and flexible [adj] 

FLORENCE CEEFLNOR florin, former gold coin of Europe [n -S] 

FLUFFIER EFFFILRU FLUFFY, light and soft [adj] 

FLUIDRAM ADFILMRU unit of liquid capacity [n -S] 

FLUKIEST EFIKLSTU FLUKEY, fluky (happening by or depending on chance) [adj] / FLUKY [adj] 

FLUSHEST EFHLSSTU FLUSH, ruddy (having healthy, reddish color) [adj] 

FLUSTERS EFLRSSTU FLUSTER, to put into state of nervous confusion [v] 

FLUXGATE AEFGLTUX device to measure magnetic field [n -S] 
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FOAMIEST AEFIMOST FOAMY, covered with foam [adj] 

FOGGIEST EFGGIOST FOGGY, filled with fog [adj] 

FOGGIEST EFGGIOST FOGGY, filled with fog [adj] 

FOLKIEST EFIKLOST FOLKIE, being in style of folk music [adj] / FOLKY [adj] 

FOLKSIER EFIKLORS FOLKSY, friendly (inclined to approve, help, or support) [adj] 

FONDNESS DEFNNOSS affection (fond attachment, devotion, or love) [n -ES] 

FOOFARAW AAFFOORW excessive ornamentation [n -S] 

FOOTIEST EFIOOSTT FOOTY, paltry (petty (insignificant)) [adj] 

FORECAST ACEFORST to estimate or calculate in advance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FOREMOST EFMOORST first in position [adj] 

FORERANK AEFKNORR first rank [n -S] 

FOULNESS EFLNOSSU state of being foul (offensive to senses) [n -ES] 

FOURFOLD DFFLOORU four times as great [adj] 

FOURPLEX EFLOPRUX quadplex (building having four units) [n -ES] 

FOURSOME EFMOORSU group of four [n -S] 

FOURTEEN EEFNORTU number [n -S] 

FOURTHLY FHLORTUY in fourth place [adv] 

FOUSTIER EFIORSTU FOUSTY, moldy (musty (having stale odor)) [adj] 

FOXINESS EFINOSSX state of being foxy (crafty (skillful in deceiving)) [n -ES] 

FOZINESS EFINOSSZ state of being fozy (too ripe) [n -ES] 

FRABJOUS ABFJORSU splendid (magnificent) [adj] 

FRACTION ACFINORT to divide into portions [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FRAILEST AEFILRST FRAIL, fragile (easily broken or damaged) [adj] 

FRANKEST AEFKNRST FRANK, honest and unreserved in speech [adj] 

FREAKIER AEEFIKRR FREAKY, freakish (unusual (something that is usual (ordinary))) [adj] 

FREEDOMS DEEFMORS FREEDOM, state of being free (not subject to restriction or control) [n] 

FREENESS EEEFNRSS freedom (state of being free (not subject to restriction or control)) [n -ES] 

FRENZIED DEEFINRZ FRENZY, to make frantic (wildly excited) [v] 

FRENZIES EEFINRSZ FRENZY, to make frantic (wildly excited) [v] 

FRENZILY EFILNRYZ in frantic (wildly excited) manner [adv] 

FREQUENT EEFNQRTU occurring again and again [adj -ER, -EST] / to be in or at often [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FRESHEST EEFHRSST FRESH, new (existing only short time) [adj] 

FRETTIER EEFIRRTT FRETTY, fretful (inclined to fret) [adj] 

FRIGIDLY DFGIILRY FRIGID, very cold [adv] 

FRILLIER EFIILLRR FRILLY, having frills [adj] 

FRIPPERY EFIPPRRY excessive ornamentation [n -RIES] 

FRISKIER EFIIKRRS FRISKY, lively and playful [adj] 

FRIZZIER EFIIRRZZ FRIZZY, tightly curled [adj] 

FROGGIER EFGGIORR FROGGY, abounding in frogs [adj] 

FROIDEUR DEFIORRU aloofness (state of being aloof (distant in interest or feeling)) [n -S]   

FRONTEST EFNORSTT FRONT, pertaining to or situated at forward part of surface [adj] 

FROSTIER EFIORRST FROSTY, covered with frost [adj] 

FROTHIER EFHIORRT FROTHY, foamy (covered with foam) [adj] 

FROUZIER EFIORRUZ FROUZY, frowzy (unkempt (untidy (tidy))) [adj] 

FROWNIER EFINORRW FROWNY, frowning [adj] 

FROWSIER EFIORRSW FROWSY, frowzy (unkempt (untidy (tidy))) [adj] 

FROWZIER EFIORRWZ FROWZY, unkempt (untidy (neat and orderly)) [adj] 
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FRUGALLY AFGLLRUY FRUGAL, thrifty (displaying thrift (care and wisdom in management of one's resources)) [adv] 

FRUITFUL FFILRTUU producing abundantly [adj -LLER, -LLEST] 

FRUITIER EFIIRRTU FRUITY, suggestive of fruit [adj] 

FRUMPIER EFIMPRRU FRUMPY, dowdy (lacking in stylishness or neatness) [adj] 

FUBSIEST BEFISSTU FUBSY, chubby and somewhat squat [adj] 

FUGGIEST EFGGISTU FUGGY, stuffy and odorous [adj] 

FULLNESS EFLLNSSU state of being full (filled completely) [n -ES] 

FULMINIC CFIILMNU highly explosive [adj] 

FUNDABLE ABDEFLNU FUND, to provide money for [adj] 

FUNGIBLE BEFGILNU something that may be exchanged for equivalent unit [n -S] 

FUNKIEST EFIKNSTU FUNKY, having offensive odor [adj] 

FUNNIEST EFINNSTU FUNNY, causing laughter or amusement [adj] 

FURRIEST EFIRRSTU FURRY, covered with fur [adj] 

FURTHEST EFHRSTTU FAR [adj] / FAR, at or to great distance [adv] 

FURZIEST EFIRSTUZ FURZY, abounding in furze [adj] 

FUSSIEST EFISSSTU FUSSY, overly concerned with small details [adj] 

FUSTIEST EFISSTTU FUSTY, musty (having stale odor) [adj] 

FUZZIEST EFISTUZZ FUZZY, blurry (unclear (clean and pure)) [adj] 
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GABBIEST ABBEGIST GABBY, talkative [adj] 

GABELLED ABDEEGLL tax on salt [adj] 

GAINLESS AEGILNSS profitless [adj] 

GAINLIER AEGIILNR GAINLY, graceful (having beauty of form or movement) [adj] 

GALVANIC AACGILNV pertaining to direct electric current [adj] 

GAMBLING ABGGILMN GAMBLE, to play game of chance for money or valuables [v] 

GAMENESS AEEGMNSS quality of being game (plucky (brave and spirited)) [n -ES] 

GAMINESS AEGIMNSS quality of being gamy (plucky (brave and spirited)) [n -ES] 

GAMMIEST AEGIMMST GAMMY, lame (physically disabled) [adj] 

GANGLIER AEGGILNR GANGLY, gangling (awkwardly tall and lanky) [adj] 

GAPPIEST AEGIPPST GAPPY, having openings [adj] 

GASKETED ADEEGKST GASKET, packing for making something fluid-tight [adj] 

GASSIEST AEGISSST GASSY, containing gas [adj] 

GASTIGHT AGGHISTT not allowing gas to escape or enter [adj] 

GASTNESS AEGNSSST fright [n -ES] 

GATCHING ACGGHINT GATCH, to behave boastfully [v] 

GAUCHEST ACEGHSTU GAUCHE, lacking social grace [adj] 

GAUDIEST ADEGISTU GAUDY, tastelessly showy [adj] 

GAUNTEST AEGNSTTU GAUNT, emaciated [adj] 

GAWKIEST AEGIKSTW GAWKY, awkward (lacking skill, dexterity, or grace) [adj] 

GAZUMPED ADEGMPUZ GAZUMP, to cheat by raising price originally agreed upon [v] 

GAZUMPER AEGMPRUZ one that gazumps (to cheat by raising price originally agreed upon) [n -S] 

GAZUNDER ADEGNRUZ to lower buyer's offer to seller of property [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GEEKIEST EEEGIKST GEEKY, socially awkward or unappealing [adj] 

GEEPOUND DEEGNOPU unit of mass [n -S] 

GELIDITY DEGIILTY iciness (state of being icy (covered with ice)) [n -TIES] 
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GENTLEST EEGLNSTT GENTLE, mild (not harsh or rough) [adj] 

GEODESIC CDEEGIOS geometric line [n -S] 

GEODETIC CDEEGIOT pertaining to geodesy (geographical surveying) [adj] 

GEOMETER EEEGMORT specialist in geometry [n -S] 

GEOMETRY EEGMORTY branch of mathematics [n -RIES] 

GERMFREE EEEFGMRR free from germs [adj] 

GERMIEST EEGIMRST GERMY, full of germs [adj] 

GERMINAL AEGILMNR being in earliest stage of development [adj] 

GIDDIEST DDEGIIST GIDDY, dizzy (having sensation of whirling) [adj] 

GIGABYTE ABEGGITY 1,073,741,824 bytes (group of adjacent binary bits) [n -S] 

GIGAFLOP AFGGILOP measure of computing speed [n -S] 

GIGANTIC ACGGIINT huge (very large) [adj] 

GIGAWATT AAGGITTW unit of power [n -S] 

GIGGLIER EGGGIILR GIGGLY, tending to giggle [adj] 

GIMPIEST EGIIMPST GIMPY, limping [adj] 

GINNIEST EGIINNST GINNY, affected with gin (strong liquor) [adj] 

GIRLIEST EGIILRST GIRLIE, girlish (of, pertaining to, or having characteristics of girl) [adj] / GIRLY [adj] 

GIVEAWAY AAEGIVWY something given away free of charge [n -S] 

GIVEBACK ABCEGIKV worker’s benefit given back to management [n -S] 

GLADDEST ADDEGLST GLAD, feeling pleasure [adj] 

GLADIEST ADEGILST GLADY, having glades [adj] 

GLADNESS ADEGLNSS state of being glad (feeling pleasure) [n -ES] 

GLAMMEST AEGLMMST GLAM, characterized by extravagant glamor [adj] 

GLAMMIER AEGILMMR GLAMMY, glam (characterized by extravagant glamor) [adj] 

GLARIEST AEGILRST GLARY, glaring [adj] 

GLASSFUL AFGLLSSU as much as drinking glass will hold [n -S] 

GLAZIEST AEGILSTZ GLAZY, covered with smooth, glossy coating [adj] 

GLEAMIER AEEGILMR GLEAMY, gleaming [adj] 

GLEGNESS EEGGLNSS alertness (state of being alert (ready for sudden action)) [n -ES] 

GLIBBEST BBEGILST GLIB, fluent (spoken or written with effortless ease) [adj] 

GLIBNESS BEGILNSS quality of being glib (fluent (spoken or written with effortless ease)) [n -ES] 

GLINTIER EGIILNRT GLINTY, glittering [adj] 

GLITZIER EGIILRTZ GLITZY, showy (making great or brilliant display) [adj] 

GLOBBIER BBEGILOR GLOBBY, full of globs [adj] 

GLOOMIER EGILMOOR GLOOMY, dismally dark [adj] 

GLORIOUS GILOORSU magnificent [adj] 

GLOSSEME EEGLMOSS smallest linguistic unit that signals meaning [n -S] 

GLOSSIER EGILORSS GLOSSY, lustrous (reflecting light evenly and efficiently) [adj] 

GLUMMEST EGLMMSTU GLUM, being in low spirits [adj] 

GLUMNESS EGLMNSSU state of being glum (being in low spirits) [n -ES] 

GLUMPIER EGILMPRU GLUMPY, glum (being in low spirits) [adj] 

GLUTTING GGILNTTU GLUT, to feed or fill to excess [v] 

GLUTTONY GLNOTTUY excessive eating [n -NIES] 

GNARLIER AEGILNRR GNARLY, gnarled [adj] 

GNARLING AGGILNNR GNARL, to twist into state of deformity [v] 

GNATTIER AEGINRTT GNATTY, infested with gnats [adj] 

GOATIEST AEGIOSTT GOATY, suggestive of goat [adj] 
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GODAWFUL ADFGLOUW extremely unpleasant [adj] 

GODLIEST DEGILOST GODLY, pious (marked by religious reverence) [adj] 

GOGGLIER EGGGILOR GOGGLY, wide-eyed [adj] 

GOLDENER DEEGLNOR GOLDEN, of color of gold [adj] 

GONENESS EEGNNOSS state of exhaustion [n -ES] 

GOODLIER DEGILOOR GOODLY, of pleasing appearance [adj] 

GOODNESS DEGNOOSS state of being good (having positive or desirable qualities) [n -ES] 

GOOFIEST EFGIOOST GOOFY, silly (showing lack of good sense) [adj] 

GOONIEST EGINOOST GOONY, stupid (mentally slow) [adj] 

GOOPIEST EGIOOPST GOOPY, sticky, gooey [adj] 

GORINESS EGINORSS state of being gory (bloody (stained with blood)) [n -ES] 

GORSIEST EGIORSST GORSY, abounding in gorse [adj] 

GOURDFUL DFGLORUU as much as hollowed gourd can hold [n -S] 

GOUTIEST EGIOSTTU GOUTY, affected with gout [adj] 

GRABBIER ABBEGIRR GRABBY, tending to grab [adj] 

GRADIENT ADEGINTR rate of inclination [n -S] 

GRAINIER AEGIINRR GRAINY, granular (composed of granules) [adj] 

GRANDEST ADEGNRST GRAND, large and impressive [adj] 

GRANDEUR ADEGNRRU state of being grand (large and impressive) [n -S] 

GRAPHEME AEEGHMPR unit of writing system [n -S] 

GRAVAMEN AAEGMNRV most serious part of accusation [n -S- MINA] 

GRAYNESS AEGNRSSY state of being gray (of color between white and black) [n -ES] 

GREATEST AEEGRSTT GREAT, large (of considerable size or quantity) [adj] 

GREEDIER DEEEGIRR GREEDY, marked by greed [adj] 

GREENEST EEEGNRST GREEN, of color of growing foliage [adj] 

GREENIER EEEGINRR GREENY, somewhat green [adj] 

GREYNESS EEGNRSSY grayness (state of being gray (of color between white and black)) [n -ES] 

GRIMIEST EGIIMRST GRIMY, dirty (unclean (free from dirt or stain)) [adj] 

GRIMMEST EGIMMRST GRIM, stern and unrelenting [adj] 

GRIMNESS EGIMNRSS quality of being grim (stern and unrelenting) [n ES] 

GRIPIEST EGIIPRST GRIPY, causing sharp pains in bowels [adj] / GRIPEY [adj] 

GRIPPIER EGIIPPRR GRIPPY, affected with grippe [adj] 

GRISLIER EGIILRRS GRISLY, horrifying [adj] 

GRITTIER EGIIRRTT GRITTY, plucky (brave and spirited) [adj] 

GRODIEST DEGIORST GRODY, sleazy (of low quality or character) [adj] 

GROGGIER EGGGIORR GROGGY, dazed [adj] 

GROOVIER EGIOORRV GROOVY, marvelous [adj] 

GROSCHEN CEGHNORS formerly used Austrian coin [n GROSCHEN] 

GROSSEST EGORSSST GROSS, flagrant (extremely conspicuous) [adj] 

GROSSING GGINORSS GROSS, to earn exclusive of deductions [v] 

GROTTIER EGIORRTT GROTTY, wretched (extremely unhappy) [adj] 

GROUPOID DGIOOPRU type of mathematical set [n -S] 

GROUTIER EGIORRTU GROUTY, surly (sullenly rude) [adj] 

GROWLIER EGILORRW GROWLY, deep and harsh in speech [adj] 

GRUBBIER BBEGIRRU GRUBBY, dirty (unclean (free from dirt or stain)) [adj] 

GRUELING EGGILNRU exhausting experience [n -S] / GRUEL, to disable by hard work [v] 

GRUFFEST EFFGRSTU GRUFF, low and harsh in speech [adj] 
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GRUFFIER EFFGIRRU GRUFFY, gruff (low and harsh in speech) [adj] 

GRUMMEST EGMMRSTU GRUM, morose (sullen (showing brooding ill humor or resentment)) [adj] 

GRUMPIER EGIMPRRU GRUMPY, ill-tempered [adj] 

GRUNGIER EGGINRRU GRUNGY, dirty (unclean (free from dirt or stain)) [adj] 

GUILTIER EGIILRTU GUILTY, worthy of blame for offense [adj] 

GULFIEST EFGILSTU GULFY, full of whirlpools [adj] 

GULOSITY GILOSTUY gluttony (excessive eating) [n -TIES] 

GULPIEST EGILPSTU GULPY, marked by gulping [adj] 

GUNGIEST EGGINSTU GUNGY, gunky (filthy, sticky, or greasy) [adj] 

GUNKIEST EGIKNSTU GUNKY, filthy, sticky, or greasy [adj] 

GURGLIER EGGILRRU GURGLY, making bubbling sounds [adj] 

GUSHIEST EGHISSTU GUSHY, overly sentimental [adj] 

GUSHIEST EGHISSTU GUSHY, overly sentimental [adj] 

GUSTIEST EGISSTTU GUSTY, blowing in gusts [adj] 

GUTSIEST EGISSTTU GUTSY, brave (showing courage) [adj] 

GUTTIEST EGISTTTU GUTTY, marked by courage [adj] 

 

Size, Amount, Degree, Extent 8s 

H 

HABANERO AABEHNOR hot chili pepper [n -S] 

HABENDUM ABDEHMNU part of deed that limits extent of ownership [n -S] 

HACKLIER ACEHIKLR HACKLY, jagged (having sharply uneven edge or surface) [adj] 

HAIRIEST AEHIIRST HAIRY, covered with hair [adj] 

HALENESS AEEHLNSS state of being hale (healthy (having good health)) [n -ES] 

HALFLIFE AEFFHILL measure of radioactive decay [n -IVES] 

HALIEROV AEHILORV HALIER, former monetary unit of Slovakia [n] 

HAMMIEST AEHIMMST HAMMY, overly theatrical [adj] 

HANDIEST ADEHINST HANDY, convenient for handling [adj] 

HANGRIER AEGHINRR HANGRY, hungry to point of irritability [adj] 

HAPLOPIA AAHILOPP normal vision [n -S] 

HAPPIEST AEHIPPST HAPPY, marked by joy [adj] 

HARDIEST ADEHIRST HARDY, very sturdy [adj] 

HARDLINE ADEHILNR unyielding (not yielding (to give up)) [adj] 

HARDNESS ADEHNRSS state of being hard (firm and unyielding) [n -ES] 

HARSHEST AEHHRSST HARSH, severe (unsparing in treatment of others) [adj] 

HASTEFUL AEFHLSTU hasty (speedy (swift (moving with great rate of motion))) [adj] 

HASTIEST AEHISSTT HASTY, speedy (swift (moving with great rate of motion)) [adj] 

HAULMIER AEHILMRU HAULMY, having haulms (plant stem) [adj] 

HAWKEYED ADEEHKWY having keen sight [adj] 

HAZINESS AEHINSSZ  state of being hazy (unclear (not clear (clean and pure))) [n -ES] 

HEADIEST ADEEHIST HEADY, intoxicating [adj] 

HEADMOST ADEHMOST foremost (first in position) [adj] 

HEARTIER AEEHIRRT HEARTY, very friendly [adj] 

HEATHIER AEEHHIRT HEATHY, abounding in heath [adj] 

HEATLESS AEEHLSST having no warmth [adj] 

HEAVIEST AEEHISTV HEAVY, having much weight [adj] 

HEAVYISH AEHHISVY somewhat heavy [adj] 
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HECATOMB ABCEHMOT great sacrifice or slaughter [n -S] 

HEDGIEST DEEGHIST HEDGY, abounding in hedges [adj] 

HEFTIEST EEFHISTT HEFTY, heavy (having much weight) [adj] 

HELICOID CDEHIILO type of geometrical surface [n -S] 

HELLBENT BEEHLLNT stubbornly determined [adj] 

HELLFIRE EEFHILLR torment of hell (place of great suffering) [n -S] 

HELPLESS EEHLLPSS defenseless [adj] 

HEMPIEST EEHIMPST HEMPY, mischievous [adj] / HEMPIE [adj] 

HERBIEST BEEHIRST HERBY, abounding in herbs [adj] 

HERMITRY EHIMRRTY state of being hermit (recluse (one who lives in solitude and seclusion)) [n -RIES] 

HEXAPLAR AAEHLPRX HEXAPLA, edition in which six texts are set in parallel columns [adj] 

HEXAPODY ADEHOPXY line of verse with six feet [n -DIES] 

HEXARCHY ACEHHRXY group of six separate states [n -HIES] 

HIGHBALL ABGHHILL to go at full speed [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HIGHBORN BGHHINOR of noble birth [adj] 

HIGHBRED BDEGHHIR highborn (of noble birth) [adj] 

HIGHNESS EGHHINSS state of being high (reaching far upward) [n -ES] 

HILLIEST EHIILLST HILLY, abounding in hills [adj] 

HINKIEST EHIIKNST HINKY, suspicious [adj] 

HIPPIEST EHIIPPST HIPPY, having big hips [adj] 

HISSIEST EHIISSST HISSY, characterized by hissing sound [adj] 

HOARIEST AEHIORST HOARY, white with age [adj] 

HOARSEST AEHORSST HOARSE, low and rough in sound [adj] 

HOBOISMS BHIMOOSS HOBOISM, state of being hobo [n] 

HOKINESS EHIKNOSS state of being hokey (false; contrived) [n -ES] 

HOLINESS EHILNOSS state of being holy (having divine nature or origin) [n -ES] 

HOLLOWER EHLLOORW HOLLOW, not solid [adj] 

HOMELIER EEHILMOR HOMELY, unattractive (attractive) [adj] 

HOMINESS EHIMNOSS quality of being homey (homelike (suggestive of home)) [n ES] 

HONESTER EEHNORST HONEST, truthful (telling truth) [adj] 

HOOKIEST EHIKOOST HOOKY, full of hooks [adj] 

HOOTIEST EHIOOSTT HOOTY, sounding like cry of owl [adj] 

HOPPIEST EHIOPPST HOPPY, having taste of hops (catkins of particular vine) [adj] 

HORNIEST EHINORST HORNY, hornlike in hardness [adj] 

HOROLOGE EGHLOOOR timepiece [n -S] 

HOROLOGY GHLOOORY science of measuring time [n -GIES] 

HORRIBLY BHILORRY dreadfully (in dreadful manner) [adv] 

HORRIDER DEHIORRR HORRID, repulsive [adj] 

HOTBLOOD BDHLOOOT thoroughbred horse [n -S] 

HOUNDING DGHINNOU HOUND, to pursue relentlessly [v] 

HOURLONG GHLNOORU lasting hour (period of sixty minutes) [adj] 

HOUSEFUL EFHLOSUU as much as house will hold [n -S] 

HOUSIEST EHIOSSTU HOUSEY, being in style of house music [adj] 

HUFFIEST EFFHISTU HUFFY, easily offended [adj] 

HUGENESS EEGHNSSU quality of being huge (very large) [n -ES] 

HUGGIEST EGGHISTU HUGGY, involving or given to hugging [adj] 

HULKIEST EHIKLSTU HULKY, massive (of considerable size) [adj] 
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HUMANEST AEHMNSTU HUMANE, compassionate [adj] 

HUMBLEST BEHLMSTU HUMBLE, modest (having moderate regard for oneself) [adj] 

HUMITURE EHIMRTUU combined measurement of temperature and humidity [n -S] 

HUMPIEST EHIMPSTU HUMPY, full of humps [adj] 

HUNGRIER EGHINRRU HUNGRY, wanting food [adj] 

HUNKIEST EHIKNSTU HUNKY, muscular and attractive [adj] 

HURTLESS EHLRSSTU harmless (not harmful (capable of harming)) [adj] 

HUSKIEST EHIKSSTU HUSKY, hoarse (low and rough in sound) [adj] 

HYDROPSY DHOPRSYY dropsy (excessive accumulation of serous fluid) [n -SIES] 

HYPEREST EEHPRSTY HYPER, hyperactive [adj] 

HYPEREST EEHPRSTY HYPER, hyperactive [adj] 

HYPOACID ACDHIOPY having lower than normal degree of acidity [adj] 

HYPONYMY HMNOPYYY state of being hyponym (word that denotes subcategory) [n -MIES] 

 

Size, Amount, Degree, Extent 8s 

I 

IAMBUSES  ABEIMSSU  IAMBUS, iamb (type of metrical foot) [n] 

ICKINESS CEIIKNSS state of being icky (repulsive) [n -ES] 

IDEALITY ADEIILTY state of being perfect; something idealized [n -TIES] 

IDLENESS DEEILNSS state of being idle (inactive (not active)) [n -ES] 

IDLESSES DEEILSSS IDLESSE, idleness (state of being idle (inactive (not active))) [n] 

IDONEITY DEIINOTY state of being idoneous (suitable (appropriate)) [n -TIES] 

IFFINESS EFFIINSS state of being iffy (full of uncertainty) [n -ES] 

IGNOBLER BEGILNOR IGNOBLE, of low character [adj] 

IGNORANT  AGINNORT  having no knowledge [adj] 

IMMATURE  AEIMMRTU  not fully grown or developed [adj -R, -ST] 

IMMENSER  EEIMMNRS  IMMENSE, great in size [adj] 

IMMODEST DEIMMOST not modest [adj -ER, -EST] 

IMMUNEST EIMMNSTU IMMUNE [adj] 

IMMUNITY IIMMNTUY state of being protected from disease [n -TIES] 

IMPARITY  AIIMPRTY  lack of equality [n -TIES] 

IMPERIUM  EIIMMPRU  absolute power [n -IA, -S] 

IMPOROUS  IMOOPRSU  extremely dense [adj] 

IMPOTENT  EIMNOPTT  one that is powerless [n -S] 

IMPRIMIS  IIIMMPRS  in first place [adv] 

IMPROPER EIMOPPRR not proper [adj -ER, -EST] 

IMPURELY  EILMPRUY  IMPURE, not pure (free from anything different, inferior, or contaminating) [adv] 

IMPUREST  EIMPRSTU  IMPURE, not pure [adj] 

INASMUCH  ACHIMNSU  to extent that [adv] 

INBEINGS BEGIINNS INBEING, state of being inherent (existing in something as essential characteristic) [n] 

INBOUNDS  BDINNOSU  being within certain boundaries [adj] 

INCENTER  CEEINNRT  point where three lines bisecting angles of triangle meet [n -S] 

INCHMEAL  ACEHILMN  little by little [adv] 

INCREASE  ACEEINRS  to make or become greater [v -D, -SING, -S] 

INDEXING  DEGIINNX  linking of wages and prices to cost-of-living levels [n -S] 

INEDIBLE  BDEEIILN  not fit to be eaten [adj] 

INEDIBLY  BDEIILNY  INEDIBLE, not fit to be eaten [adv] 
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INEDITED  DDEEIINT  not published (to print and issue to public) [adj] 

INEPTEST EEINPSTT INEPT, not suitable [adj] 

INEQUITY EIINQTUY unfairness [n -TIES] 

INERRANT  AEINNRRT  free from error [adj] 

INFAMIES AEFIIMNS INFAMY, state of being infamous (having vile reputation) [n] 

INFINITE  EFIIINNT  something that has no limits [n -S] 

INFINITY  FIIINNTY  state of having no limits [n -TIES] 

INFORMAL  AFILMNOR  marked by absence of formality or ceremony [adj] 

INFRUGAL  AFGILNRU  not frugal (thrifty (displaying thrift (care and wisdom in management of one's resources))) [adj] 

INHESION EHIINNOS state of inhering [n -S] 

INNOCENT  CEINNNOT  free from guilt or sin [adj -ER, -EST] 

INSANEST AEINNSST INSANE, mentally unsound [adj] 

INSANITY AIINNSTY state of being insane; something utterly foolish [n -TIES] 

INSECURE  CEEINRSU  unsafe (free from danger) [adj -R, -ST] 

INSOLENT  EILNNOST  extremely rude person [n -S] 

INSOMUCH  CHIMNOSU  to such degree [adv] 

INTACTLY  ACILNTTY  INTACT, not damaged in any way [adv] 

INTEGRAL  AEGILNRT  total unit [n -S] 

INTENSER EEINNRST INTENSE, existing in extreme degree [adj] 

INTERVAL AEILNRTV space of time between periods or events [n -S] 

INTIMACY ACIIMNTY state of being closely associated [n -CIES] 

IONICITY CIIINOTY state of existing as or like ion [n -TIES] 

IOTACISM  ACIIMOST  excessive use of letter iota [n -S] 

IRONIEST EIINORST IRONY, use of words to express opposite of what is literally said [adj] 

IRONNESS EINNORSS state of being iron [n -ES] 

IRONSIDE  DEIINORS  man of great strength [n -S] 

ISARITHM  AHIIMRST  isopleth (type of isogram (line on map connecting points of equal value)) [n -S] 

ISOBARIC  ABCIIORS  ISOBAR, type of atom (smallest unit of element) [adj] 

ISOCHEIM  CEHIIMOS  type of isotherm (line on map connecting points of equal mean temperature) [n -S] 

ISOCHIME  CEHIIMOS  isocheim (type of isotherm (line on map connecting points of equal mean temperature)) [n -S] 

ISOCHRON  CHINOORS  line on chart connecting points representing same time [n -S] 

ISOGENIC  CEGIINOS  genetically similar [adj] 

ISOGLOSS GILOOSSS line on map between linguistically varied areas [n -ES] 

ISOGRAFT AFGIORST to transplant from one individual to another of same species [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ISOGRAPH AGHIOPRS line on map indicating areas that are linguistically similar [n -S] 

ISOMETRY  EIMORSTY  equality of measure [n -RIES] 

ISONOMIC  CIIMNOOS  ISONOMY, equality of civil rights [adj] 

ISOPHOTE  EHIOOPST  curve on chart joining points of equal light intensity [n -S] 

ISOPLETH  EHILOPST  type of isogram (line on map connecting points of equal value) [n -S] 

ISOSTACY ACIOSSTY isostasy (state of balance in earth's crust) [n -CIES] 

ISOSTASY AIOSSSTY state of balance in earth's crust [n -SIES] 

ISOTHERE  EEHIORST  type of isotherm (line on map connecting points of equal mean temperature) [n -S] 

ISOTHERM  EHIMORST  line on map connecting points of equal mean temperature [n -S] 

ISOTONIC  CIINOOST  of equal tension [adj] 

ISOTROPY IOOPRSTY state of being identical in all directions [n -PIES] 

ITCHIEST CEHIISTT ITCHY, causing itching sensation [adj] 

IVORIEST EIIORSTV IVORY, hard white substance found in elephant tusks [adj] 
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J 

JAGGEDER ADEEGGJR JAGGED, having sharply uneven edge or surface [adj] 

JAGGIEST AEGGIJST JAGGY, jagged (having sharply uneven edge or surface) [adj] 

JAMMIEST AEIJMMST JAMMY, sticky with jam (boiled fruit and sugar) [adj] 

JANGLIER AEGIJLNR JANGLY, jangling [adj] 

JAUNTIER AEIJNRTU JAUNTY, having lively and self-confident manner [adj] 

JAZZIEST AEIJSTZZ JAZZY, lively (full of energy) [adj] 

JERKIEST EEIJKRST JERKY, characterized by jerking movements [adj] 

JETTIEST EEIJSTTT JETTY, having color jet black [adj] 

JIGGIEST EGGIIJST JIGGY, pleasurably excited [adj] 

JIGGLIER EGGIIJLR JIGGLY, unsteady (firm in position) [adj] 

JINGLIER EGIIJLNR JINGLY, jingling [adj] 

JOCOSEST CEJOOSST JOCOSE, humorous (funny; witty) [adj] 

JOCOSITY CIJOOSTY state of being jocose (humorous (funny; witty)) [n -TIES] 

JOCUNDER CDEJNORU JOCUND, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj] 

JOHANNES AEHJNNOS Portuguese coin [n JOHANNES] 

JOKINESS EIJKNOSS state of being jokey (amusing) [n -ES] 

JOLLIEST EIJLLOST JOLLY, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj] 

JOLTIEST EIJLOSTT JOLTY, marked by jolting motion [adj] 

JOUNCIER CEIJNORU JOUNCY, marked by jouncing motion [adj] 

JOVIALTY AIJLOTVY quality or state of being jovial [n -TIES] 

JOWLIEST EIJLOSTW JOWLY, having prominent jowls [adj] 

JOYANCES ACEJNOSY JOYANCE, gladness (state of being glad (feeling pleasure)) [n] 

JUDGIEST DEGIJSTU JUDGEY, judgy (judgemental) [adj] / JUDGY [adj] 

JUICIEST CEIIJSTU JUICY, full of juice [adj] 

JUMPIEST EIJMPSTU JUMPY, nervous (easily excited) [adj] 

JUNKIEST EIJKNSTU JUNKY, worthless [adj] 

JUSTNESS EJNSSSTU quality of being just (acting in conformity with what is morally good) [n -ES] 

 

Size, Amount, Degree, Extent 8s 

K 

KATHODAL AADHKLOT KATHODE, cathode (negatively charged electrode) [adj] 

KATHODIC ACDHIKOT KATHODE, cathode (negatively charged electrode) [adj] 

KEENNESS EEEKNNSS sharpness (quality of being sharp (suitable for or capable of cutting or piercing)) [n -ES] 

KEMPIEST EEIKMPST KEMPY, having coarse hair or fibers [adj] 

KICKIEST CEIIKKST KICKY, exciting [adj] 

KILOBASE ABEIKLOS unit of measure of nucleic-acid chain [n -S] 

KILOBAUD ABDIKLOU unit of data transmission speed [n -S] 

KILOBYTE BEIKLOTY 1,024 bytes [n -S] 

KILOGRAM AGIKLMOR unit of mass and weight [n -S] 

KILOMOLE EIKLLMOO one thousand moles [n -S] 

KILOVOLT IKLLOOTV unit of electromotive force [n -S] 

KILOWATT AIKLOTTW unit of power [n -S] 

KINDLIER DEIIKLNR KINDLY, kind (having gentle, giving nature) [adj] 

KINDNESS DEIKNNSS quality of being kind (having gentle, giving nature) [n -ES] 
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KINGLIER EGIIKLNR KINGLY, of or befitting king [adj] 

KINKIEST EIIKKNST KINKY, tightly curled [adj] 

KINSHIPS HIIKNPSS KINSHIP, relationship (state of being related) [n] 

KISSIEST EIIKSSST KISSY, inclined to kiss [adj] 

KITTLEST EIKLSTTT KITTLE, ticklish (sensitive to tickling) [adj] 

KLUDGIER DEGIKLRU KLUDGEY, kludgy (involving or put together with ill-fitting components) [adj] / KLUDGY 

KLUTZIER EIKLRTUZ KLUTZY, clumsy (awkward (lacking skill, dexterity, or grace)) [adj] 

KNOBBIER BBEIKNOR KNOBBY, full of knobs [adj] 

KNOTTIER EIKNORTT KNOTTY, full of knots [adj] 

KNUBBIER BBEIKNRU KNUBBY, nubby (having nubs) [adj] 

KNURLIER EIKLNRRU KNURLY, gnarly (gnarled) [adj] 

KOOKIEST EIKKOOST KOOKIE, kooky (eccentric) [adj] / KOOKY [adj] 

KREUTZER EEKRRTUZ former monetary unit of Austria [n -S] 

KURTOSIS IKORSSTU relative degree of curvature in statistical curve [n -SES] 

KURUSHES EHKRSSUU KURUSH, monetary unit of Turkey [n] 

 

Size, Amount, Degree, Extent 8s 

L 

LABILITY ABIILLTY state of being labile (likely to change) [n -TIES] 

LACONISM ACILMNOS brevity of expression [n -S] 

LADDIEST ADDEILST LADDY, laddish in behavior [adj] 

LAIRIEST AEIILRST LAIRY, unpleasantly loud [adj] 

LAMENESS AEELMNSS state of being lame (physically disabled) [n -ES] 

LANDLESS ADELLNSS owning no land [adj] 

LANGUORS AGLNORSU LANGUOR, state of being languid (lacking in vigor or vitality) [n] 

LANKIEST AEIKLNST LANKY, ungracefully tall and thin [adj] 

LANKNESS AEKLNNSS state of being lank (long and slender) [n -ES] 

LANOSITY AILNOSTY state of being lanose (lanate (covered with wool)) [n -TIES] 

LARGANDO AADGLNOR becoming gradually slower -- used as musical direction [adj] 

LARGESSE AEEGLRSS largess (generosity) [n -S] 

LARKIEST AEIKLRST LARKY, playful (frolicsome) [adj] 

LATENESS AEELNSST state of being late (coming or occurring after expected time) [n -ES] 

LATHIEST AEHILSTT LATHY, long and slender [adj] 

LATITUDE ADEILTTU freedom from narrow restrictions [n -S] 

LAVISHER AEHILRSV LAVISH, expending or giving in great amounts [adj] 

LAXITIES AEIILSTX LAXITY, state of being lax (not strict or stringent) [n] 

LAZINESS AEILNSSZ state of being lazy (disinclined toward work or exertion) [n -ES] 

LEACHIER ACEEHILR LEACHY, porous (having minute openings) [adj] 

LEADLESS ADEELLSS having no lead [adj] 

LEADSMAN AADELMNS seaman who measures depth of water [n -MEN] 

LEAFIEST AEEFILST LEAFY, covered with leaves [adj] 

LEAKIEST AEEIKLST LEAKY, tending to leak [adj] 

LEAKLESS AEEKLLSS designed not to leak [adj] 

LEALTIES AEEILLST LEALTY, loyalty (state of being loyal (faithful to one's allegiance)) [n] 

LEANNESS AEELNNSS state of being lean (having little fat) [n -ES] 

LEARIEST AEEILRST LEARY, leery (suspicious) [adj] 

LEAVIEST AEEILSTV LEAVY, leafy (covered with leaves) [adj] 
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LEDGIEST DEEGILST LEDGY, abounding in ledges [adj] 

LEERIEST EEEILRST LEERY, suspicious [adj] 

LEFTMOST EFLMOSTT farthest on left [adj] 

LEGERITY EEGILRTY quickness of mind or body [n -TIES] 

LEGGIERO EEGGILOR in light or graceful manner -- used as musical direction [adv] 

LEGGIEST EEGGILST LEGGY, having long legs [adj] 

LEMONIER EEILMNOR LEMONY, LEMON, citrus fruit [adj] 

LENIENCE CEEEILNN leniency (quality of being lenient (gently tolerant)) [n -S] 

LENIENCY CEEILNNY quality of being lenient (gently tolerant) [n -CIES] 

LENITIES EEIILNST LENITY, leniency (quality of being lenient (gently tolerant)) [n] 

LENTANDO ADELNNOT becoming slower -- used as musical direction [adv] 

LEPTONIC CEILNOPT LEPTON, former monetary unit of Greece [adj] 

LESSENED DEEELNSS LESSEN, to make or become less [v] 

LEWDNESS DEELNSSW state of being lewd (obscene (indecent (not decent))) [n ES] 

LIBELOUS BEILLOSU defamatory [adj] 

LIENABLE ABEEILLN capable of being subjected to lien [adj] 

LIFELONG EFGILLNO lasting for lifetime [adj] 

LIGHTEST EGHILSTT LIGHT, having little weight [adj] 

LIGHTFUL FGHILLTU brightly illuminated [adj] 

LIGHTISH GHHIILST somewhat light [adj] 

LIKELIER EEIIKLLR LIKELY, probable [adj] 

LIKENESS EEIKLNSS pictorial representation [n -ES] 

LIMBERER BEEILMRR LIMBER, flexible (capable of being bent) [adj] 

LIMBIEST BEIILMST LIMBY, having many large branches [adj] 

LIMITARY AIILMRTY limiting [adj] 

LIMITING GIIILMNT LIMIT, to restrict (to keep within certain boundaries) [v] 

LIMPNESS EILMNPSS state of being limp (lacking rigidity (state of being rigid (not flexible; strict, harsh))) [n -ES] 

LIMPNESS EILMNPSS state of being limp (lacking rigidity (state of being rigid (not flexible; strict, harsh))) [n -ES] 

LIMPSIER EIILMPRS LIMPSEY, limpsy (lacking strength or vigor) [adj] / LIMPSY [adj] 

LINGIEST EGIILNST LINGY, covered with heaths [adj] 

LINTIEST EIILNSTT LINTY, covered with lint [adj] 

LINTLESS EILLNSST free from lint [adj] 

LIPPIEST EIILPPST LIPPY, impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adj] 

LITENESS EEILNSST state of being lite (lower in calories or having less of some ingredient) [n -ES] 

LITHEMIA AEHIILMT excess of uric acid in blood [n -S] 

LITHEMIC CEHIILMT LITHEMIA, excess of uric acid in blood [adj] 

LITTLEST EILLSTTT LITTLE, small (of limited size or quantity) [adj] 

LITTLISH HIILLSTT somewhat little [adj] 

LIVELIER EEIILLRV LIVELY, full of energy [adj] 

LIVELONG EGILLNOV long in passing [adj] 

LIVENESS EEILNSSV state of being live (having life (quality that distinguishes animals and plants from inanimate matter)) [n -S] 

LIVIDITY DIIILTVY state of being livid (having skin abnormally discolored) [n -TIES] 

LOATHFUL AFHLLOTU repulsive [adj] 

LOATHING AGHILNOT extreme dislike [n -S] / LOATHE, to detest greatly [v] 

LOFTIEST EFILOSTT LOFTY, extending high in air [adj] 

LOGGIEST EGGILOST LOGGY, logy (sluggish (displaying little movement or activity)) [adj] 

LOGINESS EGILNOSS state of being logy (sluggish (displaying little movement or activity)) [n -ES] 
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LONELIER EEILLNOR LONELY, sad from lack of companionship [adj] 

LONENESS EELNNOSS state of being lone (having no companions) [n -ES] 

LONGFORM FGLMNOOR long in form [adj] 

LONGNESS EGLNNOSS state of being long (extending for considerable distance) [n -ES] 

LONGSOME EGLMNOOS tediously long [adj] 

LONGTIME EGILMNOT of long duration [adj] 

LOONIEST EILNOOST LOONEY, loony (crazy (insane (mentally unsound))) [adj] / LOONY [adj] 

LOOPIEST EILOOPST LOOPY, full of loops [adj] 

LOPPIEST EILOPPST LOPPY, hanging limply [adj] 

LORDLIER DEILLORR LORDLY, of or befitting lord [adj] 

LORNNESS ELNNORSS state of being lorn (abandoned) [n -ES] 

LOSSLESS ELLOSSSS done or being without loss [adj] 

LOSTNESS ELNOSSST state of being lost (not to be found or recovered) [n -ES] 

LOUDNESS DELNOSSU quality of being loud (strongly audible) [n -ES] 

LOUNGIER EGILNORU LOUNGY, suitable for lounging [adj] 

LOUSIEST EILOSSTU LOUSY, mean or contemptible [adj] 

LOVELIER EEILLORV LOVELY, beautiful [adj] 

LOVESEAT AEELOSTV small sofa for two persons [n -S] 

LOWLIEST EILLOSTW LOWLY, low in position or rank [adj] 

LOYALEST AELLOSTY LOYAL, faithful to one's allegiance [adj] 

LOYALISM AILLMOSY loyalty (state of being loyal (faithful to one's allegiance)) [n -S] 

LUCIDEST CDEILSTU LUCID, easily understood [adj] 

LUCKIEST CEIKLSTU LUCKY, having good fortune [adj] 

LUCKLESS CEKLLSSU unlucky (having good fortune) [adj] 

LUKEWARM AEKLMRUW moderately warm [adj] 

LUMPIEST EILMPSTU LUMPY, full of lumps [adj] 

LUNACIES ACEILNSU LUNACY, insanity (state of being insane; something utterly foolish) [n] 

LUNATION AILNNOTU interval between two successive new moons [n -S] 

LUSHNESS EHLNSSSU state of being lush (abounding in vegetation) [n -ES] 

LUSTIEST EILSSTTU LUSTY, full of vigor [adj] 

 

Size, Amount, Degree, Extent 8s 

M 

MACABRER AABCEMRR MACABRE, gruesome (repugnant) [adj] 

MAGNETON AEGMNNOT unit of magnetic moment [n -S] 

MAGNIFIC ACFGIIMN magnificent [adj] 

MAJORITY AIJMORTY greater number or part [n -TIES] 

MANGIEST AEGIMNST MANGY, affected with mange [adj] / MANGEY [adj] 

MANKIEST AEIKMNST MANKY, inferior, defective [adj] 

MANLIEST AEILMNST MANLY, having qualities of man [adj] 

MANPOWER AEMNOPRW number of men available for service [n -S] 

MANTISSA AAIMNSST decimal part of logarithm [n -S] 

MANYFOLD ADFLMNOY by many times [adv] 

MARATHON AAHMNORT long-distance race [n -S] 

MARAVEDI AADEIMRV former coin of Spain [n -S] 

MARBLIER ABEILMRR MARBLY, mottled [adj] 

MARKDOWN ADKMNORW reduction in price [n -S] 
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MARKEDLY ADEKLMRY in evident (clear to vision or understanding) manner [adv] 

MARLIEST AEILMRST MARLY, abounding with marl (earthy deposit containing lime, clay, and sand) [adj] 

MASSIEST AEIMSSST MASSY, massive (of considerable size) [adj] 

MASSLESS AELMSSSS having no mass [adj] 

MASTERLY AELMRSTY very skillful [adj] 

MATINESS AEIMNSST friendliness (quality of being friendly (inclined to approve, help, or support)) [n -ES] 

MATTERED ADEEMRTT MATTER, to be of importance [v] 

MATURELY AELMRTUY MATURE, fully developed [adv] 

MATUREST AEMRSTTU MATURE, fully developed [adj] 

MATURITY AIMRTTUY state of being mature (fully developed) [n -TIES] 

MAUSIEST AEIMSSTU MAUSY, mauzy (foggy, misty) [adj] 

MAUZIEST AEIMSTUZ MAUZY, foggy, misty [adj] 

MAXIMAND AADIMMNX something that is to be maximized [n -S] 

MAXIMISE AEIIMMSX to maximize (to make as great as possible) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

MAXIMIZE AEIIMMXZ to make as great as possible [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

MAZINESS AEIMNSSZ quality of being mazy (full of confusing turns and passages) [n -ES] 

MEAGERER AEEEGMRR MEAGER, deficient in quantity or quality [adj] 

MEAGERLY AEEGLMRY MEAGER, deficient in quantity or quality [adv] 

MEAGRELY AEEGLMRY MEAGRE, meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adv] 

MEAGREST AEEGMRST MEAGRE, meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj] 

MEALIEST AEEILMST MEALY, soft, dry, and friable [adj] 

MEANNESS AEEMNNSS state of being mean (inferior in grade, quality, or character) [n -ES] 

MEANTIME AEEIMMNT intervening time [n -S] 

MEASLIER AEEILMRS MEASLY, meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj] 

MEASURER AEEMRRSU one that measures (to ascertain dimensions, quantity, or capacity of) [n -S] 

MEATIEST AEEIMSTT MEATY, full of meat [adj] 

MEATLESS AEELMSST having no meat [adj] 

MEDIALLY ADEILLMY in central (situated at, in, or near center) manner [adv] 

MEDIANLY ADEILMNY medially (in central (situated at, in, or near center) manner) [adv] 

MEDIOCRE CDEEIMOR neither good nor bad [adj] 

MEEKNESS EEEKMNSS quality of being meek (lacking in spirit and courage) [n -ES] 

MEETNESS EEEMNSST suitability (quality of being suitable (appropriate)) [n -ES] 

MEGABUCK ABCEGKMU one million dollars [n -S] 

MEGACITY ACEGIMTY very large city [n -TIES] 

MEGADEAL AADEEGLM business deal involving lot of money [n -S] 

MEGADOSE ADEEGMOS abnormally large dose [n -S] 

MEGADYNE ADEEGMNY unit of force [n -S] 

MEGAFLOP AEFGLMOP measure of computing speed [n -S] 

MEGAMALL AAEGLLMM very large shopping mall [n -S] 

MEGAPLEX AEEGLMPX large building having many movie theaters [n -ES] 

MEGAPODE ADEEGMOP large-footed bird [n -S] 

MEGASTAR AAEGMRST extremely successful performer [n -S] 

MEGAVOLT AEGLMOTV unit of electromotive force [n -S] 

MEGAWATT AAEGMTTW unit of power [n -S] 

MELLOWER EELLMORW MELLOW, soft and full-flavored from ripeness [adj] 

MERCHANT ACEHMNRT to buy and sell goods for profit [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MERCIFUL CEFILMRU full of mercy [adj] 
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MERIDIAN ADEIIMNR circle around earth passing through both poles [n -S] 

MERITING EGIIMNRT MERIT, to earn (to gain or deserve for one's labor or service) [v] 

MERRIEST EEIMRRST MERRY, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj] 

MESSIEST EEIMSSST MESSY, dirty or untidy [adj] 

METERAGE AEEEGMRT process of metering [n -S] 

METERING EEGIMNRT METER, to measure by mechanical means [v] 

METHODIC CDEHIMOT systematic [adj] 

METICAIS ACEIIMST metical, monetary unit of Mozambique [n] 

METRICAL ACEILMRT pertaining to or composed in system of arranged and measured rhythm [adj] 

MICKLEST CEIKLMST MICKLE, large (of considerable size or quantity) [adj] 

MICROBAR ABCIMORR unit of atmospheric pressure [n -S] 

MICROBIC BCCIIMOR MICROBE, minute life form [adj] 

MICROBUS BCIMORSU small bus [n -ES, -SSES] 

MICROCAP ACCIMOPR of or pertaining to company whose retained earnings are very small [adj] 

MICROCAR ACCIMORR very small car [n -S] 

MICRODOT CDIMOORT copy of printed matter reduced to size of dot [n -S] 

MICROLUX CILMORUX unit of illumination [n -ES, -UCES] 

MICROMHO CHIMMOOR unit of electrical conductance [n -S] 

MICRURGY CGIMRRUY use of minute tools under high magnification [n -GIES] 

MIDBRAIN ABDIIMNR middle region of brain [n -S] 

MIDDLING DDGIILMN MIDDLE, to place in middle (area or point equidistant from extremes or limits) [v] 

MIDLIFER DEFIILMR middle-aged person [n -S] 

MIDMONTH DHIMMNOT middle of month [n -S] 

MIDNIGHT DGHIIMNT middle of night [n -S] 

MIDSHIPS DHIIMPSS toward middle of ship [adv] 

MIDSHORE DEHIMORS designating fishery that is between inshore and offshore fisheries [adj] 

MIDSIZED DDEIIMSZ midsize (of intermediate size) [adj] 

MIDSPACE ACDEIMPS middle of space [n -S] 

MIFFIEST EFFIIMST MIFFY, easily annoyed [adj] 

MIGHTIER EGHIIMRT MIGHTY, strong (having great strength) [adj] 

MIGHTILY GHIILMTY MIGHTY, strong (having great strength) [adv] 

MIGRAINE AEGIIMNR severe headache [n -S] 

MILDNESS DEILMNSS quality of being mild (not harsh or rough) [n -ES] 

MILEPOST EILMOPST post indicating distance in miles [n -S] 

MILESIMO EIILMMOS former monetary unit of Chile [n -S] 

MILLIAMP AIILLMMP one thousandth of ampere [n -S] 

MILLIARD ADIILLMR billion (number) [n -S] 

MILLIARE AEIILLMR unit of area [n -S] 

MILLIBAR ABIILLMR unit of atmospheric pressure [n -S] 

MILLIEME EEIILLMM unit of value of Egypt and Sudan [n -S] 

MILLIGAL AGIILLLM unit of acceleration [n -S] 

MILLILUX IILLLMUX unit of illumination [n -ES, -UCES] 

MILLIMHO HIILLMMO unit of electrical conductance [n -S] 

MILLINER EIILLMNR one who makes or sells women's hats [n -S] 

MILLIOHM HIILLMMO unit of electrical resistance [n -S] 

MILLIREM EIILLMMR quantity of ionizing radiation [n -S] 

MILTIEST EIILMSTT MILTY, full of milt [adj] 
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MINACITY ACIIMNTY state of being threatening [n -TIES] 

MINCIEST CEIIMNST MINCY, affectedly dainty [adj] 

MINDLESS DEILMNSS lacking intelligence [adj] 

MINGIEST EGIIMNST MINGY, mean and stingy [adj] 

MINIFIED DEFIIIMN MINIFY, to make small or smaller [v] 

MINIFIES EFIIIMNS MINIFY, to make small or smaller [v] 

MINIMISE EIIIMMNS to minimize (to make as small as possible) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

MINIMIZE EIIIMMNZ to make as small as possible [v -D, ZING, -S] 

MINISHED DEHIIMNS MINISH, to diminish (to lessen (to make or become less)) [v] 

MINISHES EHIIMNSS MINISH, to diminish (to lessen (to make or become less)) [v] 

MINORITY IIMNORTY smaller number or part [n -TIES] 

MINTIEST EIIMNSTT MINTY, having flavor of mint (aromatic herb) [adj] 

MINUTELY EILMNTUY MINUTE, very small [adv] 

MINUTEST EIMNSTTU MINUTE, very small [adj] 

MINUTIAL AIILMNTU MINUTIA, small detail [adj] 

MINYANIM AIIMMNNY MINYAN, minimum number required to be present for conduct of Jewish service [n] 

MIOSISES EIIMOSSS MIOSIS, excessive contraction of pupil of eye [n] 

MIRKIEST EIIKMRST MIRKY, murky (dark (having little or no light)) [adj] 

MISADDED ADDDEIMS MISADD, to add (to combine or join so as to bring about increase) incorrectly [v] 

MISCOUNT CIMNOSTU to count incorrectly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISERIES EEIIMRSS MISERY, state of great suffering [n] 

MISGAUGE AEGGIMSU to gauge wrongly or inaccurately [v -D, -GING, -S] 

MISGRADE ADEGIMRS to grade (to arrange in steps or degrees) incorrectly [v -D, -DING, -S] 

MISGUESS EGIMSSSU to guess wrongly [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

MISJUDGE DEGIJMSU to judge wrongly [v -D, -GING, -S] 

MISPRICE CEIIMPRS to price incorrectly [v -D, -CING, -S] 

MISTIEST EIIMSSTT MISTY, blurry (unclear (clean and pure)) [adj] 

MISVALUE AEILMSUV to value incorrectly [v -D, -UING, -S] 

MIZZLIER EIILMRZZ MIZZLY, characterized by fine rain [adj] 

MODALITY ADILMOTY state of being modal [n -TIES] 

MODERATE ADEEMORT to make less extreme [v -D, -TING, -S] 

MODERATO ADEMOORT musical passage played at medium tempo [n -S] 

MODERNER DEEMNORR MODERN, pertaining to present or recent time [adj] 

MODESTER DEEMORST MODEST, having moderate regard for oneself [adj] 

MOIETIES EEIIMOST MOIETY, half (one of two equal parts) [n] 

MOISTEST EIMOSSTT MOIST, slightly wet [adj] 

MOISTFUL FILMOSTU moist (slightly wet) [adj] 

MOLALITY AILLMOTY number of moles of solute per 1,000 grams of solvent [n -TIES] 

MOLARITY AILMORTY number of moles of solute per liter of solution [n -TIES] 

MOLDERED DDEELMOR MOLDER, to turn to dust by natural decay [v] 

MOLDIEST DEILMOST MOLDY, musty (having stale odor) [adj] 

MOLECULE CEELLMOU smallest physical unit of element [n -S] 

MOMENTLY ELMMNOTY from moment to moment [adv] 

MONAXIAL AAILMNOX having one axis [adj] 

MONETARY AEMNORTY pertaining to money, official medium of exchange and measure of value [adj] 

MONETISE EEIMNOST to monetize, to coin into money [v -D, -SING, -S] 

MONETIZE EEIMNOTZ to coin into money [v -D, -ZING, -S] 
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MONOCRAT ACMNOORT autocrat (absolute ruler) [n -S] 

MONOMIAL AILMMNOO algebraic expression consisting of single term [n -S] 

MONOPODY DMNOOOPY measure consisting of single metrical foot [n -DIES] 

MONOPOLY LMNOOOPY exclusive control of commodity or service in particular market [n -LIES] 

MOODIEST DEIMOOST MOODY, given to changing moods [adj] 

MOOTNESS EMNOOSST state of being without legal significance [n -ES] 

MOPINESS EIMNOPSS state of being mopey (dejected) [n -ES] 

MORALITY AILMORTY conformity to rules of right conduct [n -TIES] 

MORATORY AMOORRTY authorizing delay of payment [adj] 

MORBIDLY BDILMORY MORBID, gruesome (repugnant) [adv] 

MORDANCY ACDMNORY sarcastic quality [n -CIES] 

MORENESS EEMNORSS state of being more (consisting of or amounting to large number) [n -ES] 

MORENESS EEMNORSS state of being more (greater, additional) [n -ES] 

MOREOVER EEMOORRV in addition [adv] 

MOROSITY IMOORSTY state of being morose (sullen (showing brooding ill humor or resentment)) [n -TIES] 

MORPHEME EEHMMOPR linguistic unit [n -S] 

MORSELED DEELMORS MORSEL, to divide into small pieces [v] 

MOSSIEST EIMOSSST MOSSY, covered with moss [adj] 

MOTHIEST EHIMOSTT MOTHY, full of moths [adj] 

MOTLEYER EELMORTY MOTLEY, composed of diverse elements [adj] 

MOTLIEST EILMOSTT MOTLEY, composed of diverse elements [adj] 

MOULDIER DEILMORU MOULDY, moldy (musty (having stale odor)) [adj] 

MOUTHFUL FHLMOTUU as much as mouth can hold [n -S] 

MOUTHIER EHIMORTU MOUTHY, very talkative [adj] 

MOVELESS EELMOSSV incapable of movement [adj] 

MUCHNESS CEHMNSSU quality of being great (large (of considerable size or quantity)) [n -ES] 

MUCIDITY CDIIMTUY state of being mucid (musty (having stale odor)) [n -TIES] 

MUCKIEST CEIKMSTU MUCKY, filthy (offensively dirty) [adj] 

MUCKLEST CEKLMSTU MUCKLE [adj] 

MUCOSITY CIMOSTUY state of being mucous (secreting or containing mucus) [n -TIES] 

MUDDIEST DDEIMSTU MUDDY, covered or filled with mud [adj] 

MUGGIEST EGGIMSTU MUGGY, warm and humid [adj] 

MULTIAGE AEGILMTU including people of various ages [adj] 

MULTIPLE EILLMPTU product of quantity by integer [n -S] 

MULTIPLY ILLMPTUY to increase in number [v -LIED, -ING, -LIES] 

MULTITON ILMNOTTU weighing many tons [adj] 

MULTIUSE EILMSTUU having many uses [adj] 

MUMSIEST EIMMSSTU MUMSY, maternal (pertaining to or characteristic of mor) [adj] 

MUNCHIER CEHIMNRU MUNCHY, suitable for snacking [adj] 

MURKIEST EIKMRSTU MURKY, dark (having little or no light) [adj] 

MUSCLIER CEILMRSU MUSCLY, composed of muscle (tissue that produces bodily movement) [adj] 

MUSHROOM HMMOORSU to grow or spread rapidly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MUSSIEST EIMSSSTU MUSSY, messy (dirty or untidy) [adj] 

MUSTIEST EIMSSTTU MUSTY, having stale odor [adj] 

MUTENESS EEMNSSTU state of being mute (characterized by absence of speech) [n -ES] 

MUZZIEST EIMSTUZZ MUZZY, confused [adj] 
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NAETHING AEGHINNT nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude) [n -S] 

NAFFNESS AEFFNNSS quality of lacking taste or style [n -ES] 

NAGGIEST AEGGINST NAGGY, given to nagging [adj] 

NAKEDEST ADEEKNST NAKED, being without clothing or covering [adj] 

NANOGRAM AAGMNNOR unit of mass and weight [n -S] 

NANOWATT AANNOTTW unit of power [n -S] 

NAPPIEST AEINPPST NAPPY, kinky (tightly curled) [adj] 

NARKIEST AEIKNRST NARKY, irritable [adj] 

NARROWED ADENORRW NARROW, to make narrow [v] 

NARROWER AENORRRW NARROW, of little width [adj] 

NARROWLY ALNORRWY NARROW, of little width [adv] 

NASTIEST AEINSSTT NASTY, offensive to senses [adj] 

NATTIEST AEINSTTT NATTY, neatly dressed [adj] 

NEARLIER AEEILNRR NEARLY, with close approximation [adv] 

NEARNESS AEENNRSS state of being near (situated within short distance) [n -ES] 

NEATNESS AEENNSST state of being neat (being in state of cleanliness and order) [n -ES] 

NEEDIEST DEEEINST NEEDY, in state of poverty [adj] 

NEEDLESS DEEELNSS not necessary [adj] 

NEOPHYTE EEHNOPTY novice (person new to any field or activity) [n -S] 

NERDIEST DEEINRST NERDY, socially inept [adj] 

NERVIEST EEINRSTV NERVY, impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adj] 

NETTLIER EEILNRTT NETTLY, prickly (having many sharp points) [adj] 

NEWSIEST EEINSSTW NEWSY, full of news [adj] 

NGULTRUM GLMNRTUU monetary unit of Bhutan [n -S] 

NICENESS CEEINNSS quality of being nice (pleasing to senses) [n -ES] 

NIFFIEST EFFIINST NIFFY, stinky (emitting foul odor) [adj] 

NIFTIEST EFIINSTT NIFTY, stylish; pleasing [adj] 

NIGGLIER EGGIILNR NIGGLY, petty (insignificant) [adj] 

NIGHNESS EGHINNSS state of being nigh (near (situated within short distance)) [n -ES] 

NIGHNESS EGHINNSS state of being nigh (near (situated within short distance)) [n -ES] 

NIHILITY HIIILNTY state of being nothing [n -TIES] 

NIMBLEST BEILMNST NIMBLE, agile (able to move quickly and easily) [adj] 

NINEFOLD DEFILNNO nine times as great [adj] 

NINETEEN EEEINNNT number [n -S] 

NINETIES EEIINNST NINETY, number [n] 

NIPPIEST EIINPPST NIPPY, sharp or biting [adj] 

NITTIEST EIINSTTT NITTY, full of nits [adj] 

NOBBIEST BBEINOST NOBBY, elegant (tastefully opulent) [adj] 

NODALITY ADILNOTY state of being nodal (of nature of node) [n -TIES] 

NODOSITY DINOOSTY state of being nodose (having nodes (swollen enlargement)) [n -TIES] 

NOISIEST EIINOSST NOISY, making loud sounds [adj] 

NONARIES AEINNORS NONARY, group of nine [n] 

NONEQUAL AELNNOQU one that is not equal [n -S] 

NONESUCH CEHNNOSU person or thing without equal [n -ES] 

NOSINESS EINNOSSS quality of being nosy (unduly curious) [n -ES] 
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NOTCHIER CEHINORT NOTCHY, having angular cuts [adj] 

NUBBIEST BBEINSTU NUBBY, having nubs [adj] 

NUBBLIER BBEILNRU NUBBLY, having nubbles [adj] 

NUDENESS DEENNSSU nudity (state of being nude (being without clothing or covering)) [n -ES] 

NUDITIES DEIINSTU NUDITY, state of being nude (being without clothing or covering) [n] 

NUGATORY AGNORTUY having no power [adj] 

NUMBERED BDEEMNRU NUMBER, to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total) [v] 

NUMBERER BEEMNRRU one that numbers (to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total)) [n -S] 

NUMBNESS BEMNNSSU state of being numb (lacking sensation) [n -ES] 

NUMERACY ACEMNRUY ability to understand basic mathematics [n -CIES] 

NUMERARY AEMNRRUY pertaining to numbers [adj] 

NUMERATE AEEMNRTU to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

NUMEROUS EMNORSUU many (consisting of or amounting to large number) [adj] 

NUMMIEST EIMMNSTU NUMMY, delicious [adj] 

NUTSIEST EINSSTTU NUTSY, crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj] 

NUTTIEST EINSTTTU NUTTY, silly; crazy [adj] 
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OAKINESS AEIKNOSS quality or state of being oaky [n -ES] 

OBLIVION BIILNOOV state of being forgotten [n -S] 

OBSCENER BCEENORS OBSCENE, indecent (not decent) [adj] 

OBSCURER BCEORRSU OBSCURE, dark or indistinct [adj] 

OBTUSEST BEOSSTTU OBTUSE, dull (mentally slow) [adj] 

OBTUSITY BIOSTTUY state of being obtuse (dull (mentally slow)) [n -TIES] 

OCTANGLE ACEGLNOT octagon (eight-sided polygon) [n -S] 

OCTANTAL AACLNOTT OCTANT, eighth of circle [adj] 

OCTARCHY ACCHORTY government by eight persons [n -HIES] 

OCTOROON CNOOOORT person of one-eighth black ancestry [n -S] 

OCTUPLED CDELOPTU OCTUPLE, to multiply by eight [v] 

OCTUPLET CELOPTTU group of eight related items [n -S] 

OCTUPLEX CELOPTUX being eight times as great [adj] 

ODOGRAPH ADGHOOPR odometer (device for measuring distance traveled) [n -S] 

ODOMETER DEEMOORT device for measuring distance traveled [n -S] 

ODOMETRY DEMOORTY process of using odometer [n -RIES] 

OFTENEST EEFNOSTT OFTEN, frequently (in frequent (occurring again and again) manner) [adv] 

OFTTIMES EFIMOSTT often (frequently (in frequent (occurring again and again) manner)) [adv] 

OHMMETER EEHMMORT instrument for measuring ohmage [n -S] 

OILINESS EIILNOSS state of being oily (covered or soaked with oil) [n -ES] 

ONDOGRAM ADGMNOOR graph of electric wave forms [n -S] 

ONERIEST EEINORST ONERY, ornery (stubborn and mean-spirited) [adj] 

OOGAMIES AEGIMOOS OOGAMY, state of being oogamous (having structurally dissimilar gametes) [n] 

OPAQUEST AEOPQSTU OPAQUE, impervious to light [adj] 

OPENNESS EENNOPSS state of being open (affording unobstructed access, passage, or view) [n -ES] 

OPULENCE CEELNOPU wealth (great quantity of valuable material) [n -S] 

OPULENCY CELNOPUY opulence (wealth (great quantity of valuable material)) [n -CIES] 

ORDINATE ADEINORT particular geometric coordinate [n -S] 
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ORGASMED ADEGMORS ORGASM, to experience orgasm (climax of sexual excitement) [v] 

ORGASMIC ACGIMORS ORGASM, to experience orgasm (climax of sexual excitement) [adj] 

ORGASTIC ACGIORST ORGASM, to experience orgasm (climax of sexual excitement) [adj] 

ORIGINAL AGIILNOR first form of something [n -S] 

ORNERIER EEINORRR ORNERY, stubborn and mean-spirited [adj] 

OROMETER EEMOORRT type of barometer [n -S] 

ORTHODOX DHOOORTX one holding traditional beliefs [n -XIES] 

OTIOSITY IIOOSTTY state of being otiose (lazy (disinclined toward work or exertion)) [n -TIES] 

OUTACTED ACDEOTTU OUTACT, to surpass in acting [v] 

OUTADDED ADDDEOTU OUTADD, to surpass in adding [v] 

OUTARGUE AEGORTUU to get better of by arguing [v -D, -UING, -S] 

OUTASKED ADEKOSTU OUTASK, to surpass in asking [v] 

OUTBITCH BCHIOTTU to surpass in bitching [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTBLAZE ABELOTUZ to surpass in brilliance of light [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

OUTBLEAT ABELOTTU to surpass in bleating [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTBLESS BELOSSTU to surpass in blessing [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTBLOOM BLMOOOTU to surpass in blooming [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTBLUFF BFFLOTUU to surpass in bluffing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTBLUSH BHLOSTUU to surpass in blushing [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTBOAST ABOOSTTU to surpass in boasting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTBOXED BDEOOTUX OUTBOX, to surpass in boxing [v] 

OUTBOXES BEOOSTUX OUTBOX, to surpass in boxing [v] 

OUTBRAVE ABEORTUV to surpass in courage [v -D, -VING, -S] 

OUTBRAWL ABLORTUW to surpass in brawling [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTBREED BDEEORTU to interbreed relatively unrelated stocks [v -RED, -ING, -S] 

OUTBRIBE BBEIORTU to surpass in bribing [v -D, -BING, -S] 

OUTBUILD BDILOTUU to surpass in building [v -LT, -ING, -S] 

OUTBULGE BEGLOTUU to surpass in size [v -D, -GING, -S] 

OUTBULLY BLLOTUUY to surpass in bullying [v -LIED, -ING, -LIES] 

OUTCAPER ACEOPRTU to surpass in capering [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTCASTE ACEOSTTU to expel from their caste [v -D, -ING, -TING, -S] 

OUTCATCH ACCHOTTU to surpass in catching [v -AUGHT, -ING, -S] 

OUTCAVIL ACILOTUV to surpass in caviling [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

OUTCHARM ACHMORTU to surpass in charming [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTCHEAT ACEHOTTU to surpass in cheating [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTCHIDE CDEHIOTU to surpass in chiding [v OUTCHID, -D, -DDEN, -DING, -S] 

OUTCLASS ACLOSSTU to surpass so decisively as to appear of higher class [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTCLIMB BCILMOTU to surpass in climbing [v -ED, -LOMB, -ING, -S] 

OUTCOACH ACCHOOTU to surpass in coaching [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTCOUNT CNOOTTUU to surpass in counting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTCRAWL ACLORTUW to surpass in crawling [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTCRIED CDEIORTU OUTCRY, to cry louder than [v] 

OUTCRIES CEIORSTU OUTCRY, to cry louder than [v] 

OUTCROWD CDOORTUW to cause to be too crowded [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTCURSE CEORSTUU to surpass in cursing [v -D, -SING, -S] 

OUTDANCE ACDENOTU to surpass in dancing [v -D, -CING, -S] 

OUTDODGE DDEGOOTU to surpass in dodging [v -D, -GING, -S] 
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OUTDOING DGINOOTU OUTDO, to exceed in performance [v] 

OUTDREAM ADEMORTU to surpass in dreaming [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

OUTDRESS DEORSSTU to surpass in dressing [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTDRINK DIKNORTU to surpass in drinking [v -RANK, -RUNK, -ING, -S] 

OUTDRIVE DEIORTUV to drive golf ball farther than [v -ROVE, -N, -VING, -S] 

OUTEATEN AEENOTTU OUTEAT, to surpass in eating [v] 

OUTFABLE ABEFLOTU to surpass in fabling [v -D, -LING, -S] 

OUTFEAST AEFOSTTU to surpass in feasting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTFENCE CEEFNOTU to surpass in fencing [v -D, -CING, -S] 

OUTFLANK AFKLNOTU to gain tactical advantage over [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTFLIES EFILOSTU OUTFLY, to surpass in speed of flight [v] 

OUTFLOAT AFLOOTTU to float longer than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTFLOWN FLNOOTUW OUTFLY, to surpass in speed of flight [v] 

OUTFOXED DEFOOTUX OUTFOX, to outwit (to get better of by superior cleverness) [v] 

OUTFOXES EFOOSTUX OUTFOX, to outwit (to get better of by superior cleverness) [v] 

OUTFROWN FNOORTUW to frown more than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTGLARE AEGLORTU to surpass in glaring [v -D, -RING, -S] 

OUTGLEAM AEGLMOTU to surpass in gleaming [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTGOING GGINOOTU OUTGO, to go beyond [v] 

OUTGROSS GOORSSTU to surpass in gross earnings [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTGUESS EGOSSTUU to anticipate actions of [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTGUIDE DEGIOTUU to surpass in guiding [v -D, -DING, -S] 

OUTHOMER EHMOORTU to surpass in hitting home runs [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTHUMOR HMOORTUU to surpass in humoring [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTLAUGH AGHLOTUU to surpass in laughing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTLEARN AELNORTU to surpass in learning [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

OUTLIVER EILORTUV one that outlives (to live longer than) [n -S] 

OUTLYING GILNOTUY OUTLIE, to lie beyond [v] 

OUTMARCH ACHMORTU to surpass in marching [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTMATCH ACHMOTTU to outdo (to exceed in performance) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTPAINT AINOPTTU to surpass in painting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTPITCH CHIOPTTU to surpass in pitching [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTPOINT INOOPTTU to score more points than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTPOWER EOOPRTUW to surpass in power [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTPREEN EENOPRTU to surpass in preening [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTPRESS EOPRSSTU to surpass in pressing [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTPRICE CEIOPRTU to surpass in pricing [v -D, -CING, -S] 

OUTPUNCH CHNOPTUU to surpass in punching [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTQUOTE EOOQTTUU to surpass in quoting [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OUTRAISE AEIORSTU to surpass in raising [v -D, -SING, -S] 

OUTRANGE AEGNORTU to surpass in range [v -D, -GING, -S] 

OUTRIGHT GHIORTTU being without limit or reservation [adj] 

OUTRIVAL AILORTUV to outdo in competition or rivalry [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

OUTROWED DEOORTUW OUTROW, to surpass in rowing [v] 

OUTSAVOR AOORSTUV to surpass in distinctive taste or smell [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSCOLD CDLOOSTU to surpass in scolding [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSCOOP COOOPSTU to surpass in scooping [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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OUTSCORE CEOORSTU to score more points than [v -D, -RING, -S] 

OUTSCORN CNOORSTU to surpass in scorning [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSERVE EEORSTUV to surpass in serving [v -D, -VING, -S] 

OUTSHAME AEHMOSTU to surpass in shaming [v -D, -MING, -S] 

OUTSHINE EHINOSTU to shine brighter than [v -ED, -HONE, -ING, -S] 

OUTSHOOT HOOOSTTU to shoot better than [v -HOT, -ING, -S] 

OUTSHOUT HOOSTTUU to shout louder than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSIDER DEIORSTU one that does not belong to particular group [n -S] 

OUTSKATE AEKOSTTU to surpass in skating [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OUTSLEEP EELOPSTU to sleep later than [v -LEPT, -ING, -S] 

OUTSLICK CIKLOSTU to get better of by trickery or cunning [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSMART AMORSTTU to outwit (to get better of by superior cleverness) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSMELL ELLMOSTU to surpass in smelling [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

OUTSMILE EILMOSTU to surpass in smiling [v -D, -LING, -S] 

OUTSMOKE EKMOOSTU to surpass in smoking [v -D, -KING, -S] 

OUTSNORE ENOORSTU to surpass in snoring [v -D, -RING, -S] 

OUTSPEAK AEKOPSTU to outdo in speaking [v -POKE, POKEN, -ING, -S] 

OUTSPEED DEEOPSTU to go faster than [v OUTSPED, -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSPELL ELLOPSTU to surpass in spelling [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

OUTSPEND DENOPSTU to exceed limits of in spending [v -NT, -ING, -S] 

OUTSTAND ADNOSTTU to endure beyond [v -TOOD, -ING, -S] 

OUTSTARE AEORSTTU to outface (to confront unflinchingly) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

OUTSTART AORSTTTU to get ahead of at start [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSTATE AEOSTTTU to surpass in stating [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OUTSTEER EEORSTTU to surpass in steering [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSTRIP IOPRSTTU to go faster or farther than [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

OUTSTUDY DOSTTUUY to surpass in studying [v -DIED, -ING, -DIES] 

OUTSTUNT NOSTTTUU to surpass in stunting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSWEAR AEORSTUW to surpass in swearing [v -WARE, WORE, WORN, -ING, -S] 

OUTSWEEP EEOPSTUW to surpass in sweeping [v -WEPT, -ING, -S] 

OUTSWING GINOSTUW to surpass in swinging [v -WUNG, -ING, -S] 

OUTTHANK AHKNOTTU to surpass in thanking [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTTHINK HIKNOTTU to get better of by thinking [v -HOUGHT, -ING, -S] 

OUTTHROB BHOORTTU to surpass in throbbing [v -BBED, -BBING, -S] 

OUTTHROW HOORTTUW to throw farther or more accurately than [v -REW, -N, -ING, -S] 

OUTTRADE ADEORTTU to get better of in trade [v -D, -DING, -S] 

OUTTRICK CIKORTTU to get better of by trickery [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTVALUE AELOTUUV to be worth more than [v -D, -UING, -S] 

OUTVAUNT ANOTTUUV to surpass in vaunting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTVOICE CEIOOTUV to surpass in loudness of voice [v -D, -CING, -S] 

OUTVYING GINOTUVY OUTVIE, to surpass in competition [v] 

OUTWASTE AEOSTTUW to surpass in wasting [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OUTWATCH ACHOTTUW to watch longer than [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTWEARY AEORTUWY to surpass in wearying [v -RIED, -ING, -RIES] 

OUTWEIGH EGHIOTUW to weigh more than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTWHIRL HILORTUW to surpass in whirling [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTWRITE EIORTTUW to write better than [v OUTWRIT, -TTEN, ROTE, -TING, -S] 
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OUTYIELD DEILOTUY to surpass in yield [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVALNESS AELNOSSV state of being oval [n -ES] 

OVERABLE ABEELORV excessively able [adj] 

OVERAGED ADEEGORV too old to be useful [adj] 

OVERBAKE ABEEKORV to bake too long [v -D, -KING, -S] 

OVERBEAT ABEEORTV to beat too much [v -EN, -ING, -S] 

OVERBILL BEILLORV to bill too much [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERBLOW BELOORVW to give excessive importance to [v -LEW, -N, -ING, -S] 

OVERBOIL BEILOORV to boil too long [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERBOLD BDELOORV excessively bold or forward [adj] 

OVERBRED BDEEORRV bred too finely or to excess [adj] / OVERBREED, to breed to excess [v] 

OVERBURN BENORRUV to burn too long [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

OVERBUSY BEORSUVY too busy [adj] 

OVERCOLD CDELOORV too cold [adj] 

OVERCOME CEEMOORV to get better of [v -CAME, -MING, -S] 

OVERCOOK CEKOOORV to cook too long [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERCOOL CELOOORV to make too cool [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERCRAM ACEMORRV to stuff or cram to excess [v -MMED, -MMING, -S] 

OVERCROP CEOOPRRV to exhaust fertility of by cultivating to excess [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

OVERCURE CEEORRUV to cure too long [v -D, -RING, -S] 

OVERDARE ADEEORRV to become too daring [v -D, -RING, -S] 

OVERDEAR ADEEORRV too dear; too costly [adj] 

OVERDECK CDEEKORV to adorn extravagantly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERDOER DEEOORRV one that overdoes (to do to excess) [n -S] 

OVERDOES DEEOORSV OVERDO, to do to excess [v] 

OVERDONE DEENOORV OVERDO, to do to excess [v] 

OVERDOSE DEEOORSV to give excessive dose to [v -D, -SING, -S] 

OVERDRAW ADEORRVW to draw checks on in excess of balance [v -REW, -N, -ING, -S] 

OVERDYER DEEORRVY one that overdyes (to dye with too much color) [n -S] 

OVEREASY AEEORSVY too easy [adj] 

OVEREDIT DEEIORTV to edit more than necessary [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERFAST AEFORSTV too fast [adj] 

OVERFEAR AEEFORRV to fear too much [v -ED, -ING, -S 

OVERFEED DEEEFORV to feed too much [v OVERFED, -ING, -S] 

OVERFILL EFILLORV to fill to overflowing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERFINE EEFINORV excessively fine or particular [adj] 

OVERFISH EFHIORSV to deplete supply of fish in area by fishing to excess [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OVERFLOW EFLOORVW to flow over top of [v -LEW, -N, -ING, -S] 

OVERFOND DEFNOORV too fond or affectionate [adj] 

OVERFOUL EFLOORUV too foul [adj] 

OVERFREE EEEFORRV too free [adj] 

OVERFULL EFLLORUV too full [adj] 

OVERFUND DEFNORUV to fund more than required [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERGILD DEGILORV to gild over [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

OVERGIRD DEGIORRV to gird to excess [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

OVERGLAD ADEGLORV too glad [adj] 

OVERGOAD ADEGOORV to goad too much [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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OVERGROW EGOORRVW to grow over [v -REW, -N, -ING, -S] 

OVERHARD ADEHORRV too hard [adj] 

OVERHATE AEEHORTV to hate to excess [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OVERHEAD ADEEHORV general cost of running business [n -S] 

OVERHEAP AEEHOPRV to heap up or accumulate to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERHEAT AEEHORTV to heat to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERHIGH EGHHIORV too high [adj] 

OVERHOLD DEHLOORV to rate too highly [v -HELD, -ING, -S] 

OVERHOLY EHLOORVY too holy [adj] 

OVERHOPE EEHOOPRV to hope exceedingly [v -D, -PING, -S] 

OVERHUNT EHNORTUV to deplete supply of game in area by hunting to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERHYPE EEHOPRVY to hype to excess [v -D, -PING, -S] 

OVERIDLE DEEILORV too idle [adj] 

OVERJUST EJORSTUV too just [adj] 

OVERKEEN EEEKNORV too keen [adj] 

OVERKILL EIKLLORV to destroy with more nuclear force than required [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERKIND DEIKNORV too kind [adj] 

OVERLADE ADEELORV to load with too great burden [v -D, -N, -DING, -S] 

OVERLATE AEELORTV too late [adj] 

OVERLEAP AEELOPRV to leap over [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

OVERLEND DEELNORV to lend too much [v -NT, -ING, -S] 

OVERLEWD DEELORVW too lewd [adj] 

OVERLIVE EEILORVV to outlive (to live longer than) [v -D, -VING, -S] 

OVERLOAD ADELOORV to load to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERLONG EGLNOORV too long [adj] 

OVERLOUD DELOORUV too loud [adj] 

OVERLOVE EELOORVV to love to excess [v -D, -VING, -S] 

OVERLUSH EHLORSUV excessively lush [adj] 

OVERMANY AEMNORVY too many [adj] 

OVERMEEK EEEKMORV excessively meek [adj] 

OVERMELT EELMORTV to melt too much [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERMILD DEILMORV too mild [adj] 

OVERMILK EIKLMORV to milk to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERMINE EEIMNORV to mine to excess [v -D, -NING, -S] 

OVERMUCH CEHMORUV excess [n -ES] 

OVERNEAR AEENORRV too near [adj] 

OVERNEAT AEENORTV too neat [adj] 

OVERNICE CEEINORV excessively nice [adj] 

OVERPACK ACEKOPRV to pack to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERPERT EEOPRRTV too pert [adj] 

OVERPLAN AELNOPRV to plan to excess [v -NNED, -NNING, -S] 

OVERPLAY AELOPRVY to exaggerate [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERPLOT ELOOPRTV to devise overly complex plot for [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

OVERPLUS ELOPRSUV surplus [n -ES] 

OVERPUMP EMOPPRUV to pump to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERRANK AEKNORRV too luxuriant in growth [adj] 

OVERRASH AEHORRSV too rash [adj] 
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OVERRATE AEEORRTV to rate too highly [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OVERRICH CEHIORRV too rich [adj] 

OVERRIDE DEEIORRV to ride over [v -RODE, -DDEN, -DING, -S] 

OVERRIFE EEFIORRV too rife [adj] 

OVERRIPE EEIOPRRV too ripe [adj] 

OVERRUDE DEEORRUV excessively rude [adj] 

OVERSALE AEELORSV act of overselling (to sell more of than can be delivered) [n -S] 

OVERSALT AELORSTV to salt to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERSAVE AEEORSVV to save too much [v -D, -VING, -S] 

OVERSEED DEEEORSV to seed to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERSELL EELLORSV to sell more of than can be delivered [v -SOLD, -ING, -S] 

OVERSHOT EHOORSTV OVERSHOOT, to shoot excessively [v] 

OVERSICK CEIKORSV too sick [adj] 

OVERSIZE EEIORSVZ unusually large size [n -S] 

OVERSLIP EILOPRSV to leave out [v -PPED, -T, -PPING, -S] 

OVERSLOW ELOORSVW too slow [adj] 

OVERSOAK AEKOORSV to soak too much [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERSOFT EFOORSTV too soft [adj] 

OVERSOON ENOOORSV too soon [adv] 

OVERSOUL ELOORSUV supreme reality or mind in transcendentalism [n -S] 

OVERSTAY AEORSTVY to stay beyond limits or duration of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERSTEP EEOPRSTV to go beyond [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

OVERSTIR EIORRSTV to stir too much [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

OVERSURE EEORRSUV too sure [adj] 

OVERTAKE AEEKORTV to catch up with [v -TOOK, -N, -ING, -S] 

OVERTALK AEKLORTV to talk to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERTAME AEEMORTV too tame [adj] 

OVERTART AEORRTTV too tart [adj] 

OVERTASK AEKORSTV to task too severely [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERTHIN EHINORTV to thin excessively [v -NNED, -NNING, -S] 

OVERTIME EEIMORTV to exceed desired timing for [v -D, -MING, -S] 

OVERTOIL EILOORTV to wear out or exhaust by excessive toil [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERTONE EENOORTV higher partial tone [n -S] 

OVERTRIM EIMORRTV to trim too much [v -MMED, -MMING, -S] 

OVERTURN ENORRTUV to turn over [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERURGE EEGORRUV to urge too much [v -D, -GING, -S] 

OVERVOTE EEOORTVV to defeat by majority of votes [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OVERWARM AEMORRVW to warm too much [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERWARY AEORRVWY too wary [adj] 

OVERWEAK AEEKORVW too weak [adj] 

OVERWEAR AEEORRVW to wear out [v -WORE, -WORN, -ING, -S] 

OVERWIDE DEEIORVW too wide [adj] 

OVERWILY EILORVWY too wily [adj] 

OVERWIND DEINORVW to wind too much, as watch [v -ED, -WOUND, -ING, -S] 

OVERWISE EEIORSVW too wise [adj] 

OVERWORD DEOORRVW word or phrase repeated at intervals in song [n -S] 

OVERWORK EKOORRVW to cause to work too hard [v -ED, -WROUGHT, -ING, -S] 
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OVERZEAL AEELORVZ excess of zeal [n -S] 

OXIMETER EEIMORTX instrument for measuring amount of oxygen in blood [n -S] 
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P 

PACKNESS ACEKNPSS intimacy (state of being closely associated) [n -ES] 

PAINLESS AEILNPSS not causing pain [adj] 

PAINTIER AEIINPRT PAINTY, covered with paint [adj] 

PAIRWISE AEIIPRSW in sets of two [adv] 

PALENESS AEELNPSS quality of being pale (lacking intensity of color) [n -ES] 

PALEOCON ACELNOOP extremely right-wing conservative [n -S] 

PALLIDER ADEILLPR PALLID, pale (lacking intensity of color) [adj] 

PALLIEST AEILLPST PALLY, marked by close friendship [adj] 

PALMIEST AEILMPST PALMY, marked by prosperity [adj] 

PALSIEST AEILPSST PALSY, friendly in way that is not proper or sincere [adj] 

PALTRIER AEILPRRT PALTRY, petty (insignificant) [adj] 

PANDEMIC ACDEIMNP widespread disease [n -S] 

PANHUMAN AAHMNNPU pertaining to all humanity [adj] 

PANOPTIC ACINOPPT including everything visible in one view [adj] 

PANORAMA AAAMNOPR complete view [n -S] 

PARACHOR AACHOPRR mathematical constant that relates molecular volume to surface tension [n -S] 

PARASANG AAAGNPRS Persian unit of distance [n -S] 

PARCELED ACDEELPR PARCEL, to divide into parts or shares [v] 

PARECISM ACEIMPRS state of having male and female sexual organs beside or near each other [n -S] 

PARITIES AEIIPRST PARITY, equality (state of being equal (having same capability, quantity, or effect as another)) [n] 

PARKIEST AEIKPRST PARKY, chilly (cool (moderately cold)) [adj] 

PARTIBLE ABEILPRT divisible [adj] 

PARTIEST AEIPRSTT PARTY, boisterous [adj] 

PASSABLE AABELPSS fairly good or acceptable [adj] 

PASSABLY AABLPSSY PASSABLE, fairly good or acceptable [adv] 

PASTIEST AEIPSSTT PASTY, pale and unhealthy in appearance [adj] 

PASTNESS AENPSSST state of being past or gone by [n -ES] 

PATCHIER ACEHIPRT PATCHY, uneven in quality [adj] 

PATCHILY ACHILPTY PATCHY, uneven in quality [adv] 

PAWKIEST AEIKPSTW PAWKY, sly (crafty (skillful in deceiving)) [adj] 

PEACHIER ACEEHIPR PEACHY, dandy (fine (excellent)) [adj] 

PEAKIEST AEEIKPST PEAKY, sickly (appearing as if sick) [adj] 

PEARTEST AEEPRSTT PEART, lively (full of energy) [adj] 

PECCANCY ACCCENPY state of being peccant (sinful (marked by sin)) [n -CIES] 

PECKIEST CEEIKPST PECKY, marked by decay caused by fungi [adj] 

PEERLESS EEELPRSS having no equal [adj] 

PENUMBRA ABEMNPRU partial shadow [n -E, -S] 

PENURIES EEINPRSU PENURY, extreme poverty [n] 

PEPPIEST EEIPPPST PEPPY, full of energy [adj] 

PERFORCE CEEFOPRR of necessity [adv] 

PERIGEAL AEEGILPR PERIGEE, point in orbit of celestial body which is nearest to earth [adj] 

PERIGEAN AEEGINPR PERIGEE, point in orbit of celestial body which is nearest to earth [adj] 
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PERIODIC CDEIIOPR recurring at regular intervals [adj] 

PERKIEST EEIKPRST PERKY, jaunty (having lively and self-confident manner) [adj] 

PERTNESS EENPRSST quality of being pert (impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful)) [n -ES] 

PERVIEST EEIPRSTV PERVY, sexually perverted [adj] 

PESKIEST EEIKPSST PESKY, annoying [adj] 

PESTIEST EEIPSSTT PESTY, annoying [adj] 

PETABYTE ABEEPTTY one quadrillion bytes [n -S] 

PETTIEST EEIPSTTT PETTY, insignificant [adj] 

PFENNIGE EEFGINNP PFENNIG, formerly used bronze coin of Germany [n] 

PHATTEST AEHPSTTT PHAT, excellent [adj] 

PHATTEST AEHPSTTT PHAT, excellent [adj] 

PHONEMIC CEHIMNOP PHONEME, unit of speech [adj] 

PHONIEST EHINOPST PHONEY, phony (not genuine or real) [adj] / PHONY [adj] 

PHRATRAL AAHLPRRT PHRATRY, tribal unit among primitive peoples [adj] 

PHRATRIC ACHIPRRT PHRATRY, tribal unit among primitive peoples [adj] 

PICAYUNE ACEINPUY former Spanish-American coin [n -S] 

PICKIEST CEIIKPST PICKY, fussy (overly concerned with small details) [adj] 

PICOGRAM ACGIMOPR one trillionth of gram [n -S] 

PICOMOLE CEILMOOP one trillionth of mole [n -S] 

PIEDFORT DEFIOPRT piefort, unusually thick coin [n -S] 

PIETISMS EIIMPSST PIETISM, piety (quality or state of being pious) [n] 

PIGGIEST EGGIIPST PIGGY, piggish (greedy or dirty) [adj] 

PILOSITY IILOPSTY state of being pilose (covered with hair) [n -TIES] 

PIMPLIER EIILMPPR PIMPLY, covered with pimples [adj] 

PINKIEST EIIKNPST PINKY, pinkish (somewhat pink) [adj] 

PINKNESS EIKNNPSS state of being pink (of pale reddish hue) [n -ES] 

PINTSIZE EIINPSTZ small (of limited size or quantity) [adj] 

PIPINESS EIINPPSS quality of being pipy (shrill (having high-pitched and piercing quality)) [n -ES] 

PIQUANCE ACEINPQU piquancy (quality of being piquant (agreeably sharp in taste)) [n -S] 

PIQUANCY ACINPQUY quality of being piquant (agreeably sharp in taste) [n -CIES] 

PISSIEST EIIPSSST PISSY, offensive word [adj] 

PITHIEST EHIIPSTT PITHY, concise (succinct (clearly expressed in few words)) [adj] 

PITTANCE ACEINPTT small allowance of money [n -S] 

PIXINESS EIINPSSX state of being playfully mischievous [n -ES] 

PLAINEST AEILNPST PLAIN, evident (clear to vision or understanding) [adj] 

PLATIEST AEILPSTT PLATY, split into thin, flat pieces [adj] 

PLENTIES EEILNPST PLENTY, sufficient or abundant amount [n] 

PLETHORA AEHLOPRT excess [n -S] 

PLINKIER EIIKLNPR PLINKY, having or making short, sharp metallic sounds [adj] 

PLOIDIES DEIILOPS PLOIDY, extent of repetition of basic number of chromosomes [n] 

PLOTTIER EILOPRTT PLOTTY, full of intrigue, as novel [adj] 

PLOWBACK ABCKLOPW reinvestment of profits in business [n -S] 

PLUCKIER CEIKLPRU PLUCKY, brave and spirited [adj] 

PLUMIEST EILMPSTU PLUMY, covered with fears [adj] 

PLUMMEST ELMMPSTU PLUM, highly desirable [adj] 

PLUMMIER EILMMPRU PLUMMY, full of plums [adj] 

PLUMPEST ELMPPSTU PLUMP, well-rounded and full in form [adj] 
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PLUMPIER EILMPPRU PLUMPY, plumpish (somewhat plump) [adj] 

PLUNKIER EIKLNPRU PLUNKY, marked by quick, hollow, metallic sound [adj] 

PLUSHEST EHLPSSTU PLUSH, luxurious [adj] 

PLUSHIER EHILPRSU PLUSHY, luxurious [adj] 

PLUSSAGE AEGLPSSU amount over and above another [n -S] 

POCKIEST CEIKOPST POCKY, covered with pocks [adj] 

PODGIEST DEGIOPST PODGY, pudgy (short and fat) [adj] 

POETICAL ACEILOPT poetic (pertaining to poetry (literary work in metrical form)) [adj] 

POETRIES EEIOPRST POETRY, literary work in metrical form [n] 

POINTIER EIINOPRT POINTY, coming to sharp, tapering end [adj] 

POKINESS EIKNOPSS state of being poky (slow (moving with little speed)) [n -ES] 

POLITEST EILOPSTT POLITE, showing consideration for others [adj] 

POLYADIC ACDILOPY involving three or more quantities or individuals [adj] 

POLYDRUG DGLOPRUY pertaining to use of several drugs together [adj] 

POLYGAMY AGLMOPYY condition of having more than one spouse at same time [n -MIES] 

POLYGYNE EGLNOPYY having more than one egg-laying queen in insect colony [adj] 

POLYGYNY GLNOPYYY condition of having more than one wife at same time [n -NIES] 

POLYMATH AHLMOPTY person of great and varied learning [n -S] 

POLYSEMY ELMOPSYY diversity of meanings [n -MIES] 

POLYURIA AILOPRUY excessive urination [n -S] 

POLYURIC CILOPRUY POLYURIA, excessive urination [adj] 

PONGIEST EGINOPST PONGY, stinky (emitting foul odor) [adj] 

POOPIEST EIOOPPST POOPY, stupid or ineffectual [adj] 

POORNESS ENOOPRSS state of being poor (lacking means of support) [n -ES] 

POORTITH HIOOPRTT poverty (state of being poor (lacking means of support)) [n -S] 

POPPIEST EIOPPPST POPPY, having characteristics of pop music [adj] 

POPPLIER EILOPPPR POPPLY, choppy (full of short, rough waves) [adj] 

PORNIEST EINOPRST PORNY, pornographic [adj] 

POROSITY IOOPRSTY state of being porous (having minute openings) [n -TIES] 

PORTLIER EILOPRRT PORTLY, rather heavy or fat [adj] 

POSHNESS EHNOPSSS quality of being posh (stylish or elegant) [n -ES] 

POSITIVE EIIOPSTV certain (absolutely confident) [adj -R, -ST] / quantity greater than zero [n -S] 

POSTTEEN EENOPSTT person older than 19 years [n -S] 

POSTTEST EOPSSTTT test given after instructional program [n -S] 

POTBOUND BDNOOPTU having grown too large for its container [adj] 

POTENTLY ELNOPTTY POTENT, powerful (possessing great force) [adv] 

POTTIEST EIOPSTTT POTTY, of little importance [adj] 

POUTIEST EIOPSTTU POUTY, tending to pout [adj] 

POWERFUL EFLOPRUW possessing great force [adj] 

PREAUDIT ADEIPRTU audit made prior to final settlement of transaction [n -S] 

PRECIEUX CEEIPRUX excessively refined [adj] 

PRECISER CEEIPRRS PRECISE, sharply and clearly defined or stated [adj] 

PREJUDGE DEEGJPRU to judge beforehand [v -D, -GING, -S] 

PRELIMIT EIILMPRT to limit beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREPPIER EEIPPPRR PREPPY, associated with style and behavior of preparatory school students [adj] 

PRETTIER EEIPRRTT PRETTY, pleasing to eye [adj] 

PREWEIGH EEGHIPRW to weigh beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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PRICIEST CEIIPRST PRICY, pricey (expensive) [adj] / PRICEY [adj] 

PRICKIER CEIIKPRR PRICKY, prickly (having many sharp points) [adj] 

PRIDEFUL DEFILPRU full of pride [adj] 

PRIMMEST EIMMPRST PRIM, formally precise or proper [adj] 

PRIMNESS EIMNPRSS state of being prim (formally precise or proper) [n -ES] 

PRISMOID DIIMOPRS geometric solid [n -S] 

PRISSIER EIIPRRSS PRISSY, excessively or affectedly proper [adj] 

PRIVATER AEIPRRTV PRIVATE, not for public use or knowledge [adj] 

PRIVIEST EIIPRSTV PRIVY, private (not for public use or knowledge) [adj] 

PROBABLY ABBLOPRY without much doubt [adv] 

PROCHAIN ACHINOPR prochein (nearest in time, relation, or degree) [adj] 

PROCHEIN CEHINOPR nearest in time, relation, or degree [adj] 

PROGERIA AEGIOPRR premature aging [n -S] 

PROGRADE ADEGOPRR pertaining to orbital motion of body [adj] 

PROLIFIC CFIILOPR producing abundantly [adj] 

PROMPTER EMOPPRRT PROMPT, quick to act or respond [adj] 

PROOFING FGINOOPR PROOF, to examine for errors [v] 

PROPERER EEOPPRRR PROPER, suitable (appropriate) [adj] 

PROSIEST EIOPRSST PROSY, prosaic (pertaining to prose) [adj] 

PROUDEST DEOPRSTU PROUD, having or displaying pride [adj] 

PROUDFUL DFLOPRUU prideful (full of pride) [adj] 

PROVENLY ELNOPRVY without doubt [adv] 

PRURITIC CIIPRRTU PRURITUS, intense itching [adj] 

PTYALISM AILMPSTY excessive flow of saliva [n -S] 

PUBERTAL ABELPRTU PUBERTY, period of sexual maturation [adj] 

PUDDLIER DDEILPRU PUDDLY, full of puddles [adj] 

PUDGIEST DEGIPSTU PUDGY, short and fat [adj] 

PUFFIEST EFFIPSTU PUFFY, swollen [adj] 

PUGGIEST EGGIPSTU PUGGY, puggish (somewhat stubby) [adj] 

PUNCHIER CEHINPRU PUNCHY, dazed [adj] 

PUNGENCY CEGNNPUY state of being pungent (sharply affecting organs of taste or smell) [n -CIES] 

PUNINESS EINNPSSU state of being puny (of inferior size, strength, or significance) [n -ES] 

PUNNIEST EINNPSTU PUNNY, being or involving pun [adj] 

PURENESS EENPRSSU quality of being pure (free from anything different, inferior, or contaminating) [n -ES] 

PURPLEST ELPPRSTU PURPLE, of color intermediate between red and blue [adj] 

PURSIEST EIPRSSTU PURSY, short of breath [adj] 

PURTIEST EIPRSTTU PURTY, pretty (pleasing to eye) [adj] 

PUSHIEST EHIPSSTU PUSHY, offensively aggressive [adj] 

PUSSIEST EIPSSSTU PUSSY, full of pus [adj] 

PYROSTAT AOPRSTTY thermostat [n -S] 

PYTHONIC CHINOPTY PYTHON, large snake [adj] 
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QINDARKA AADIKNQR qindar, qintar, monetary unit of Albania [n] 

QUADRANS AADNQRSU ancient Roman coin [n -NTES] 

QUADRANT AADNQRTU quarter section of circle [n -S] 
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QUAINTER AEINQRTU QUAINT, pleasingly old-fashioned or unfamiliar [adj] 

QUAKIEST AEIKQSTU QUAKY, tending to quake [adj] 

QUALMIER AEILMQRU QUALMY, qualmish (having qualms) [adj] 

QUANTIFY AFINQTUY to determine quantity of [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

QUANTILE AEILNQTU any of values of random variable that divides frequency distribution [n -S] 

QUANTISE AEINQSTU to quantize (to limit possible values of to discrete set) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

QUANTITY AINQTTUY specified or indefinite amount or number [n -TIES] 

QUANTIZE AEINQTUZ to limit possible values of to discrete set [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

QUARTERN AENQRRTU one-fourth of something [n -S] 

QUATORZE AEOQRTUZ set of four cards of same denomination scoring fourteen points [n -S] 

QUATRAIN AAINQRTU stanza of four lines [n -S] 

QUEASIER AEEIQRSU QUEASY, easily nauseated [adj] 

QUEAZIER AEEIQRUZ QUEAZY, queasy (easily nauseated) [adj] 

QUEENIER EEEINQRU QUEENY, showily effeminate [adj] 

QUEEREST EEEQRSTU QUEER, deviating from expected or normal [adj] 

QUICKEST CEIKQSTU QUICK, acting or capable of acting with speed [adj] 

QUIETEST EEIQSTTU QUIET, making little or no noise [adj] 

QUIETUDE DEEIQTUU state of tranquility [n -S] 

QUIPPIER EIIPPQRU QUIPPY, witty (humorously clever) [adj] 

QUIRKIER EIIKQRRU QUIRKY, peculiar [adj] 

QUOTIENT EINOQTTU number resulting from division of one number by another [n -S] 

QURUSHES EHQRSSUU QURUSH, qursh, monetary unit of Saudi Arabia [n] 
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RABIDITY ABDIIRTY state of being rabid (affected with rabies) [n -TIES] 

RACEMISM ACEIMMRS state of being racemic (pertaining to racemate (chemical salt)) [n -S] 

RACINESS ACEINRSS quality of being racy (bordering on impropriety or indecency) [n -ES] 

RADIANCE AACDEINR brightness (quality of being bright (emitting much light)) [n -S] 

RADIANCY AACDINRY radiance (brightness (quality of being bright (emitting much light))) [n -CIES] 

RADICAND AACDDINR quantity in mathematics [n -S] 

RAGGEDER ADEEGGRR RAGGED, tattered [adj] 

RAGINGLY AGGILNRY in furious (extremely angry) manner [adv] 

RAINIEST AEIINRST RAINY, marked by rain [adj] 

RAMOSITY AIMORSTY state of being ramose (having many branches) [n -TIES] 

RAMPANCY AACMNPRY state of being rampant (unrestrained (not restrained (restrain))) [n -CIES] 

RANCIDER ACDEINRR RANCID, having unpleasant odor or taste [adj] 

RANDIEST ADEINRST RANDY, lustful (marked by excessive sexual desire) [adj] 

RANGIEST AEGINRST RANGY, tall and slender [adj] 

RANKNESS AEKNNRSS state of being rank (strong and disagreeable in odor or taste) [n -ES] 

RAPIDEST ADEIPRST RAPID, fast-moving [adj] 

RAPIDITY ADIIPRTY swiftness (quality of being swift (moving with great rate of motion)) [n -TIES] 

RAPIERED ADEEIPRR RAPIER, long, slender sword [adj] 

RAPTNESS AENPRSST state of being rapt (deeply engrossed) [n -ES] 

RARENESS AEENRRSS quality of being rare (occurring infrequently) [n -ES] 

RARIFIED ADEFIIRR RARIFY, to rarefy (to make less dense) [v] 

RARIFIES AEFIIRRS RARIFY, to rarefy (to make less dense) [v] 
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RARITIES AEIIRRST RARITY, rareness (quality of being rare (occurring infrequently)) [n] 

RASHNESS AEHNRSSS state of being rash (acting without due caution or forethought) [n -ES] 

RASPIEST AEIPRSST RASPY, rough (having uneven surface) [adj] 

RATIONAL AAILNORT number that can be expressed as quotient of integers [n -S] 

RATTIEST AEIRSTTT RATTY, infested with rats [adj] 

RATTLIER AEILRRTT RATTLY, tending to rattle [adj] 

RAVENEST AEENRSTV RAVEN, glossy black [adj] 

RAVENOUS AENORSUV extremely hungry [adj] 

READDING ADDEGINR READD, to add again [v] 

READIEST ADEEIRST READY, prepared [adj] 

REALNESS AEELNRSS state of being real (having actual existence) [n -ES] 

REBILLED BDEEILLR REBILL, BILL, to present statement of costs to [v] / REBILL, to bill again [v] 

RECENTER CEEENRRT RECENT, of or pertaining to time not long past [adj] 

RECHARGE ACEEGHRR to charge again [v -D, -GING, -S] 

RECKONED CDEEKNOR RECKON, to count or compute [v] 

RECKONER CEEKNORR one that reckons (to count or compute) [n -S] 

RECOVERY CEEORRVY economic upturn [n -RIES] 

REDDIEST DDEEIRST REDDY, reddish (somewhat red) [adj] 

REEARNED ADEEENRR REEARN, to earn again [v] 

REECHIER CEEEHIRR REECHY, foul, rancid [adj] 

REEDIEST DEEEIRST REEDY, abounding in reeds [adj] 

REEFIEST EEEFIRST REEFY, abounding in ridges of rock [adj] 

REEKIEST EEEIKRST REEKY, reeking [adj] 

REFIGURE EEFGIRRU FIGURE, to compute (to calculate) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

REGNANCY ACEGNNRY state of being regnant (reigning) [n -CIES] 

REINVEST EEINRSTV to invest again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REMOTEST EEMORSTT REMOTE, situated far away [adj] 

RENUMBER BEEMNRRU NUMBER, to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REPERKED DEEEKPRR REPERK, to perk again [v] 

RESEARCH ACEEHRRS to investigate thoroughly [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

RESIZING EGIINRSZ RESIZE, SIZE, to arrange according to size (physical proportions) [v] 

RESURVEY EERRSUVY SURVEY, to determine boundaries, area, or elevations of by measuring angles and distances [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETESTED DEEERSTT RETEST, to test again [v] 

RETHREAD ADEEHRRT to thread again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REVENUAL AEELNRUV REVENUE, income of government [adj] 

REVENUED DEEENRUV REVENUE, income of government [adj] 

REZEROED DEEEORRZ REZERO, to reset (gauge) back to zero [v] 

REZEROES EEEORRSZ REZERO, to reset (gauge) back to zero [v] 

RHEUMIER EEHIMRRU RHEUMY, marked by rheum (watery discharge from eyes or nose) [adj] 

RHYTHMIC CHHIMRTY science of rhythm [n -S] 

RIBALDER ABDEILRR RIBALD, characterized by crude language [adj] 

RIBBIEST BBEIIRST RIBBY, marked by prominent ribs (curved bony rods in body) [adj] 

RICHNESS CEHINRSS state of being rich (having wealth (great quantity of valuable material)) [n -ES] 

RIDGIEST DEGIIRST RIDGY, having ridges [adj] 

RIFENESS EEFINRSS state of being rife (abundant (present in great quantity)) [n -ES] 

RIGHTEST EGHIRSTT RIGHT, being in accordance with what is good, proper, or just [adj] 

RIGHTFUL FGHILRTU just or proper [adj] 
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RIGHTIER EGHIIRRT RIGHTY, politically conservative [adj] 

RIGIDEST DEGIIRST RIGID, not flexible; strict, harsh [adj] 

RIGIDITY DGIIIRTY state of being rigid (not flexible; strict, harsh) [n -TIES] 

RIGORISM GIIMORRS strictness or severity in conduct or attitude [n -S] 

RIMINESS EIIMNRSS condition of being rimy [n -ES] 

RIMOSITY IIMORSTY state of being rimose (marked by cracks) [n -TIES] 

RIPENESS EEINPRSS state of being ripe (fully developed) [n -ES] 

RIPPLIER EIILPPRR RIPPLY, marked by ripples [adj] 

RISKIEST EIIKRSST RISKY, dangerous [adj] 

RISKLESS EIKLRSSS free of risk [adj] 

RITZIEST EIIRSTTZ RITZY, elegant (tastefully opulent) [adj] 

ROASTING AGINORST severe criticism [n -S] 

ROBUSTER BEORRSTU ROBUST, strong and healthy [adj] 

ROCKIEST CEIKORST ROCKY, unsteady (firm in position) [adj] 

ROENTGEN EEGNNORT unit of radiation dosage [n -S] 

ROILIEST EIILORST ROILY, muddy (covered or filled with mud) [adj] 

ROOKIEST EIKOORST ROOKY, abounding in rooks [adj] 

ROOMIEST EIMOORST ROOMY, spacious (vast or ample in extent) [adj] 

ROOTIEST EIOORSTT ROOTY, full of roots [adj] 

ROOTSIER EIOORRST ROOTSY, showing traditional musical origins [adj] 

ROSINESS EINORSSS state of being rosy (rose-colored) [n -ES] 

ROTTENER EENORRTT ROTTEN, being in state of decay [adj] 

ROTTENLY ELNORTTY ROTTEN, being in state of decay [adv] 

ROTUNDER DENORRTU ROTUND, marked by roundness [adj] 

ROUGHEST EGHORSTU ROUGH, having uneven surface [adj] 

ROUNDEST DENORSTU ROUND, shaped like sphere [adj] 

ROUNDISH DHINORSU somewhat round [adj] 

ROUPIEST EIOPRSTU ROUPY, hoarse (low and rough in sound) [adj] 

ROUSABLE ABELORSU ROUSE, to bring out of state of sleep or inactivity [adj] 

ROWDIEST DEIORSTW ROWDY, disorderly in behavior [adj] 

RUBBLIER BBEILRRU RUBBLY, abounding in rubble [adj] 

RUDDIEST DDEIRSTU RUDDY, having healthy, reddish color [adj] 

RUDENESS DEENRSSU quality of being rude (discourteous or impolite) [n -ES] 

RUFFLIER EFFILRRU RUFFLY, not smooth [adj] 

RUGGEDER DEEGGRRU RUGGED, having uneven surface [adj] 

RUGOSITY GIORSTUY state of being rugose (full of wrinkles) [n -TIES] 

RUMMIEST EIMMRSTU RUMMY, odd (unusual (something that is usual (ordinary))) [adj] 

RUMPLIER EILMPRRU RUMPLY, rumpled [adj] 

RUNNIEST EINNRSTU RUNNY, tending to drip [adj] 

RUNTIEST EINRSTTU RUNTY, small (of limited size or quantity) [adj] 

RURALISM AILMRRSU state of being rural (pertaining to country (territory of nation)) [n -S] 

RURALITY AILRRTUY state of being rural (pertaining to country (territory of nation)) [n -TIES] 

RUSHIEST EHIRSSTU RUSHY, abounding in rushes [adj] 

RUSTIEST EIRSSTTU RUSTY, covered with rust [adj] 

RUTTIEST EIRSTTTU RUTTY, marked by ruts [adj] 
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S 

SACREDER ACDEERRS SACRED, holy (having divine nature or origin) [adj] 

SAFENESS AEEFNSSS quality of being safe (free from danger) [n -ES] 

SAGEHOOD ADEGHOOS state of being wise (having wisdom (power of true and right discernment)) [n -S] 

SAGENESS AEEGNSSS wisdom (power of true and right discernment) [n -ES] 

SAGGIEST AEGGISST SAGGY, characterized by sagging [adj] 

SAINTDOM ADIMNOST state of being saint [n -S] 

SALACITY AACILSTY lewdness (state of being lewd (obscene (indecent))) [n -TIES] 

SALLOWER AELLORSW SALLOW, of sickly yellowish color [adj] 

SALTIEST AEILSSTT SALTY, tasting of or containing salt [adj] 

SALTNESS AELNSSST state of being salty (tasting of or containing salt) [n -ES] 

SALUTARY AALRSTUY producing beneficial effect [adj] 

SALVABLE AABELLSV capable of being saved [adj] 

SALVABLY AABLLSVY SALVABLE, capable of being saved [adv] 

SAMADHIS AADHIMSS SAMADHI, state of concentration in yoga [n] 

SAMENESS AEEMNSSS lack of change or variety [n -ES] 

SAMPLING AGILMNPS small part selected for analysis [n -S] / SAMPLE, to test representative portion of whole [v] 

SANCTITY ACINSTTY holiness (state of being holy (having divine nature or origin)) [n -TIES] 

SANDIEST ADEINSST SANDY, containing or covered with sand [adj] 

SANENESS AEENNSSS sanity (state of being sane (mentally sound)) [n -ES] 

SANITIES AEIINSST SANITY, state of being sane (mentally sound) [n] 

SAPIDITY ADIIPSTY state of being sapid (pleasant to taste) [n -TIES] 

SAPPIEST AEIPPSST SAPPY, silly (showing lack of good sense) [adj] 

SARKIEST AEIKRSST SARKY, sarcastic [adj] 

SASSIEST AEISSSST SASSY, impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adj] 

SAUCIEST ACEISSTU SAUCY, impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adj] 

SAVAGEST AAEGSSTV SAVAGE, fierce (violently hostile or aggressive) [adj] 

SAVORIER AEIORRSV SAVORY, pleasant to taste or smell [adj] 

SAVVIEST AEISSTVV SAVVY, shrewd (having keen insight) [adj] 

SCABBIER ABBCEIRS SCABBY, covered with scabs [adj] 

SCALEPAN AACELNPS pan on weighing scale [n -S] 

SCALIEST ACEILSST SCALY, peeling off in flakes [adj] 

SCANTEST ACENSSTT SCANT, meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj] 

SCANTIER ACEINRST SCANTY, meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj] 

SCARCELY ACCELRSY by narrow margin [adv] 

SCARCEST ACCERSST SCARCE, infrequently seen or found [adj] 

SCAREDER ACDEERRS SCARED, afraid (filled with apprehension) [adj] 

SCARIEST ACEIRSST SCAREY, scary (frightening) [adj] / SCARY [adj] 

SCARRIER ACEIRRRS SCARRY, marked with scars [adj] 

SCATTIER ACEIRSTT SCATTY, crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj] 

SCHIZIER CEHIIRSZ SCHIZY, affected with schizophrenia [adj] 

SCHMALTZ ACHLMSTZ excessive sentimentality [n -ES] 

SCOOPFUL CFLOOPSU as much as scoop will hold [n -S, -PSFUL] 

SCREWIER CEEIRRSW SCREWY, crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj] 

SCRIMPIT CIIMPRST meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj] 

SCUMMIER CEIMMRSU SCUMMY, covered with scum [adj] 

SCURFIER CEFIRRSU SCURFY, covered with scurf [adj] 
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SCURVIER CEIRRSUV SCURVY, base or contemptible [adj] 

SCUZZIER CEIRSUZZ SCUZZY, dirty or shabby [adj] 

SEAMIEST AEEIMSST SEAMY, unpleasant (pleasing) [adj] 

SECRETER CEEERRST SECRET, kept from knowledge or view [adj] 

SECUREST CEERSSTU SECURE, free from danger [adj] 

SECURITY CEIRSTUY state of being secure (free from danger) [n -TIES] 

SEDATEST ADEESSTT SEDATE, calm (free from agitation) [adj] 

SEDATION ADEINOST reduction of stress or excitement by use of sedatives [n -S] 

SEDGIEST DEEGISST SEDGY, abounding in sedge [adj] 

SEDULITY DEILSTUY state of being sedulous (diligent (persevering)) [n -TIES] 

SEEDIEST DEEEISST SEEDY, containing seeds; inferior in condition or quality [adj] 

SEEMLIER EEEILMRS SEEMLY, of pleasing appearance [adj] 

SEEPIEST EEEIPSST SEEPY, soaked or oozing with water [adj] 

SEICENTO CEEINOST seventeenth century [n -S] 

SEMESTER EEEMRSST period constituting half of academic year [n -S] 

SEMIHARD ADEHIMRS moderately hard [adj] 

SEMIHIGH EGHHIIMS moderately high [adj] 

SEMIMILD DEIILMMS moderately mild [adj] 

SEMISOFT EFIMOSST moderately soft [adj] 

SEMIWILD DEIILMSW somewhat wild [adj] 

SEPTIMAL AEILMPST based on number seven [adj] 

SEPTUPLE EELPPSTU to make seven times as great [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SERENEST EEENRSST SERENE, calm; tranquil [adj] 

SERENITY EEINRSTY state of being serene (calm; tranquil) [n -TIES] 

SEROSITY EIORSSTY quality or state of being serous [n -TIES] 

SESTERCE CEEERSST coin of ancient Rome [n -S] 

SEVEREST EEERSSTV SEVERE, unsparing in treatment of others [adj] 

SEVERITY EEIRSTVY quality or state of being severe [n -TIES] 

SEXINESS EEINSSSX quality or state of being sexy [n -ES] 

SEXTARII AEIIRSTX ancient Roman units of liquid measure [n] 

SEXTETTE EEESTTTX sextet (group of six) [n -S] 

SEXTUPLE EELPSTUX to make six times as great [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SEXTUPLY ELPSTUXY to six times as much or as many [adv] 

SHABBIER ABBEHIRS SHABBY, ragged (tattered) [adj] 

SHACKIER ACEHIKRS SHACKY, dilapidated [adj] 

SHADIEST ADEHISST SHADY, shaded [adj] 

SHAGGIER AEGGHIRS SHAGGY, covered with long, coarse hair [adj] 

SHAKEOUT AEHKOSTU minor economic recession [n -S] 

SHAKIEST AEHIKSST SHAKY, shaking [adj] 

SHARPEST AEHPRSST SHARP, suitable for or capable of cutting or piercing [adj] 

SHARPISH AHHIPRSS somewhat sharp [adj] 

SHEENIER EEEHINRS SHEENY, shining (emitting or reflecting light) [adj] 

SHEEREST EEEHRSST SHEER, of very thin texture [adj] 

SHEKALIM AEHIKLMS SHEKEL, ancient unit of weight and money [n] 

SHEKELIM EEHIKLMS SHEKEL, ancient unit of weight and money [n] 

SHELFFUL EFFHLLSU as much as shelf can hold [n -S] 

SHELLIER EEHILLRS SHELLY, abounding in seashells [adj] 
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SHELVIER EEHILRSV SHELVY, inclining gradually [adj] 

SHEQALIM AEHILMQS SHEQEL, shekel (ancient unit of weight and money) [n] 

SHIFTIER EFHIIRST SHIFTY, tricky (characterized by deception) [adj] 

SHILLING GHIILLNS former monetary unit of Great Britain [n -S] 

SHINIEST EHIINSST SHINY, filled with light [adj] 

SHIPLOAD ADHILOPS as much as ship can carry [n -S] 

SHIRTIER EHIIRRST SHIRTY, angry (feeling strong displeasure or hostility) [adj] 

SHITTIER EHIIRSTT SHITTY, offensive word [adj] 

SHOALEST AEHLOSST SHOAL, shallow (having little depth) [adj] 

SHOALIER AEHILORS SHOALY, full of shallow areas [adj] 

SHODDIER DDEHIORS SHODDY, of inferior quality [adj] 

SHODDILY DDHILOSY SHODDY, of inferior quality [adv] 

SHORTAGE AEGHORST insufficient supply or amount [n -S] 

SHORTCUT CHORSTTU to take shorter or quicker way [v SHORTCUT, -TTING, -S] 

SHORTEST EHORSSTT SHORT, having little length [adj] 

SHORTISH HHIORSST somewhat short [adj] 

SHOUTIER EHIORSTU SHOUTY, given to or characterized by shouting [adj] 

SHOWIEST EHIOSSTW SHOWY, making great or brilliant display [adj] 

SHREWDER DEEHRRSW SHREWD, having keen insight [adj] 

SHRILLER EHILLRRS SHRILL, having high-pitched and piercing quality [adj] 

SHTUMMER EHMMRSTU SHTUM, schtum (silent (making no sound or noise)) [adj] 

SICKLIER CEIIKLRS SICKLY, appearing as if sick [adj] 

SICKNESS CEIKNSSS state of being sick (affected with disease or ill health) [n -ES] 

SILENTER EEILNRST SILENT, making no sound or noise [adj] 

SILLIEST EIILLSST SILLY, showing lack of good sense [adj] 

SILTIEST EIILSSTT SILTY, full of silt [adj] 

SIMOLEON EILMNOOS dollar, monetary unit of United States [n -S] 

SIMONIAC ACIIMNOS one who practices simony (buying or selling of church office) [n -S] 

SIMONIES EIIMNOSS SIMONY, buying or selling of church office [n] 

SIMPLEST EILMPSST SIMPLE, not complex or complicated [adj] 

SINCERER CEEINRRS SINCERE, free from hypocrisy or falseness [adj] 

SINUSOID DIINOSSU mathematical curve [n -S] 

SITHENCE CEEHINST since (from then until now) [adv] 

SIXPENCE CEEINPSX formerly used British coin worth six pennies [n -S] 

SIXPENNY EINNPSXY worth sixpence [adj] 

SIXTIETH EHIISTTX one of sixty equal parts [n -S] 

SIXTYISH HIISSTXY being about sixty years old [adj] 

SIZEABLE ABEEILSZ sizable (of considerable size) [adj] 

SIZEABLY ABEILSYZ SIZEABLE, sizable (of considerable size) [adv] 

SIZINESS EIINSSSZ quality or state of being sizy [n -ES] 

SKANKIER AEIKKNRS SKANKY, filthy or sleazy [adj] 

SKEEVIER EEEIKRSV SKEEVY, repulsive, disgusting [adj] 

SKEWNESS EEKNSSSW lack of symmetry [n -ES] 

SKIDDIER DDEIIKRS SKIDDY, likely to cause skidding [adj] 

SKILFULL FIKLLLSU skillful (having skill (ability to do something well)) [adj] 

SKILLESS EIKLLSSS having no skill [adj] 

SKILLFUL FIKLLLSU having skill [adj] 
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SKILLING GIIKLLNS former coin of Scandinavian countries [n -S] 

SKIMPIER EIIKMPRS SKIMPY, scanty (meager (deficient in quantity or quality)) [adj] 

SKIMPILY IIKLMPSY SKIMPY, scanty (meager (deficient in quantity or quality)) [adv] 

SKINNIER EIIKNNRS SKINNY, very thin [adj] 

SKUNKIER EIKKNRSU SKUNKY, having smell suggestive of skunk (mammal that can spray foul-smelling liquid) [adj] 

SLABBIER ABBEILRS SLABBY, covered or paved with slabs [adj] 

SLACKEST ACEKLSST SLACK, not tight or taut [adj] 

SLANGIER AEGILNRS SLANGY, being or containing slang [adj] 

SLANTIER AEILNRST SLANTY, deviating from horizontal or vertical [adj] 

SLEAZIER AEEILRSZ SLEAZY, of low quality or character [adj] 

SLEEKEST EEEKLSST SLEEK, smooth and glossy [adj] 

SLEEKIER EEEIKLRS SLEEKY, sleek (smooth and glossy) [adj] 

SLEEPIER EEEILPRS SLEEPY, ready or inclined to sleep [adj] 

SLICKEST CEIKLSST SLICK, smooth and slippery [adj] 

SLIGHTER EGHILRST SLIGHT, small in size or amount [adj] 

SLIMMEST EILMMSST SLIM, slender (thin (having relatively little density or thickness)) [adj] 

SLIMNESS EILMNSSS state of being slim (slender (thin (having relatively little density or thickness))) [n -ES] 

SLIMSIER EIILMRSS SLIMSY, flimsy (lacking solidity or strength) [adj] 

SLINKIER EIIKLNRS SLINKY, stealthy (intended to escape observation) [adj] 

SLIPLESS EILLPSSS free from errors [adj] 

SLIPPAGE AEGILPPS falling off from standard or level [n -S] 

SLIPPIER EIILPPRS SLIPPY, slippery (causing or tending to cause slipping) [adj] 

SLITTIER EIILRSTT SLITTY, being long and narrow [adj] 

SLOBBIER BBEILORS SLOBBY, characteristic of slob [adj] 

SLOPPIER EILOPPRS SLOPPY, messy (dirty or untidy) [adj] 

SLOWDOWN DLNOOSWW lessening of pace [n -S] 

SLOWNESS ELNOSSSW state of being slow (moving with little speed) [n -S] 

SLUBBEST BBELSSTU SLUB (material with irregular appearance) [adj] 

SLUDGIER DEGILRSU SLUDGY, covered with sludge [adj] 

SLUMPIER EILMPRSU SLUMPY, characterized by fall in value or amount [adj] 

SLURPIER EILPRRSU SLURPY, characterized by sucking sound made when slurping [adj] 

SLUTTIER EILRSTTU SLUTTY, characteristic of slut [adj] 

SMALLEST AELLMSST SMALL, of limited size or quantity [adj] 

SMALLISH AHILLMSS somewhat small [adj] 

SMARMIER AEIMMRRS SMARMY, marked by excessive flattery [adj] 

SMARTEST AEMRSSTT SMART, characterized by mental acuity [adj] 

SMEARIER AEEIMRRS SMEARY, smeared [adj] 

SMELLIER EEILLMRS SMELLY, having unpleasant odor [adj] 

SMIDGEON DEGIMNOS smidgen (very small amount) [n -S] 

SMILIEST EIILMSST SMILEY, displaying smile [adj] 

SMIRKIER EIIKMRRS SMIRKY, smirking [adj] 

SMOGGIER EGGIMORS SMOGGY, filled with smog [adj] 

SMOKIEST EIKMOSST SMOKEY, smoky (filled with smoke) [adj] / SMOKY [adj] 

SMOOTHER EHMOORST SMOOTH, having surface that is free from irregularities [adj] 

SMUDGIER DEGIMRSU SMUDGY, smudged [adj] 

SMUGGEST EGGMSSTU SMUG, highly self-satisfied [adj] 

SMUGNESS EGMNSSSU quality or state of being smug [n -ES] 
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SMUTTIER EIMRSTTU SMUTTY, obscene (indecent (not decent)) [adj] 

SNACKIER ACEIKNRS SNACKY, suitable as light meal [adj] 

SNAFUING AFGINNSU SNAFU, to bring into state of confusion [v] 

SNAGGIER AEGGINRS SNAGGY, full of snags [adj] 

SNAPPIER AEINPPRS SNAPPY, snappish (tending to speak in impatient or irritable manner) [adj] 

SNARKIER AEIKNRRS SNARKY, snappish (tending to speak in impatient or irritable manner) [adj] 

SNARLIER AEILNRRS SNARLY, tangled [adj] 

SNAZZIER AEINRSZZ SNAZZY, very stylish [adj] 

SNEAKIER AEEIKNRS SNEAKY, deceitful [adj] 

SNEERIER EEEINRRS SNEERY, marked by sneering [adj] 

SNEEZIER EEEINRSZ SNEEZY, tending to sneeze [adj] 

SNELLEST EELLNSST SNELL, keen (enthusiastic) [adj] 

SNIFFIER EFFIINRS SNIFFY, sniffish (haughty (arrogant (overly convinced of one's own worth or importance))) [adj] 

SNIPPIER EIINPPRS SNIPPY, snappish (tending to speak in impatient or irritable manner) [adj] 

SNITTIER EIINRSTT SNITTY, disagreeably ill-tempered [adj] 

SNOBBIER BBEINORS SNOBBY, snobbish (characteristic of snob) [adj] 

SNOOPIER EINOOPRS SNOOPY, given to snooping [adj] 

SNOOTIER EINOORST SNOOTY, snobbish (characteristic of snob) [adj] 

SNOOZIER EINOORSZ SNOOZY, drowsy (sleepy (ready or inclined to sleep)) [adj] 

SNOTTIER EINORSTT SNOTTY, arrogant (overly convinced of one's own worth or importance) [adj] 

SNOWBALL ABLLNOSW to increase at rapidly accelerating rate [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SNOWIEST EINOSSTW SNOWY, abounding in snow [adj] 

SNUBBEST BBENSSTU SNUB (short) [adj] 

SNUBBIER BBEINRSU SNUBBY, blunt (not sharp or pointed) [adj] 

SNUBNESS BENNSSSU bluntness (quality of being blunt (not sharp or pointed)) [n -ES] 

SNUFFIER EFFINRSU SNUFFY, dingy (grimy (dirty (unclean))) [adj] 

SNUGGEST EGGNSSTU SNUG, warmly comfortable [adj] 

SNUGNESS EGNNSSSU quality or state of being snug [n -ES] 

SOBEREST BEEORSST SOBER, having control of one's faculties [adj] 

SOBRIETY BEIORSTY quality or state of being sober [n -TIES] 

SOFTCORE CEFOORST less than explicit in depicting sex acts [adj] 

SOFTNESS EFNOSSST quality or state of being soft [n -ES] 

SOGGIEST EGGIOSST SOGGY, heavy with moisture [adj] 

SOLEMNER EELMNORS SOLEMN, serious (thoughtful or subdued in appearance or manner) [adj] 

SOLENESS EELNOSSS state of being only one [n -ES] 

SOLIDEST DEILOSST SOLID, having definite shape and volume [adj] 

SOLIDITY DIILOSTY quality or state of being solid [n -TIES] 

SOLITUDE DEILOSTU state of being alone (apart from others) [n -S] 

SOLVENCY CELNOSVY ability to pay all debts [n -CIES] 

SOMBERER BEEMORRS SOMBER, gloomy (dismally dark) [adj] 

SOMBREST BEMORSST SOMBRE, somber (gloomy (dismally dark)) [adj] 

SOMEDEAL ADEELMOS to some degree [adv] 

SOMETIME EEIMMOST at some future time [adv] 

SOMEWAYS AEMOSSWY someway (somehow (by some means)) [adv] 

SOMEWHAT AEHMOSTW unspecified number or part [n -S] 

SOMEWHEN EEHMNOSW sometime (at some future time) [adv] 

SOMEWHEN EEHMNOSW sometime (at some future time) [adv] 
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SOMEWISE EEIMOSSW somehow (by some means) [adv] 

SONORITY INOORSTY quality or state of being sonorous [n -TIES] 

SONSIEST EINOSSST SONSIE, sonsy (comely (pleasing to look at)) [adj] / SONSY [adj] 

SOOTHEST EHOOSSTT SOOTH, true (consistent with fact or reality) [adj] 

SOOTIEST EIOOSSTT SOOTY, covered with soot [adj] 

SOPPIEST EIOPPSST SOPPY, very wet [adj] 

SORENESS EENORSSS quality or state of being sore [n -ES] 

SORRIEST EIORRSST SORRY, feeling grief or penitence [adj] 

SOUNDEST DENOSSTU SOUND, being in good health or condition [adj] 

SOUPIEST EIOPSSTU SOUPY, foggy (filled with fog) [adj] 

SOURNESS ENORSSSU quality or state of being sour [n -ES] 

SPACIEST ACEIPSST SPACEY, weird in behavior [adj] / SPACY [adj] 

SPADILLE ADEILLPS highest trump in certain card games [n -S] 

SPARKIER AEIKPRRS SPARKY, lively (full of energy) [adj] 

SPARSEST AEPRSSST SPARSE, thinly distributed [adj] 

SPARSITY AIPRSSTY quality or state of being sparse [n -TIES] 

SPECKIER CEEIKPRS SPECKY, marked with small spots [adj] 

SPEEDIER DEEEIPRS SPEEDY, swift (moving with great rate of motion) [adj] 

SPEEDILY DEEILPSY in speedy (swift (moving with great rate of motion)) manner [adv] 

SPEEDING DEEGINPS SPEED, to move swiftly [v] 

SPENDIER DEEINPRS SPENDY, expensive [adj] 

SPICIEST CEIIPSST SPICY, containing spices [adj] / SPICEY [adj] 

SPIFFIER EFFIIPRS SPIFFY, stylish (fashionable) [adj] 

SPINIEST EIINPSST SPINY, bearing or covered with thorns [adj] 

SPINNIER EIINNPRS SPINNY, crazy, foolish [adj] 

SPIRIEST EIIPRSST SPIRY, tall, slender, and tapering [adj] 

SPITTIER EIIPRSTT SPITTY, marked with saliva [adj] 

SPLENDOR DELNOPRS magnificence [n -S] 

SPLURGER EGLPRRSU one that splurges, to spend money lavishly [n -S] 

SPONDAIC ACDINOPS spondee (type of metrical foot) [n -S] 

SPOOKIER EIKOOPRS SPOOKY, scary (frightening) [adj] 

SPOONIER EINOOPRS SPOONEY, spoony (overly sentimental) [adj] / SPOONY [adj] 

SPORADIC ACDIOPRS occurring at irregular intervals [adj] 

SPORTIER EIOPRRST SPORTY, showy (making great or brilliant display) [adj] 

SPOTTIER EIOPRSTT SPOTTY, marked with spots [adj] 

SPRUCEST CEPRSSTU SPRUCE, neat and trim in appearance [adj] 

SPRUCIER CEIPRRSU SPRUCY, spruce (neat and trim in appearance) [adj] 

SPRYNESS ENPRSSSY quality or state of being spry [n -ES] 

SPUMIEST EIMPSSTU SPUMY, foamy (covered with foam) [adj] 

SPUNKIER EIKNPRSU SPUNKY, plucky (brave and spirited) [adj] 

SPURIOUS IOPRSSUU not genuine (authentic (conforming to fact and therefore worthy of belief)) [adj] 

SQUALORS ALOQRSSU SQUALOR, quality or state of being squalid [n] 

SQUAREST AEQRSSTU SQUARE, having four equal sides and four right angles; rigidly conventional [adj] 

SQUARISH AHIQRSSU somewhat square [adj] 

SQUATTER AEQRSTTU SQUAT, short and thick [adj] 

SQUINTER EINQRSTU SQUINT, cross-eyed [adj] 

STABLEST ABELSSTT STABLE, resistant to sudden change or position or condition [adj] 
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STAGEFUL AEFGLSTU as much or as many as stage can hold [n -S] 

STAGGIER AEGGIRST STAGGY, having appearance of mature male [adj] 

STAGIEST AEGISSTT  STAGEY, stagy (having theatrical quality) [adj] / STAGY [adj] 

STAIDEST ADEISSTT STAID, sober and sedate [adj] 

STALKIER AEIKLRST STALKY, long and slender [adj] 

STAMINAL AAILMNST STAMINA, endurance [adj] 

STANCHER ACEHNRST STANCH, staunch (firm and dependable) [adj] 

STANZAED AADENSTZ STANZA, division of poem [adj] 

STARKEST AEKRSSTT STARK, harsh in appearance [adj] 

STARRIER AEIRRRST STARRY, abounding with stars [adj] 

STEADIER ADEEIRST STEADY, firm in position [adj] 

STEAMIER AEEIMRST STEAMY, marked by steam [adj] 

STEEPEST EEEPSSTT STEEP, inclined sharply [adj] 

STEMMIER EEIMMRST STEMMY, abounding in stems [adj] 

STERNEST EENRSSTT STERN, unyielding (to give up) [adj] 

STICKFUL CFIKLSTU amount of set type [n -S] 

STICKIER CEIIKRST STICKY, tending to adhere [adj] 

STIFFEST EFFISSTT STIFF, difficult to bend or stretch [adj] 

STILLEST EILLSSTT STILL, free from sound or motion [adj] 

STILLIER EIILLRST STILLY, still (free from sound or motion) [adj] 

STINGIER EGIINRST STINGY, unwilling to spend or give [adj] 

STINKIER EIIKNRST STINKY, emitting foul odor [adj] 

STOCKIER CEIKORST STOCKY, having short, thick body [adj] 

STODGIER DEGIORST STODGY, boring [adj] 

STOICISM CIIMOSST indifference to pleasure or pain [n -S] 

STOLIDER DEILORST STOLID, showing little or no emotion [adj] 

STOMPIER EIMOPRST STOMPY, conducive to stomping feet [adj] 

STONIEST EINOSSTT STONY, abounding in stones [adj] / STONEY [adj] 

STORMIER EIMORRST STORMY, storming [adj] 

STOTINKA AIKNOSTT monetary unit of Bulgaria [n -KI] 

STOTINOV INOOSTTV stotin, former monetary unit of Slovenia [n] 

STOUTEST EOSSTTTU STOUT, fat (having abundance of flesh) [adj] 

STOUTISH HIOSSTTU somewhat stout [adj] 

STRAITER AEIRRSTT STRAIT, narrow (of little width) [adj] 

STRAMASH AAHMRSST uproar (state of noisy excitement and confusion) [n -ES] 

STRANGER AEGNRRST STRANGE, unusual or unfamiliar [adj] 

STRENGTH EGHNRSTT capacity for exertion or endurance [n -S] 

STRICTER CEIRRSTT STRICT, kept within narrow and specific limits [adj] 

STRIPIER EIIPRRST STRIPY, marked with stripes [adj] / STRIPEY [adj] 

STRONGER EGNORRST STRONG, having great strength [adj] 

STUBBIER BBEIRSTU STUBBY, short and thick [adj] 

STUDLIER DEILRSTU STUDLY, muscular and attractive [adj] 

STUFFIER EFFIRSTU STUFFY, poorly ventilated [adj] 

STUFFILY FFILSTUY STUFFY, poorly ventilated [adv] 

STUMPIER EIMPRSTU STUMPY, short and thick [adj] 

STUPIDER DEIPRSTU STUPID, mentally slow [adj] 

STURDIER DEIRRSTU STURDY, strong and durable [adj] 
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STURDILY DILRSTUY STURDY, strong and durable [adv] 

SUBABBOT ABBBOSTU subordinate abbot [n -S] 

SUBACRID ABCDIRSU somewhat acrid [adj] 

SUBACUTE ABCESTUU somewhat acute [adj] 

SUBADULT ABDLSTUU individual approaching adulthood [n -S] 

SUBAURAL AABLRSUU scarcely hearable [adj] 

SUBAXIAL AABILSUX somewhat axial [adj] 

SUBBASIN ABBINSSU section of area drained by river [n -S] 

SUBBLOCK BBCKLOSU subdivision of block [n -S] 

SUBCASTE ABCESSTU subdivision of caste [n -S] 

SUBCAUSE ABCESSUU subordinate cause [n -S] 

SUBCHIEF BCEFHISU subordinate chief [n -S] 

SUBCLAIM ABCILMSU subordinate claim [n -S] 

SUBCLASS ABCLSSSU to place in subdivision of class [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SUBCLERK BCEKLRSU subordinate clerk [n -S] 

SUBDEPOT BDEOPSTU military depot that operates under jurisdiction of another depot [n -S] 

SUBDURAL ABDLRSUU situated under dura mater [adj] 

SUBDWARF ABDFRSUW small star of relatively low luminosity [n -S] 

SUBENTRY BENRSTUY entry made under more general entry [n -RIES] 

SUBEPOCH BCEHOPSU subdivision of epoch [n -S] 

SUBERECT BCEERSTU nearly erect [adj] 

SUBFIELD BDEFILSU subset of mathematical field that is itself field [n -S] 

SUBFLUID BDFILSUU somewhat fluid [adj] 

SUBGENRE BEEGNRSU subdivision of genre [n -S] 

SUBGENUS BEGNSSUU subdivision of genus [n -ES, -NERA] 

SUBGRAPH ABGHPRSU graph contained within larger graph [n -S] 

SUBGROUP BGOPRSUU to divide into smaller groups [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUBHUMID BDHIMSUU somewhat humid [adj] 

SUBLIMER BEILMRSU SUBLIME, of elevated or noble quality [adj] 

SUBLIMIT BIILMSTU limit within limit [n -S] 

SUBNICHE BCEHINSU subdivision of habitat [n -S] 

SUBNODAL ABDLNOSU situated under node [adj] 

SUBOCEAN ABCENOSU existing below floor of ocean [adj] 

SUBOVATE ABEOSTUV nearly ovate [adj] 

SUBPANEL ABELNPSU subdivision of panel [n -S] 

SUBPHASE ABEHPSSU subdivision of phase [n -S] 

SUBPHYLA ABHLPSUY divisions within phylum [n]  

SUBPRIME BEIMPRSU denoting loan that is at higher interest rate than prime rate [adj] 

SUBSCALE ABCELSSU subdivision of scale [n -S] 

SUBSENSE BEENSSSU subdivision of sense [n -S] 

SUBSKILL BIKLLSSU subordinate skill [n -S] 

SUBSONIC BCINOSSU moving at speed less than that of sound [adj] 

SUBSPACE ABCEPSSU subset of mathematical space [n -S] 

SUBSTATE ABESSTTU subdivision of state [n -S] 

SUBTAXON ABNOSTUX subdivision of taxon [n -S, -XA] 

SUBTHEME BEEHMSTU subordinate theme [n -S] 

SUBTILER BEILRSTU SUBTILE, subtle (so slight as to be difficult to detect) [adj] 
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SUBTILTY BILSTTUY subtlety (state of being subtle (so slight as to be difficult to detect)) [n -TIES] 

SUBTITLE BEILSTTU to give secondary title to [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SUBTLEST BELSSTTU SUBTLE, so slight as to be difficult to detect [adj] 

SUBTLETY BELSTTUY state of being subtle (so slight as to be difficult to detect) [n -TIES] 

SUBTONIC BCINOSTU type of musical tone [n -S] 

SUBTOPIC BCIOPSTU secondary topic [n -S] 

SUBTOTAL ABLOSTTU to total portion of [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

SUBTRADE ABDERSTU specialist hired by general contractor [n -S] 

SUBTREND BDENRSTU subordinate trend [n -S] 

SUBTRIBE BBEIRSTU subdivision of tribe [n -S] 

SUBTWEET BEESTTUW to tweet about without referring to by name [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUBVICAR ABCIRSUV subordinate vicar [n -S] 

SUBVIRAL ABILRSUV pertaining to part of virus [adj] 

SUBVIRUS BIRSSUUV viral protein smaller than virus [n -S] 

SUBWORLD BDLORSUW subdivision of sphere of interest or activity [n -S] 

SUCCINCT CCCINSTU clearly expressed in few words [adj -ER, -EST] 

SUCHNESS CEHNSSSU essential or characteristic quality [n -ES] 

SUCKIEST CEIKSSTU SUCKY, extremely objectionable [adj] 

SUDATION ADINOSTU excessive sweating [n -S] 

SUDSIEST DEISSSTU SUDSY, foamy (covered with foam) [adj] 

SUFFICER CEFFIRSU one that suffices (to be adequate) [n -S] 

SUITABLE ABEILSTU appropriate [adj] 

SUITABLY ABILSTUY SUITABLE, appropriate [adv] 

SULKIEST EIKLSSTU SULKY, sullenly aloof or withdrawn [adj] 

SULLENER EELLNRSU SULLEN, showing brooding ill humor or resentment [adj] 

SULTRIER EILRRSTU SULTRY, very hot and humid [adj] 

SUNNIEST EINNSSTU SUNNY, filled with sunlight [adj] 

SUNPROOF FNOOPRSU resistant to damage by sunlight [adj] 

SUPERBAD ABDEPRSU exceedingly bad [adj] 

SUPERBER BEEPRRSU SUPERB, of excellent quality [adj] 

SUPERBLY BELPRSUY SUPERB, of excellent quality [adv] 

SUPERCAR ACEPRRSU superior car [n -S] 

SUPERCOP CEOPPRSU superior police officer [n -S] 

SUPERFAN AEFNPRSU exceedingly devoted enthusiast [n -S] 

SUPERHIT EHIPRSTU something exceedingly successful [n -S] 

SUPERHOT EHOPRSTU exceedingly hot [adj] 

SUPERMAN AEMNPRSU hypothetical superior man [n -MEN] 

SUPERMOM EMMOPRSU superior mom [n -S] 

SUPERPRO EOPPRRSU superior professional [n -S] 

SUPERSPY EPPRSSUY superior spy [n -PIES] 

SUPERTAX AEPRSTUX additional tax [n -ES] 

SUPPLEST ELPPSSTU SUPPLE, pliant (easily bent) [adj] 

SUPREMER EEMPRRSU SUPREME, highest in power or authority [adj] 

SURENESS EENRSSSU state of being sure (free from doubt) [n -ES] 

SURETIES EEIRSSTU SURETY, sureness (state of being sure (free from doubt)) [n] 

SURFIEST EFIRSSTU SURFY, abounding in breaking waves [adj] 

SURLIEST EILRSSTU SURLY, sullenly rude [adj] 
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SURTAXED ADERSTUX SURTAX, to assess with extra tax [v] 

SURTAXES AERSSTUX SURTAX, to assess with extra tax [v] 

SURVEYED DEERSUVY SURVEY, to determine boundaries, area, or elevations of by measuring angles and distances [v] 

SUSPENSE EENPSSSU state of mental uncertainty or excitement [n -S] 

SVELTEST EELSSTTV SVELTE, gracefully slender [adj] 

SWANKEST AEKNSSTW SWANK, imposingly elegant [adj] 

SWANKIER AEIKNRSW SWANKY, swank (imposingly elegant) [adj] 

SWEATIER AEEIRSTW SWEATY, covered with perspiration [adj] 

SWEEPIER EEEIPRSW SWEEPY, of wide range or scope [adj] 

SWEETEST EEESSTTW SWEET, pleasing to taste [adj] 

SWELLEST EELLSSTW SWELL, stylish (fashionable) [adj] 

SWIFTEST EFISSTTW SWIFT, moving with great rate of motion [adj] 

SWIMMIER EIIMMRSW SWIMMY, dizzy (having sensation of whirling) [adj] 

SWINGIER EGIINRSW SWINGY, marked by swinging [adj] 

SWIRLIER EIILRRSW SWIRLY, swirling [adj] 

SWISHEST EHISSSTW SWISH, 1. smart, fashionable 2. effeminate [adj] 

SWISHIER EHIIRSSW SWISHY, swishing; effeminate [adj] 

SWOONIER EINOORSW SWOONY, languid, dazed [adj] 

SWOOPIER EIOOPRSW SWOOPY, having sweeping lines or features [adj] 

SYMMETRY EMMRSTYY exact correspondence between opposite halves of figure [n -RIES] 

SYMPATRY AMPRSTYY state of occupying same area without loss of identity from interbreeding [n -RIES] 
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T 

TACITURN ACINRTTU habitually silent [adj] 

TACKIEST ACEIKSTT TACKY, adhesive [adj] / TACKEY [adj] 

TALCIEST ACEILSTT TALCY, TALC, to treat with talc (soft mineral with soapy texture) [adj] 

TALKIEST AEIKLSTT TALKY, tending to talk great deal [adj] 

TALLNESS AELLNSST state of being tall (having great height) [n -ES] 

TALLYING AGILLNTY TALLY, to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total) [v] 

TALLYMAN AALLMNTY person who tallies [n -MEN] 

TAMENESS AEEMNSST state of being tame (gentle or docile) [n -ES] 

TANGENCE ACEEGNNT tangency (state of being in immediate physical contact) [n -S] 

TANGENCY ACEGNNTY state of being in immediate physical contact [n -CIES] 

TANGIEST AEGINSTT TANGY, pungent (sharply affecting organs of taste or smell) [adj] 

TANGLIER AEGILNRT TANGLY, tangled [adj] 

TAPELINE AEEILNPT tape for measuring distances [n -S] 

TARDIEST ADEIRSTT TARDY, late (coming or occurring after expected time) [adj] 

TARTIEST AEIRSTTT TARTY, suggestive of prostitute [adj] 

TARTNESS AENRSSTT state of being tart (having sharp, sour taste) [n -ES] 

TASTIEST AEISSTTT TASTY, pleasant to taste [adj] 

TATTIEST AEISTTTT TATTY, shabby (ragged (tattered)) [adj] 

TAUTNESS AENSSTTU state of being taut (fully stretched, so as not to be slack) [n -ES] 

TAWDRIER ADEIRRTW TAWDRY, gaudy (tastelessly showy) [adj] 

TAWNIEST AEINSTTW TAWNY, light brown [adj] 

TAXATION AAINOTTX process of taxing [n -S] 

TEARIEST AEEIRSTT TEARY, tearful (full of tears) [adj] 
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TECHIEST CEEHISTT TECHY, tetchy (irritable) [adj] 

TEENIEST EEEINSTT TEENY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

TEENSIER EEEINRST TEENSY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

TEETOTAL AEELOTTT to abstain completely from alcoholic beverages [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

TENDERER DEEENRRT TENDER, soft or delicate [adj] 

TENTIEST EEINSTTT TENTY, watchful (closely observant or alert) [adj] / TENTIE [adj] 

TEPIDITY DEIIPTTY state of being tepid (moderately warm) [n -TIES] 

TERABYTE ABEERTTY one trillion bytes [n -S] 

TERAFLOP AEFLOPRT measure of computing speed [n -S] 

TERAWATT AAERTTTW one trillion watts [n -S] 

TERMLESS EELMRSST having no limits [adj] 

TERMTIME EEIMMRTT time when school or court is in session [n -S] 

TERRIBLE BEEILRRT very bad [adj] 

TERRIBLY BEILRRTY TERRIBLE, very bad [adv] 

TERRIFIC CEFIIRRT very good; fine [adj] 

TESTIEST EEISSTTT TESTY, irritable [adj] 

TETCHIER CEEHIRTT TETCHY, irritable [adj] 

THEWIEST EEHISTTW THEWY, brawny (muscular (pertaining to muscle)) [adj] 

THICKEST CEHIKSTT THICK, having relatively great extent from one surface to its opposite [adj] 

THICKISH CHHIIKST somewhat thick [adj] 

THINDOWN DHINNOTW lessening in number of atomic particles and cosmic rays passing through earth's atmosphere [n -S] 

THINNESS EHINNSST quality or state of being thin [n -ES] 

THINNEST EHINNSTT THIN, having relatively little density or thickness [adj] 

THINNING GHIINNNT THIN, to make thin [v] 

THINNISH HHIINNST somewhat thin [adj] 

THIRLAGE AEGHILRT obligation requiring feudal tenants to grind grain at certain mill [n -S] 

THIRTEEN EEHINRTT number [n -S] 

THIRTIES EHIIRSTT THIRTY, number [n] 

THORNIER EHINORRT THORNY, full of thorns [adj] 

THOROUGH GHHOORTU complete in all respects [adj -ER, -EST] 

THOUSAND ADHNOSTU number [n -S] 

THYMIEST EHIMSTTY THYMEY, thymy (abounding in thyme) [adj] / THYMY [adj] 

TICKLIER CEIIKLRT TICKLY, ticklish (sensitive to tickling) [adj] 

TIDDLIER DDEIILRT TIDDLY, slightly drunk [adj] 

TIDELINE DEEIILNT line on shore marking highest point of tide [n -S] 

TIDEMARK ADEIKMRT mark showing highest or lowest point of tide [n -S] 

TIDINESS DEIINSST state of being tidy (neat and orderly) [n -ES] 

TIEBREAK ABEEIKRT contest to select winner from among contestants with tied score [n -S] 

TIGHTEST EGHISTTT TIGHT, firmly or closely fixed in place [adj] 

TIGHTWAD ADGHITTW miser, one who hoards money greedily [n -S] 

TIMELESS EEILMSST having no beginning or end [adj] 

TIMELIER EEIILMRT TIMELY, occurring at right moment [adj] 

TIMEWORN EIMNORTW showing effects of long use or wear [adj] 

TIMIDEST DEIIMSTT TIMID, lacking courage or self-confidence [adj] 

TINGLIER EGIILNRT TINGLY, tingling [adj] 

TININESS EIINNSST quality of being tiny (very small) [n -ES] 

TINKLIER EIIKLNRT TINKLY, producing tinkling sound [adj] 
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TIPPIEST EIIPPSTT TIPPY, unsteady (firm in position) [adj] 

TIPSIEST EIIPSSTT TIPSY, slightly drunk [adj] 

TIREDEST DEEIRSTT TIRED, sapped of strength [adj] 

TITANESS AEINSSTT female titan (person of great size) [n -ES] 

TITCHIER CEHIIRTT TITCHIE, titchy (very small) [adj] / TITCHY [adj] 

TITHABLE ABEHILTT subject to payment of tithes [adj] 

TOASTIER AEIORSTT TOASTY, comfortably warm [adj] 

TOILSOME EILMOOST demanding much exertion [adj] 

TOLARJEV AEJLORTV TOLAR, former monetary unit of Slovenia [n] 

TOOTHIER EHIOORTT TOOTHY, having or showing prominent teeth [adj] 

TOPNOTCH CHNOOPTT excellent [adj] 

TOPSIDER DEIOPRST one who is at highest level of authority [n -S] 

TORCHIER CEHIORRT TORCHY, characteristic of torch song [adj] 

TOROSITY IOORSTTY quality or state of being torose [n -TIES] 

TORQUIER EIOQRRTU TORQUEY, providing force to cause rotation [adj] 

TORRIDER DEIORRRT TORRID, extremely hot [adj] 

TORRIDLY DILORRTY TORRID, extremely hot [adv] 

TOTALING AGILNOTT TOTAL, to ascertain entire amount of [v] 

TOTALISE AEILOSTT to totalize (to make complete) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

TOTALISM AILMOSTT centralized control by autocratic authority [n -S] 

TOTALIST AILOSTTT one who tends to regard things as unified whole [n -S] 

TOTALITY AILOTTTY quality or state of being complete [n -TIES] 

TOTALIZE AEILOTTZ to make complete [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

TOTALLED ADELLOTT TOTAL, to ascertain entire amount of [v] 

TOUCHIER CEHIORTU TOUCHY, overly sensitive [adj] 

TOUGHEST EGHOSTTU TOUGH, strong and resilient [adj] 

TOUGHISH GHHIOSTU somewhat tough [adj] 

TOWERIER EEIORRTW TOWERY, very tall [adj] 

TRAMPIER AEIMPRRT TRAMPY, having characteristics of vagrant [adj] 

TRANQUIL AILNQRTU free from disturbance [adj -ER, -EST, -LLER, -LLEST] 

TREASURE AEERRSTU to value highly [v -D, -RING, -S] 

TRECENTO CEENORTT fourteenth century [n -S] 

TREELESS EEELRSST having no tree [adj] 

TREELINE EEEILNRT limit north of which trees do not grow [n -S] 

TRENDIER DEEINRRT TRENDY, very fashionable [adj] 

TRESSIER EEIRRSST TRESSY, abounding in tresses [adj] 

TRIAXIAL AAIILRTX having three axes [adj] 

TRIBASIC ABCIIRST having three replaceable hydrogen atoms [adj] 

TRIBRACH ABCHIRRT type of metrical foot [n -S] 

TRICKIER CEIIKRRT TRICKY, characterized by deception [adj] / TRICKIE [adj] 

TRICOLOR CILOORRT flag having three colors [n -S] 

TRICORNE CEINORRT tricorn (hat with brim turned up on three sides) [n -S] 

TRIENTES EEINRSTT triens, coin of ancient Rome [n] 

TRIETHYL EHILRTTY containing three ethyl groups [adj] 

TRIGGEST EGGIRSTT TRIG, neat (being in state of cleanliness and order) [adj] 

TRIGNESS EGINRSST quality or state of being trig [n -ES] 

TRIGONAL AGILNORT shaped like triangle [adj] 
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TRIGRAPH AGHIPRRT group of three letters representing one sound [n -S] 

TRIHEDRA ADEHIRRT figures having three plane surfaces meeting at point [n] 

TRILLION IILLNORT number [n -S] 

TRILOBAL ABILLORT trilobed (having three lobes) [adj] 

TRILOBED BDEILORT having three lobes [adj] 

TRIMETER EEIMRRTT verse of three metrical feet [n -S] 

TRIMMEST EIMMRSTT TRIM, neat and orderly [adj] 

TRIMNESS EIMNRSST state of being trim (neat and orderly) [n -ES] 

TRIMORPH HIMOPRRT substance existing in three forms [n -S] 

TRIMOTOR IMOORRTT airplane powered by three engines [n -S] 

TRINODAL ADILNORT having three nodes [adj] 

TRIPEDAL ADEILPRT having three feet [adj] 

TRIPHASE AEHIPRST having three phases [adj] 

TRIPLING GIILNPRT TRIPLE, to make three times as great [v] 

TRIPLOID DIILOPRT cell having chromosome number that is three times basic number [n -S] 

TRIPODAL ADILOPRT TRIPOD, stand having three legs [adj] 

TRIPODIC CDIIOPRT TRIPOD, stand having three legs [adj] 

TRIPOSES EIOPRSST TRIPOS, tripod (stand having three legs) [n] 

TRIPPIER EIIPPRRT TRIPPY, suggesting trip on psychedelic drugs [adj] 

TRISCELE CEEILRST triskele (figure consisting of three branches radiating from center) [n -S] 

TRISEMIC CEIIMRST TRISEME, type of metrical foot [adj] 

TRISKELE EEIKLRST figure consisting of three branches radiating from center [n -S] 

TRISOMIC CIIMORST trisome (organism having one chromosome in addition to usual diploid number) [n -S] 

TRISTATE AEIRSTTT pertaining to area made up of three adjoining states [adj] 

TRISTICH CHIIRSTT stanza of three lines [n -S] 

TRIUMVIR IIMRRTUV one of ruling body of three in ancient Rome [n -S, -I] 

TRIUNITY IINRTTUY trinity (group of three) [n -TIES] 

TROCHAIC ACCHIORT trochee (type of metrical foot) [n -S] 

TROCHOID CDHIOORT type of geometric curve [n -S] 

TROILISM IILMORST sexual relations involving three persons [n -S] 

TROUTIER EIORRTTU TROUTY, abounding in trout [adj] 

TRUCKFUL CFKLRTUU as much as truck can hold [n -S] 

TRUCKLER CEKLRRTU one that truckles (to yield weakly) [n -S] 

TRUEBLUE BEELRTUU person of unwavering loyalty [n -S] 

TRUEBORN BENORRTU genuinely such by birth [adj] 

TRUEBRED BDEERRTU designating animal of unmixed stock [adj] 

TRUELOVE EELORTUV sweetheart [n -S] 

TRUENESS EENRSSTU quality or state of being true [n -ES] 

TRUMPERY EMPRRTUY worthless finery [n -RIES] 

TRUMPING GIMNPRTU TRUMP, to outdo (to exceed in performance) [v] 

TRUNCATE ACENRTTU to shorten by cutting off part [v -D, -TING, -S] 

TRUNKFUL FKLNRTUU as much as trunk (storage box) can hold [n -S] 

TRUSTIER EIRRSTTU TRUSTY, worthy of trust [adj] 

TUBBIEST BBEISTTU TUBBY, short and fat [adj] 

TUFTIEST EFISTTTU TUFTY, abounding in tufts [adj] 

TUMEFIED DEEFIMTU TUMEFY, to swell (to increase in size or volume) [v] 

TUMEFIES EEFIMSTU TUMEFY, to swell (to increase in size or volume) [v] 
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TUMIDITY DIIMTTUY quality or state of being tumid [n -TIES] 

TUPPENCE CEENPPTU twopence (British coin worth two pennies) [n -S] 

TUPPENNY ENNPPTUY twopenny (worth twopence) [adj] 

TURFIEST EFIRSTTU TURFY, covered with turf [adj] 

TURGENCY CEGNRTUY turgor (quality or state of being turgid) [n -CIES] 

TURGIDLY DGILRTUY TURGID, swollen [adv] 

TUSKIEST EIKSSTTU TUSKY, having tusks [adj] 

TWANGIER AEGINRTW TWANGY, twanging [adj] 

TWEAKIER AEEIKRTW TWEAKY, twitchy (fidgety (nervously restless)) [adj] 

TWEENESS EEENSSTW state of being twee (affectedly cute or dainty) [n -ES] 

TWELVEMO EELMOTVW page size [n -S] 

TWENTIES EEINSTTW TWENTY, number [n] 

TWIGGING GGGIINTW TWIG, to observe (to look attentively) [v] 

TWINBORN BINNORTW born at same birth [adj] 

TWINNING GIINNNTW bearing of two children at same birth [n -S] 

TWINSHIP HIINPSTW close similarity or association [n -S] 

TWIRLIER EIILRRTW TWIRLY, curved [adj] 

TWISTIER EIIRSTTW TWISTY, full of curves [adj] 

TWOPENCE CEENOPTW British coin worth two pennies [n -S] 

TWOPENNY ENNOPTWY worth twopence [adj]S 
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UBIETIES BEEIISTU UBIETY, state of having definite location [n] 

UBIQUITY BIIQTUUY state of being everywhere at same time [n -TIES] 

UDOMETER DEEMORTU rain gauge [n -S] 

UDOMETRY DEMORTUY measurement of rain [n -RIES] 

UGLINESS EGILNSSU state of being ugly (displeasing to sight) [n -ES] 

ULTERIOR EILORRTU more remote [adj] 

ULTIMACY ACILMTUY ultimate [n -CIES] 

ULTIMATA AAILMTTU final proposals [n ULTIMATA] 

ULTIMATE AEILMTTU to come to end [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ULTRADRY ADLRRTUY extremely dry [adj] 

ULTRAHIP AHILPRTU extremely hip [adj] 

ULTRAHOT AHLORTTU extremely hot [adj] 

ULTRAISM AILMRSTU advocacy of extreme measures [n S] 

ULTRAIST AILRSTTU advocate of extreme measures [n -S] 

ULTRALOW ALLORTUW extremely low [adj] 

UMPTIEST EIMPSTTU UMPTY, indefinitely many [adj] 

UMTEENTH EEHMNTTU in indefinite but not early position in sequence [adj] 

UNABATED AABDENTU not abated (to reduce in degree or intensity) [adj] 

UNAGEING AEGGINNU not ageing (to grow old) [adj] 

UNBILLED BDEILLNU not billed (to present statement of costs to) [adj] 

UNCHOSEN CEHNNOSU not chosen (to take by preference) [adj] 

UNDAMPED ADDEMNPU not damped (to lessen in intensity) [adj] 

UNDERAGE ADEEGNRU shortage (insufficient supply or amount) [n -S] 

UNDERBID BDDEINRU to bid lower than [v UNDERBID, -ING, -S] 
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UNDERBUY BDENRUUY to buy at lower price than [v -BOUGHT, -ING, -S] 

UNDEREAT ADEENRTU to eat insufficient amount [v -RATE, -EN, -ING, -S] 

UNDERFED DDEEFNRU fed insufficient amount [adj] 

UNDERGOD DDEGNORU lesser god [n -S] 

UNDERLET DEELNRTU to lease at less than usual value [v UNDERLET, -TING, -S] 

UNDERLIT DEILNRTU lacking adequate light [adj] 

UNDERMAN ADEMNNRU to fail to provide with enough workers [v -NNED, -NNING, -S] 

UNDERPAY ADENPRUY to pay less than is deserved [v -PAID, -ING, -S] 

UNDERTAX ADENRTUX to tax less than usual amount [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

UNDERUSE DEENRSUU to use less than fully [v -D, -SING, -S] 

UNDOABLE ABDELNOU not doable (able to be done) [adj] 

UNEARNED ADEENNRU not earned (to gain or deserve for one's labor or service) [adj] 

UNEASIER AEEINRSU UNEASY, marked by mental or physical discomfort [adj] 

UNEVENER EEENNRUV UNEVEN, EVEN, flat and smooth [adj] 

UNEXPERT EENPRTUX not expert (to serve as authority) [adj] 

UNFAIRER AEFINRRU UNFAIR, FAIR, free from bias, dishonesty, or injustice [adj] 

UNFUNDED DDEFNNUU FUND, to provide money for [adj] 

UNGRADED ADDEGNRU not graded (to arrange in steps or degrees) [adj] 

UNGREEDY DEEGNRUY GREEDY, marked by greed [adj] 

UNHEALTH AEHHLNTU state of ill health [n -S] 

UNHIPPER EHINPPRU UNHIP, HIP, aware of most current styles and trends [adj] 

UNHOLIER EHILNORU UNHOLY, HOLY, having divine nature or origin [adj] 

UNIAXIAL AAIILNUX having one axis [adj] 

UNIMODAL ADILMNOU having or involving one mode [adj] 

UNIPOLAR AILNOPRU showing only one kind of polarity [adj] 

UNIQUELY EILNQUUY UNIQUE, existing as only one of its kind; very unusual [adv] 

UNIQUEST EINQSTUU UNIQUE, existing as only one of its kind; very unusual [adj] 

UNJUDGED DDEGJNUU JUDGE, to decide on critically [adj] 

UNJUSTLY JLNSTUUY not justly (in just (acting in conformity with what is morally good) manner) [adv] 

UNKINDER DEIKNNRU UNKIND, KIND, having gentle, giving nature [adj] 

UNNEEDED DDEEENNU not needed (to have urgent or essential use for) [adj] 

UNPOETIC CEINOPTU POETIC, pertaining to poetry (literary work in metrical form) [adj] 

UNPRETTY ENPRTTUY not pretty (pleasing to eye) [adj -TTIER, -TTIEST] 

UNPRIMED DEIMNPRU not primed (to make ready) [adj] 

UNQUIETS EINQSTUU UNQUIET, state of unrest [n] 

UNRANKED ADEKNNRU not ranked (to determine relative position of) [adj] 

UNRIPEST EINPRSTU UNRIPE, not ripe [adj] 

UNRULIER EILNRRUU UNRULY, difficult to control [adj] 

UNSAFEST AEFNSSTU UNSAFE, SAFE, free from danger [adj] 

UNSEXIER EEINRSUX UNSEXY, SEXY, arousing sexual desire [adj] 

UNSINFUL FILNNSUU not sinful (marked by sin) [adj] 

UNSPOILT ILNOPSTU not spoilt (to impair value or quality of) [adj] 

UNSUBTLE BELNSTUU not subtle (so slight as to be difficult to detect) [adj -R, -ST] 

UNSUBTLY BLNSTUUY not subtly (so slight as to be difficult to detect) [adv] 

UNSUITED DEINSTUU not suited (to be appropriate to) [adj] 

UNTESTED DEENSTTU TEST, to evaluate by examination [adj] 

UNTIDIER DEIINRTU UNTIDY, TIDY, neat and orderly [adj] 
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UNTIMELY EILMNTUY TIMELY, occurring at right moment [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

UNTRUEST ENRSTTUU UNTRUE, TRUE, consistent with fact or reality [adj] 

UNWANING AGINNNUW not waning (to decrease in size or extent) [adj] 

UNWARIER AEINRRUW UNWARY, WARY, watchful (closely observant or alert) [adj] 

UNWEIGHT EGHINTUW to reduce weight of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNWISEST EINSSTUW UNWISE, WISE, having wisdom [adj] 

UPGRADER ADEGPRRU one that upgrades (to raise to higher grade or standard) [n -S] 

UPMARKET AEKMPRTU upscale [adj] 

UPRATING AGINPRTU UPRATE, to improve power output of engine [v] 

UPSIZING GIINPSUZ UPSIZE, to increase in size [v] 

UPWARDLY ADLPRUWY UPWARD, toward higher place or position [adv] 

URANYLIC ACILNRUY URANYL, bivalent radical [adj] 

URBANEST ABENRSTU URBANE, refined and elegant [adj] 

UXORIOUS IOORSUUX excessively submissive or devoted to one's wife [adj] 

 

Size, Amount, Degree, Extent 8s 

V 

VACANTLY AACLNTVY VACANT, empty (containing nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude)) [adv] 

VAGRANCY AACGNRVY state of being vagrant (wanderer with no apparent means of support) [n -TIES] 

VAINNESS AEINNSSV quality or state of being vain [n -ES] 

VALIDITY ADIILTVY quality or state of being valid [n -TIES] 

VALORISE AEILORSV to valorize (to establish and maintain price of by governmental action) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

VALORIZE AEILORVZ to establish and maintain price of by governmental action [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

VALUABLE AABELLUV possession of value [n -S] 

VALUABLY AABLLUVY with value [adv] 

VALUATOR AALORTUV one that valuates (to appraise (to set value on)) [n -S] 

VAMPIEST AEIMPSTV VAMPY, seductive [adj] 

VAPIDITY ADIIPTVY quality or state of being vapid [n -TIES] 

VARACTOR AACORRTV capacitor with variable capacitance [n -S] 

VARIABLE AABEILRV something that varies (to become or make different) [n -S] 

VARIABLY AABILRVY in varying manner [adv] 

VARIANCE AACEINRV license to perform act contrary to usual rule [n -S] 

VARIEDLY ADEILRVY in varied manner [adv] 

VASTIEST AEISSTTV VASTY, vast (of great extent or size) [adj] 

VASTNESS AENSSSTV quality or state of being vast [n -ES] 

VEALIEST AEEILSTV VEALY, immature [adj] 

VEHEMENT EEEHMNTV ardent (characterized by intense emotion) [adj] 

VEINIEST EEIINSTV VEINY, full of veins [adj] 

VELOCITY CEILOTVY rapidity of motion [n -TIES] 

VENALITY AEILNTVY quality or state of being venal [n -TIES] 

VENOSITY EINOSTVY quality or state of being venous [n -TIES] 

VENTURER EENRRTUV one that ventures (to risk (to expose to risk (chance of injury or loss))) [n -S] 

VERBATIM ABEIMRTV word for word [adv] 

VERBIAGE ABEEGIRV excess of words [n -S] 

VERDANCY ACDENRVY quality or state of being verdant [n -CIES] 

VIBRANCE ABCEINRV vibrancy (quality or state of being vibrant) [n -S] 

VIBRANCY ABCINRVY quality or state of being vibrant [n -CIES] 
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VICENARY ACEINRVY pertaining to number twenty [adj] 

VIEWIEST EEIISTVW VIEWY, showy (making great or brilliant display) [adj] 

VIGOROUS GIOORSUV full of vigor [adj] 

VILENESS EEILNSSV state of being vile (morally despicable or physically repulsive) [n -ES] 

VIRIDITY DIIIRTVY verdancy (quality or state of being verdant) [n -TIES] 

VIRILITY IIILRTVY quality or state of being virile [n -TIES] 

VIRTUOSA AIORSTUV female virtuoso [n -S, -SE] 

VIRTUOSO IOORSTUV highly skilled artistic performer [n -SI, -S] 

VIRTUOUS IORSTUUV characterized by virtue (moral excellence) [adj] 

VIRULENT EILNRTUV extremely poisonous [adj] 

VIVACITY ACIITVVY quality or state of being lively [n -TIES] 

VIVIDEST DEIISTVV VIVID, strikingly bright or intense [adj] 

VOIDNESS DEINOSSV quality or state of being void [n -ES] 

VOLUMING GILMNOUV VOLUME, to send or give out in large quantities [v] 

VORACITY ACIORTVY quality or state of being ravenous [n -TIES] 

VUGGIEST EGGISTUV VUGGY, abounding in vugs (small cavity in rock or load) [adj] 

VULGARER AEGLRRUV VULGAR, crude (unrefined (to free from impurities)) [adj] 

 

Size, Amount, Degree, Extent 8s 

W 

WABBLIER ABBEILRW WABBLY, wobbly (unsteady (firm in position)) [adj] 

WACKIEST ACEIKSTW WACKY, very irrational [adj] 

WAFFLIER AEFFILRW WAFFLY, indecisive [adj] 

WAGELESS AEEGLSSW unpaid (not paid (to give money or something of value in exchange for goods or services)) [adj] 

WAGGLIER AEGGILRW WAGGLY, unsteady (firm in position) [adj] 

WAMBLIER ABEILMRW WAMBLY, unsteady (firm in position) [adj] 

WANTONER AENNORTW WANTON [adj] 

WANTONLY ALNNOTWY immorally (in immoral (contrary to established morality) manner) [adv] 

WARBLIER ABEILRRW WARBLY, voiced in trilling or quavering manner [adj] 

WARINESS AEINRSSW state of being wary (watchful (closely observant or alert)) [n -ES] 

WARMNESS AEMNRSSW state of being warm (moderately hot) [n -ES] 

WARTIEST AEIRSTTW WARTY, covered with warts [adj] 

WASHIEST AEHISSTW WASHY, overly diluted [adj] 

WATERIER AEEIRRTW WATERY, containing water [adj] 

WATTHOUR AHORTTUW unit of energy [n -S] 

WATTLESS AELSSTTW denoting type of electric current [adj] 

WAVEFORM AEFMORVW type of mathematical graph [n -S] 

WAVELESS AEELSSVW having no waves (moving ridges on surface of liquid) [adj] 

WAVERIER AEEIRRVW WAVERY, wavering [adj] 

WAVINESS AEINSSVW state of being wavy (having waves) [n -ES] 

WEAKENER AEEEKNRW one that weakens (to make weak (lacking strength)) [n -S] 

WEAKLIER AEEIKLRW WEAKLY, weak and sickly [adj] 

WEAKNESS AEEKNSSW state of being weak (lacking strength (capacity for exertion or endurance)) [n -ES] 

WEARIEST AEEIRSTW WEARY, tired (sapped of strength) [adj] 

WEEKLONG EEGKLNOW continuing for week [adj] 

WEENIEST EEEINSTW WEENY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

WEENSIER EEEINRSW WEENSY, tiny (very small) [adj] 
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WEEPIEST EEEIPSTW WEEPY, tending to weep [adj] 

WEIGHMAN AEGHIMNW one whose occupation is weighing goods [n -MEN] 

WEIGHTED DEEGHITW WEIGHT, to add weight (heaviness) to [v] 

WEIGHTER EEGHIRTW one that weights (to add weight (heaviness) to) [n -S] 

WEIRDEST DEEIRSTW WEIRD, mysteriously strange [adj] 

WELLNESS EELLNSSW state of being healthy (having good health) [n -ES] 

WEREGILD DEEGILRW wergeld (price paid for taking of man's life in Anglo-Saxon law) [n -S] 

WESTMOST EMOSSTTW farthest west [adj] 

WETPROOF EFOOPRTW waterproof [adj] 

WHACKIER ACEHIKRW WHACKY, wacky (very irrational) [adj] 

WHATNESS AEHNSSTW true nature of something [n -S] 

WHEEZIER EEEHIRWZ WHEEZY, characterized by wheezing [adj] 

WHELKIER EEHIKLRW WHELKY, marked with whelks [adj] 

WHENEVER EEEHNRVW at whatever time [conj] 

WHEREVER EEEHRRVW in or to whatever place [conj] 

WHIFFIER EFFHIIRW WHIFFY, having unpleasant smell [adj] 

WHINGIER EGHIINRW WHINGY, tending to whinge [adj] 

WHINIEST EHIINSTW WHINEY, whiny (tending to whine) [adj] / WHINY [adj] 

WHINNIER EHIINNRW WHINNY, abounding in whin (furze (spiny shrub)) [adj] 

WHIRLIER EHIILRRW WHIRLY, marked by whirling motion [adj] 

WHITIEST EHIISTTW WHITY, whitish (somewhat white) [adj] 

WHIZZIER EHIIRWZZ WHIZZY, marvelous in construction or operation [adj] 

WICKEDER CDEEIKRW WICKED, evil (morally bad) (morally bad) [adj] 

WICKEDLY CDEIKLWY WICKED, evil (morally bad) (morally bad) [adv] 

WICKLESS CEIKLSSW having no wick [adj] 

WIDENESS DEEINSSW state of being wide (having great extent from side to side) [n -ES] 

WIELDIER DEEIILRW WIELDY, easily wielded [adj] 

WIFELIER EEFIILRW WIFELY, of or befitting wife [adj] 

WIFTIEST EFIISTTW WIFTY, ditsy (silly, eccentric) [adj] 

WIGGIEST EGGIISTW WIGGY, crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj] 

WIGGLIER EGGIILRW WIGGLY, tending to wiggle [adj] 

WILDNESS DEILNSSW state of being wild (living in natural state) [n -ES] 

WILINESS EIILNSSW quality of being wily (crafty (skillful in deceiving)) [n -ES] 

WIMPIEST EIIMPSTW WIMPY, weak, ineffectual [adj] 

WINDFALL ADFILLNW sudden and unexpected gain [n -S] 

WINDIEST DEIINSTW WINDY, marked by strong wind [adj] 

WINDLOAD ADDILNOW force exerted by wind on structure [n -S] 

WINGIEST EGIINSTW WINGY, swift (moving with great rate of motion) [adj] 

WINGSPAN AGINNPSW distance from tip of one of pair of wings to that of other [n -S] 

WINSOMER EIMNORSW WINSOME, charming (pleasing) [adj] 

WINTRIER EIINRRTW WINTRY, characteristic of winter [adj] 

WISENESS EEINSSSW wisdom (power of true and right discernment) [n -ES] 

WITCHIER CEHIIRTW WITCHY, malicious [adj] 

WITHIEST EHIISTTW WITHY, flexible and tough [adj] 

WITTIEST EIISTTTW WITTY, humorously clever [adj] 

WIZARDER ADEIRRWZ WIZARD, wonderful, excellent [adj] 

WOBBLIER BBEILORW WOBBLY, unsteady (firm in position) [adj] 
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WOFULLER EFLLORUW WOFUL, woeful (full of woe) [adj] 

WOMBIEST BEIMOSTW WOMBY, hollow (not solid) [adj] 

WONKIEST EIKNOSTW WONKY, unsteady (firm in position) [adj] 

WONTEDLY DELNOTWY in usual manner [adv] 

WOODSIER DEIOORSW WOODSY, suggestive of forest [adj] 

WOOZIEST EIOOSTWZ WOOZY, dazed [adj] 

WORDIEST DEIORSTW WORDY, using many or too many words [adj] 

WORKABLE ABEKLORW capable of being done [adj] 

WORKABLY ABKLORWY WORKABLE, capable of being done [adv] 

WORKADAY AADKORWY everyday [adj] 

WORKFLOW FKLOORWW amount of work to and from office or employee [n -S] 

WORKHOUR HKOORRWU any of hours of day during which work is done [n -S] 

WORKLOAD ADKLOORW amount of work assigned to employee [n -S] 

WORKWEEK EEKKORWW number of hours worked in week [n -S] 

WORMIEST EIMORSTW WORMY, infested with worms [adj] 

WORNNESS ENNORSSW state of being worn (affected by wear or use) [n -ES] 

WORTHFUL FHLORTUW worthy (having value or merit) [adj] 

WORTHIER EHIORRTW WORTHY, having value or merit [adj] 

WORTHILY HILORTWY WORTHY, having value or merit [adv] 

WRATHIER AEHIRRTW WRATHY, wrathful (extremely angry) [adj] 

WRETCHED CDEEHRTW extremely unhappy [adj -ER, -EST] 

WRISTIER EIIRRSTW WRISTY, using much wrist action [adj] 

WRITEOFF EFFIORTW uncollectible debt that is cancelled [n -S] 

WRONGEST EGNORSTW WRONG, not according to what is right, proper, or correct [adj] 

WRONGFUL FGLNORUW wrong (not according to what is right, proper, or correct) [adj] 

WUSSIEST EISSSTUW WUSSY, wimpy (weak, ineffectual) [adj] 
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Y 

YAPPIEST AEIPPSTY YAPPY, inclined to yap [adj] 

YARDLAND AADDLNRY old English unit of land measure [n -S] 

YARDWAND AADDNRWY measuring stick [n -S] 

YAWMETER AEEMRTWY instrument in aircraft [n -S] 

YEARLIES AEEILRSY YEARLY, publication appearing once year [n] 

YEARLING AEGILNRY animal past its first year and not yet two years old [n -S] 

YEARLONG AEGLNORY lasting through year [adj] 

YEASTIER AEEIRSTY YEASTY, foamy (covered with foam) [adj] 

YELLOWER EELLORWY YELLOW, of bright color like that of ripe lemons [adj] 

YOUNGEST EGNOSTUY YOUNG, being in early period of life or growth [adj] 

YOUNGISH GHINOSUY somewhat young [adj] 

YOUTHFUL FHLOTUUY young (being in early period of life or growth) [adj] 

YUCKIEST CEIKSTUY YUCKY, disgusting [adj] 

YUKKIEST EIKKSTUY YUKKY, yucky (disgusting) [adj] 

YUMMIEST EIMMSTUY YUMMY, delicious [adj] 
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YUPPYDOM DMOPPUYY state of being yuppie (young professional person working in city) [n -S] 
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Z 

ZAMINDAR AADIMNRZ tax collector in precolonial India [n -S] 

ZANINESS AEINNSSZ quality or state of being zany [n -ES] 

ZAPPIEST AEIPPSTZ ZAPPY, zippy (full of energy) [adj] 

ZEALOTRY AELORTYZ excessive zeal [n -RIES] 

ZECCHINO CCEHINOZ former gold coin of Italy [n -S, -NI] 

ZEMINDAR ADEIMNRZ zamindar, tax collector in precolonial India [n -S] 

ZENITHAL AEHILNTZ ZENITH, highest point [adj] 

ZESTIEST EEISSTTZ ZESTY, marked by zest [adj] 

ZINGIEST EGIINSTZ ZINGY, enjoyably exciting [adj] 

ZIPPIEST EIIPPSTZ ZIPPY, full of energy [adj] 

ZOOMABLE ABELMOOZ capable of being viewed at various levels of detail and magnification [adj] 

ZOOMANIA AAIMNOOZ excessive interest in animals [n -S] 

ZOOMETRY EMOORTYZ measurement of animals or animal parts [n -RIES] 

ZOOTIEST EIOOSTTZ ZOOTY, flashy in manner or style [adj] 


	ABASEDLY AABDELSY ABASE, to lower in rank, prestige, or esteem [adv]
	ABSENTLY ABELNSTY in inattentive manner [adv]
	ADROITLY ADILORTY ADROIT, skillful (having skill (ability to do something well)) [adv]
	B
	C
	CHANCILY ACCHILNY in chancy (risky (dangerous)) manner [adv]
	CHOOSING CGHINOOS CHOOSE, to take by preference
	CLIMAXED ACDEILMX CLIMAX, to reach high or dramatic point [v]
	CLIMAXES ACEILMSX CLIMAX, to reach high or dramatic point [v]
	CLOCHARD ACCDHLOR vagrant (wanderer with no apparent means of support) [n -S]
	D
	E
	EFFETELY EEEFFLTY EFFETE, exhausted of vigor or energy [adv]
	ENTIRELY EEILNRTY completely (in complete (having all necessary parts) manner) [adv]
	EVERMORE EEEMORRV forever [adv]
	EVERYWAY AEERVWYY in every way [adv]
	F
	FALLIBLY ABFILLLY FALLIBLE, capable of erring [adv]
	FAULTILY AFILLTUY FAULTY, imperfect [adv]
	FERNINST EFINNRST near to [prep]
	FERVIDLY DEFILRVY FERVID, fervent (marked by fervor) [adv]
	FINITELY EFIILNTY to finite extent [adv]
	FISCALLY ACFILLSY with regard to financial matters [adv]
	FOURTHLY FHLORTUY in fourth place [adv]
	FRENZILY EFILNRYZ in frantic (wildly excited) manner [adv]
	FRUGALLY AFGLLRUY FRUGAL, thrifty (displaying thrift (care and wisdom in management of one's resources)) [adv]
	G
	GERMIEST EEGIMRST GERMY, full of germs [adj]
	H
	I
	J
	K
	L
	LENTANDO ADELNNOT becoming slower -- used as musical direction [adv]
	M
	MANYFOLD ADFLMNOY by many times [adv]
	MARKEDLY ADEKLMRY in evident (clear to vision or understanding) manner [adv]
	MEAGERLY AEEGLMRY MEAGER, deficient in quantity or quality [adv]
	MEDIALLY ADEILLMY in central (situated at, in, or near center) manner [adv]
	MEDIANLY ADEILMNY medially (in central (situated at, in, or near center) manner) [adv]
	MIDSHIPS DHIIMPSS toward middle of ship [adv]
	MOMENTLY ELMMNOTY from moment to moment [adv]
	MORALITY AILMORTY conformity to rules of right conduct [n -TIES]
	MORBIDLY BDILMORY MORBID, gruesome (repugnant) [adv]
	MOREOVER EEMOORRV in addition [adv]
	N
	NARROWLY ALNORRWY NARROW, of little width [adv]
	NEARLIER AEEILNRR NEARLY, with close approximation [adv]
	O
	OFTENEST EEFNOSTT OFTEN, frequently (in frequent (occurring again and again) manner) [adv]
	OFTTIMES EFIMOSTT often (frequently (in frequent (occurring again and again) manner)) [adv]
	OVERSOON ENOOORSV too soon [adv]
	P
	PAIRWISE AEIIPRSW in sets of two [adv]
	PATCHILY ACHILPTY PATCHY, uneven in quality [adv]
	PERFORCE CEEFOPRR of necessity [adv]
	PROBABLY ABBLOPRY without much doubt [adv]
	PURENESS EENPRSSU quality of being pure (free from anything different, inferior, or contaminating) [n -ES]
	Q
	R
	RAGINGLY AGGILNRY in furious (extremely angry) manner [adv]
	S
	SALVABLY AABLLSVY SALVABLE, capable of being saved [adv]
	SEXTUPLY ELPSTUXY to six times as much or as many [adv]
	SHODDILY DDHILOSY SHODDY, of inferior quality [adv]
	SITHENCE CEEHINST since (from then until now) [adv]
	SIZEABLY ABEILSYZ SIZEABLE, sizable (of considerable size) [adv]
	SOMEDEAL ADEELMOS to some degree [adv]
	SOMEWAYS AEMOSSWY someway (somehow (by some means)) [adv]
	SOMEWHEN EEHMNOSW sometime (at some future time) [adv]
	SOMEWISE EEIMOSSW somehow (by some means) [adv]
	STUFFILY FFILSTUY STUFFY, poorly ventilated [adv]
	SUCCINCT CCCINSTU clearly expressed in few words [adj -ER, -EST]
	SUITABLY ABILSTUY SUITABLE, appropriate [adv]
	SUPERBLY BELPRSUY SUPERB, of excellent quality [adv]
	T
	TIDINESS DEIINSST state of being tidy (neat and orderly) [n -ES]
	TOILSOME EILMOOST demanding much exertion [adj]
	TURGIDLY DGILRTUY TURGID, swollen [adv]
	U
	UNIQUELY EILNQUUY UNIQUE, existing as only one of its kind; very unusual [adv]
	UNJUSTLY JLNSTUUY not justly (in just (acting in conformity with what is morally good) manner) [adv]
	UNPRETTY ENPRTTUY not pretty (pleasing to eye) [adj -TTIER, -TTIEST]
	UNSUBTLE BELNSTUU not subtle (so slight as to be difficult to detect) [adj -R, -ST]
	UNSUBTLY BLNSTUUY not subtly (so slight as to be difficult to detect) [adv]
	UPWARDLY ADLPRUWY UPWARD, toward higher place or position [adv]
	V
	VACANTLY AACLNTVY VACANT, empty (containing nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude)) [adv]
	VALUABLY AABLLUVY with value [adv]
	VARIABLY AABILRVY in varying manner [adv]
	VARIEDLY ADEILRVY in varied manner [adv]
	VERBATIM ABEIMRTV word for word [adv]
	W
	WANTONLY ALNNOTWY immorally (in immoral (contrary to established morality) manner) [adv]
	WHEREVER EEEHRRVW in or to whatever place [conj]
	WICKEDLY CDEIKLWY WICKED, evil (morally bad) (morally bad) [adv]
	WONTEDLY DELNOTWY in usual manner [adv]
	WORKABLY ABKLORWY WORKABLE, capable of being done [adv]
	WORTHILY HILORTWY WORTHY, having value or merit [adv]
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